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Zusammenfassung

Der Klimawandel erfordert einen Wandel des Energiesystems zu Technologien mit geringem CO2-
Ausstoß. Zukünftige Energiesysteme basieren daher auf einer verstärkten Nutzung von volatil ein-
speisenden Energiequellen wie der Wind- und der Solarenergie. Batteriespeichersysteme sind eine
Option, um bei hohen Anteilen volatiler Einspeisung eine stabile Energieversorgung durch die Entkop-
plung von Produktion und Bedarf elektrischer Leistung zu gewährleisten.

Um sowohl ökologisch als auch ökonomisch einen positiven Beitrag zum Energiesystem beizutragen,
müssen Batteriespeicher eine hohe Energieeffizienz und eine lange Lebensdauer aufweisen. In dieser
Arbeit wird eine detaillierte Analyse dieser zwei Schlüsselmetriken für Lithium-Ionen Großbatteriespe-
ichersysteme durchgeführt.

Die Energieeffizienz von Batteriespeichersystemen wird detailliert anhand des Referenzsystems Energy
Neighbor analysiert. Die Ergebnisse zeigen deutlich variierende Effizienzkennzahlen für verschiedene
Systemanwendungen. Weiterhin zeigt sich, dass die Leistungselektronik zur Anbindung der Batterien
an das elektrische Netz eine Hauptursache für energetische Verluste ist.
In der folgenden Analyse werden fokussiert verschiedene Netzebenen und Leistungselektroniktopolo-
gien in Bezug auf die Energieeffizienz analysiert. Die Resultate zeigen, dass die Auswahl der Net-
zanbindungstopologie die Energieeffizienz deutlich beeinflusst und spezifisch für die Systemanwendung
ausgewählt werden muss.
Eine weitere Möglichkeit zur Verringerung der energetischen Verluste in der Leistungselektronik ergibt
sich über das Management der Verteilung der Leistungsflüsse im System. Dazu wird eine Lastvertei-
lungsstrategie entwickelt und in einem industriellen Großbatteriespeicher implementiert und getestet.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen einen stabilen Betrieb und eine deutliche Reduktion der energetischen Verluste.
Für die Analyse der Batterielebensdauer wird ein umfangreiches Lagerungs- und Zyklisierungsexperi-
ment mit Fokus auf den Einfluss der Temperatur auf die zyklische Batteriealterung durchgeführt. Als
Testobjekt wird eine Lithium-Eisenphosphat/Graphit Zelle verwendet. Auf Basis der experimentellen
Daten wird ein semi-empirisches Model entwickelt, das unterschiedliche Degradationsmechanismen
berechnet. Das Model wird durch zusätzliche anwendungsorientierte Tests validiert.
Um den Einfluss der energetischen Verluste und der Batteriedegradation auf die Wirtschaftlichkeit des
Betriebs von Batteriespeichern, auch Grenzkosten des Betriebs genannt, zu bewerten, wird ein kom-
binierter Ansatz verwendet. Dabei werden Kosten für energetische Verluste des Systems und für Ka-
pazitätsverluste der Batterie berechnet und analysiert. Die Ergebnisse zeigen optimale Betriebspunkte,
welche in einer profitoptimierten Betriebsstrategie für Batteriespeicher in Energiehandelsapplikationen
angewendet werden. Dabei zeigt sich ein deutliches Potential für einen erhöhten Profit.

Zusammenfassend benötigen die Schlüsselmetriken Energieeffizienz und Batterielebensdauer detail-
lierte Betrachtungen im Systemdesign. Weiterhin können mit optimierten Betriebsstrategien im Be-
trieb deutliche Verbesserungen erzielt werden.



Abstract

Climate change requires a transition to a low-carbon energy supply, which often includes intensified
use of renewable volatile energy sources such as wind and solar. For a stable energy supply with high
shares of volatile renewable energy sources, battery energy storage systems (BESS) are a technically
possible option to decouple electricity production and demand.

To benefit the power system both ecologically and economically, BESS are required to provide a high
energy efficiency and long battery lifetime. This work presents a detailed analysis of the two key
metrics, energy efficiency and battery lifetime, for utility-scale lithium-ion BESS.

Energy efficiency of BESS is analyzed in detail for the reference system Energy Neighbor. Results
reveal strongly varying energy efficiency values for different systems applications. Furthermore, the
power electronics connecting the battery to the electrical grid are found to be a major source of energy
losses. Consequently, grid connection topologies consisting of different power electronics topologies and
grid levels are analyzed in detail regarding their energy efficiency. Here, results show that the choice
of topology can strongly affect the energy efficiency and has to be considered specifically for each grid
application. As a second approach to reduce power electronics losses, a software-based power flow
distribution strategy is proposed and developed. The strategy is tested in an industrial utility-scale
system and shows stable operation as well as a strong reduction of energy losses.
Regarding battery lifetime, a comprehensive storage and cycle test experiment with a focus on the
effect of battery temperature on the cycle-induced battery degradation is conducted with lithium iron
phosphate/graphite cells. Based on experimental data, a semi-empirical model that captures separate
degradation mechanisms is developed and validated via application-oriented experiments.
To evaluate and compare the impact of the energy losses and battery degradation on the economics of
BESS operation, specifically their marginal costs of operation, a new combined approach is developed.
Costs for energy losses and battery capacity degradation are calculated and evaluated, revealing op-
timum operating points. The results are evaluated in a profit-optimized control strategy for BESS in
energy arbitrage, showing large potential for an increased profit.

In summary, both energy efficiency and battery degradation are key parameters for BESS requiring
detailed consideration during system design. Operational control strategies offer opportunities for
noticeable improvement.
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1 Introduction

The majority of human-induced carbon dioxide emissions stem from fossil fuels, which today still
provide 80% of global primary energy demand [1]. Climate change requires a transition to a low-
carbon energy supply, which often includes the intensified use of renewable energy sources such as
wind and solar [2]. As wind and solar are volatile energy sources, the issue of decoupled production
and demand load arises. Flexibility options such as variable generation, demand-side management,
and grid expansion can support the reduction of unbalanced production and load. For a stable energy
supply with high shares of volatile renewable energy sources, energy storage at large-scales for short
and long-term is a technically possible option [3, 4].

Recently, lithium-ion batteries have achieved significant cost reductions as well as increases in pow-
er/energy capacity and lifetime [5, 6]. Thus, they are now being increasingly installed in stationary
Battery Energy Storage System(s) (BESS). System sizes for lithium-ion BESS range from small (un-
der 20 kWh of nominal energy) for residential BESS, towards medium utility-scale size (under 1MWh)
for local grid applications [7], to large utility-scale size (over 1MWh) for grid ancillary services [8, 9].
Lately, more and more systems of large sizes are being built and aid the transition to a renewable-based
energy system [10].

To benefit the power system both ecologically and economically, BESS are required to provide a high
energy efficiency and long battery lifetime. This work presents a detailed analysis of these two key
metrics for utility-scale lithium-ion BESS.

In Section 1.1 the scope of this work is further detailed. Following in Section 1.2 the outline of the
dissertation is presented.

1.1 Scope of this work

The energy efficiency of BESS can only be evaluated to a high degree of accuracy if all relevant energy
loss mechanisms are covered. Losses of BESS include conversion losses and additionally auxiliary
system power consumption. A holistic evaluation approach should include both mechanisms.
Energy efficiency of BESS is analyzed in detail for a reference system, the Energy Neighbor, to achieve
a breakdown of the energy losses. As the model parameters derived and used herein are based on an
actual BESS and the evaluated application scenarios are typical BESS applications, the simulations
give realistic results for the performance of lithium-ion BESS.
As results reveal the Power Electronics (PE) connecting the battery to the electrical grid to be a major
source of energy losses, a focus is put on the grid connection of BESS. Grid connection topologies
consisting of different PE topologies and grid levels are compared regarding their energy efficiency.
Furthermore, a software-based Power Flow Distribution Strategy (PFDS) for reducing PE losses is
proposed, developed and tested in an industrial utility-scale system.
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1 Introduction

Regarding battery lifetime, a comprehensive storage and cycle test experiment with a focus on the
effect of battery temperature on the cycle-induced battery degradation is conducted with Lithium Iron
Phosphate/Graphite (LFP-C) cells. Based on experimental data, a semi-empirical model that captures
separate degradation mechanisms is developed.

For an evaluation of the impact of energy losses and battery degradation on the economics of BESS op-
eration, specifically their marginal costs of operation, a combined approach is presented. The marginal
costs can be defined as additional costs occurring specifically through the BESS operation for charging
and discharging. Considered incurring costs are energy losses during the operation and cycle-induced
battery capacity degradation. Combined results are calculated and evaluated to identify optimum
operating points. The results are evaluated in a profit-optimized control strategy for BESS in energy
arbitrage.

1.2 Thesis outline

The main part of the dissertation largely references five research papers. Figure 1.1 presents an
overview of the topics covered by these papers.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the utilized methods for investigations on stationary lithium-ion BESS.
The papers are each reproduced in the subsequent chapters. The Chapters 3-5 cover energy efficiency,
Chapter 6 focusses on battery degradation, and Chapter 7 combines the evaluation of energy efficiency
and battery degradation through an analysis of their impact on the marginal costs of operation.

Chapter 3 introduces the foundation for energy efficiency evaluations through holistic system simulation
for a reference prototype system, the Energy Neighbor. The simulations reveal a detailed breakdown
of the energy losses, as well as the grid connection to be major source of energy losses in BESS. The
chapter references the paper Energy efficiency evaluation of a stationary lithium-ion battery container
storage system via electro-thermal modeling and detailed component analysis [11]. The following two
Chapters 4-5 consequently cover a more detailed analysis of the grid connection.

Chapter 4 presents an analysis of various grid connection topologies for BESS with focus on the reduc-
tion of losses in the PE. Results reveal that the choice of topology can strongly affect the energy effi-
ciency and has to be considered specifically for each grid application. The chapter references the paper
Energy efficiency evaluation of grid connection scenarios for stationary battery storage systems [12].

Chapter 5 then shows a second approach for PE energy loss reduction based on an improved control
strategy. The developed control strategy is tested in an industrial utility-scale BESS and shows stable
operation as well as a strong reduction of energy losses. The chapter references the paper Power Flow
Distribution Strategy for Improved Power Electronics Energy Efficiency in Battery Storage Systems:
Development and Implementation in a Utility-Scale System [13].

Towards battery degradation, Chapter 6 presents the developed battery degradation model with a
focus on the effect of battery temperature on the cycle-induced battery degradation. The model is
successfully validated against application-oriented experiments and correctly predicts the optimum
operating temperature for battery cells regarding degradation. The chapter references the paper Com-
prehensive Modeling of Temperature-Dependent Degradation Mechanisms in Lithium Iron Phosphate
Batteries [14].
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1.2 Thesis outline

Chapter 7 presents an economics-based approach regarding a multi-objective optimized control strategy
respective to energy losses and battery degradation. For the energy loss calculation the methods and
parameters presented in Chapter 3 are used, whereas for the battery degradation the model presented
in Chapter 6 is utilized. The chapter references the paper Marginal Costs of Battery System Operation
in Energy Arbitrage based on Energy Losses and Cell Degradation [15].

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the key findings of the dissertation and gives an outlook regarding the
application of the results, as well as future research tasks.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the thesis.
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2 Stationary lithium-ion battery energy storage systems

This chapter presents the investigation methods and objects. First, Section 2.1 gives a short introduc-
tion into BESS, typical grid applications, and their important metrics to quantify system application
and performance. Section 2.2 then introduces the two BESS used as a reference and as test-bed in
this work. Finally, Section 2.3 presents the developed and utilized methods, both experimental and
simulation-based. As the following methods are described based on the papers [11–15], the sections
are based on the respective papers without further reference.

2.1 System applications and operation metrics

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic drawing of a BESS with power system coupling and grid interface
components. Keywords highlight technically and economically relevant aspects for the design and
operation of stationary BESS.

Grid IntegrationSystem CouplingBattery & Storage System

• Battery System (Cell, Module, Pack)
• Thermal Management (TMS)
• Energy Management (EMS) 

• Power Electronics (AC/DC) 
& Transformer

• Environmental Conditions

DC
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• Investment (Batt., Periphery, Casing) 
• Degradation and Efficiency
• Sizing & Operation Control

• Profit / Savings via Application
• Stakeholder Involvement
• Regulatory Framework

• Application Specific Profile
• Local Connection / 

Grid Level of Integration

• Power Electronics Invest
• Conversion Efficiency
• Placement of System

…

Cell Module Pack

TMS

Figure 2.1: Formalized schematic drawing of a BESS, power system coupling and grid interface com-
ponents. Keywords highlight technically and economically relevant aspects for the design
and operation of stationary BESS. Reproduced from [5].
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2 Stationary lithium-ion battery energy storage systems

BESS can be used for various grid application scenarios, which can differ strongly in terms of load.
Figure 2.2 shows the time-based distribution for the State of Charge (SOC) and the C-Rate (A 1C
rate means that the current will charge/discharge the nominal battery capacity in 1 hour) for three
grid applications: Primary Control Reserve (PCR) (a,d), peak shaving (b,e), and the application as
Photovoltaic Buffer Battery Energy Storage System (PV-BESS) (c,f).

C-ratemin = -3.5 h-1

Figure 2.2: a-c) Distribution of SOC and d-f) C-rate for selected BESS applications: PCR, peak shav-
ing, PV-BESS. Reproduced from [5].

To compare different application scenario load profiles quantitatively, utilization ratios are defined.
The temporal utilization τt is the ratio of the time in which the simulation is in operation tOperation

(system power 6= 0) to the evaluated duration of the profile tProfile :

τt = tOperation
tProfile

(2.1)

The charge-based utilization τQ is the ratio of the charge-throughput of the battery QThroughput to
the theoretically possible maximum throughput during the profile duration QThroughput,theoreticalmax.

at cycling the system at the maximum battery current:

τQ = QThroughput
QThroughput,theoreticalmax.

(2.2)

The utilization metrics will be used the Chapters 3-4 for the comparison of system application scenarios.
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2.1 System applications and operation metrics

For the evaluation of the system efficiency, two round-trip efficiencies are defined, which give average
values for an operation duration. The conversion round-trip efficiency ηConversion considers losses
which occur on the conversion path from the energy charged, ECharge,AC, and the energy discharged,
EDischarge,AC, from/to the grid. It includes only the conversion losses in the battery and PE, but not
the auxiliary system power consumption. In the given simplified defintions of the efficiency calculation,
the SOC at the start and end of the evaluation has to be identical:

ηConversion = EDischarge,AC
ECharge,AC

(2.3)

The total round-trip efficiency ηTotal further includes the auxiliary system energy consumption
ESystemConsumption:

ηTotal = EDischarge,AC
ECharge,AC + ESystemConsumption

(2.4)

To evaluate energy losses of various components in a system in detail, the relative loss φ of mechanism
i is calculated through the ratio of the energy loss ELoss,i to the total energy input:

φi = ELoss,i
ECharge,AC + ESystemConsumption

(2.5)

The efficiency metrics will be used the Chapters 3-5 for the evaluation of the energy efficiency in various
applications and systems.

To evaluate the battery degradation, the actual battery capacity Cactual can be measured through
capacity measurements, which are typically a full cycle of the battery. The achieved values can be
put into comparison to the nominal cell capacity CNominal, which is specified by the manufacturer in
the datasheet. In ideal conditions, the nominal capacity is identical to the actual capacity of a new
battery. The metric SOH representing the battery State of Health (SOH) regarding the capacity loss
can finally be calculated:

SOH = Cactual
CNominal

(2.6)

The metric will be intensively used in Chapter 6 to evaluate the battery degradation under various
conditions.

To compare the economic impact of energy losses and battery capacity losses quantitatively, the
marginal costs of operating the battery cMarginal can be calculated. They are defined as costs in
Euro for a full cycle per installed kWh of nominal energy capacity. In this work, they comprise costs
for energy conversion losses and for battery degradation. The costs for the energy losses cEnergy Loss

are calculated from the specific lost energy eLoss, which is derived from electrical cell models further
detailed in Section 2.3.2, and the costs for energy cEnergy in €/kWh:

cEnergy Loss = eLoss · cEnergy (2.7)
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2 Stationary lithium-ion battery energy storage systems

Costs for the capacity losses cCapacity Loss are calculated from the specific lost capacity qLoss, which is
derived from degradation models further detailed in Chapter 6, and the specific investment costs for
battery capacity cCapacity in €/kWh:

cCapacity Loss = qLoss · cCapacity (2.8)

Together they comprise total marginal costs cMarginal. This metric will be used in Chapter 7.

cMarginal = cEnergy Loss + cCapacity Loss (2.9)
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2.2 Battery energy storage systems investigated in this work

2.2 Battery energy storage systems investigated in this work

Two BESS are used in the studies of this work: The prototye system Energy Neighbor developed at the
Technical University of Munich and the Second-Life system operated by the company The Mobility
House. Section 2.2.1 presents the reference system, the Energy Neighbor. The system is used as a
reference object in the studies on energy efficiency in Chapter 3 and 4. Further, the battery cell of the
system is evaluated regarding battery degradation in the paper presented in Chapter 6. Finally, the
study combining energy efficiency and battery degradation in Chapter 7 through the marginal cost
calculation is also based on the reference system and the respective battery cell.
Section 2.2.2 presents the second BESS, the system operated by The Mobility House. The system is
used to test the developed PFDS improving the energy efficiency, presented in Chapter 5, in a system
in the commercial application.

2.2.1 Reference system: Prototype system Energy Neighbor

The system Energy Neighbor is a 192 kWh, 248 kW 20-foot container prototype BESS. The system was
developed by the Technical University of Munich in the research project EEBatt in cooperation with
Varta Storage and the Bavarian Centre for Applied Energy Research (ZAE Bayern) [7].

For thermal management, the system features a two-zone climate system for separate and energy-
efficient temperature control of the battery racks and the PE, which are both air cooled. Figure 2.3
shows the structure of the system with battery racks, PE, and thermal management highlighted. More
information on the system can be found in [16].

Thermal Management

Power Electronics

Ambient Air Supply

Battery Racks

Figure 2.3: Structure of the stationary BESS Energy Neighbor. Reproduced from [11].
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2 Stationary lithium-ion battery energy storage systems

The system features eight battery racks which are each coupled to the Low-Voltage (LV) grid via
bidirectional PE establishing the conversion between Alternating Current (AC) and Direct Current
(DC) based power flow. Figure 2.4 shows the electrical system layout of the Energy Neighbor connecting
the eight battery racks to the grid.

......

Low Voltage Grid

Inverter

Battery

Figure 2.4: Electrical system layout of the Energy Neighbor connecting the eight battery racks to the
LV grid. Reproduced from [11].

The battery racks are based on the 26650-format LFP-C cell manufactured by Sony under brand name
US26650FTC1. The cell is designed for stationary applications [17]. Figure 2.5 shows a photo of a
single cylindrical cell.

Figure 2.5: Photo of 26650-format cell Sony US26650FTC1. Reproduced from [18].
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2.2 Battery energy storage systems investigated in this work

The datasheet parameters of the cell with notes for this work are given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Datasheet parameters of cell Sony US26650FTC1 with notes for this work. Data from [19].
Reproduced from [14].

Parameter Value Notes
Nominal Voltage 3.2V
Nominal Capacity 3000mAh Rated Capacity is 2850mAh. Capacity

3000mAh is denoted as nominal in this
work, as all tested new cells have approx-
imately this capacity.

Charge Voltage 3.60V ± 0.05V 3.60V is used in this work.
Discharge Voltage 2.00V
Continuous Max. Charge Current 2.85A Continuous max. charge current of 1C

(3.00A) is used in this work, based on
the new cell capacity of 3000mAh.

Continuous Max. Discharge Current 20A
Temperature Range Charge 0 to + 45 ◦C Max. surface temperature is +60 ◦C.
Temperature Range Discharge -20 to + 60 ◦C Max. surface temperature is +80 ◦C.

Table 2.2 gives the interconnection setup as well as the resulting capacities and voltages for a battery
cell, cell block, module and rack of the Energy Neighbor.

Table 2.2: Battery parameters for battery cell, cell block, module and rack of the Energy Neighbor.
Reproduced from [11].

Nominal Nominal Nominal Minimum Maximum
Interconnection Voltage Capacity Energy Voltage Voltage

Cell 1s1p 3.2V 3Ah 9.6Wh 2.0V 3.6V
Block 1s12p 3.2V 36Ah 115Wh 2.0V 3.6V
Module 16s12p 51.2V 36Ah 1.8 kWh 32.0V 57.6V
Rack 13s x 16s12p 665.6V 36Ah 24 kWh 416.0V 748.8V

The system was installed in the German village Moosham in Bavaria in the LV grid to enable local grid
applications such as load reduction of the local transformer [7]. It further serves as a test platform for
various grid applications. As it has been developed as part of a research cooperation of industry and
academia, it is up to date with current industry standards and at the same time enables the availability
of the necessary system information for a detailed study.

2.2.2 Test system: Second-Life system operated by The Mobility House

The system used for testing of the PFDS is a Second-Life BESS, operated by The Mobility House
in cooperation with GETEC and REMONDIS in Lünen, Germany [20]. The system has a nominal
capacity and power of 3.3MWh and 3MW, respectively. Second-Life here refers to the second appli-
cation of automotive batteries that were first used in electrical battery-powered vehicles. The system
is thus set up from used battery packs from electric cars sold under brand name Smart electric drive
by Daimler. The stationary application for the battery packs extends their usage beyond their initial
mobile application. The concept is a promising approach to reduce the high costs associated with the
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2 Stationary lithium-ion battery energy storage systems

battery packs for a BESS, and thus improves the economic viability of BESS and their applications.
As one of the first systems and at time of installation in 2016 the largest Second-Life system in the
world, the system in this work also shows the technical feasibility of Second-Life concepts.
Figure 2.6 gives a schematic overview of the system, which consists of six Technical Unit (TU), the
auxiliary system components, and the grid connection.

Power Electronics Battery

Transformer 400 V
AC 

10 kV
AC 

System Consumption

Technical Units 1-6

Grid

Battery Thermal Management

System Thermal Management

Control & Monitoring, UPS

Other Auxilliary Consumption

Power Electronics Battery
Power Electronics Battery

Figure 2.6: Overview of the Second-Life system operated by The Mobility House with six TU, the grid
connection, and auxiliary components. Adapted from [13].

The TU each consist of batteries with dedicated PE, however vary in terms of topology, power and
capacity. The auxiliary components are required for the operation of the overall system. A transformer
connects the system-internal 400VAC low-voltage to the 10 kV Medium-Voltage (MV) grid. The TU,
as well as the auxiliary components, are connected to the LV level within the system.
Figure 2.7 shows the schematic overview for a TU with a specific topology that features two internal
power strings, which both have the same nominal battery capacity/power. The total unit power PTU is
distributed to the power strings PTU,1 and PTU,2. The topology of a TU consisting of two independent
power strings enables flexible distribution of the total TU power between the two power strings. This
flexibility is required for the developed PFDS presented in Chapter 5.

Technical Unit

𝑃TU,2

𝑃TU,1

𝑃TU = 𝑃TU,1 + 𝑃TU,2

𝑆𝑂𝐶1

𝑆𝑂𝐶2

Figure 2.7: Schematic overview of a TU consisting of two power strings. Adapted from [13].
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2.3 Methods for evaluation of energy efficiency and battery
lifetime

This section presents the developed and utilized methods for the evaluation of the energy efficiency
and the battery lifetime of BESS, both experimental and simulation-based. In the dissertation, a
holistic system simulation approach to analyze BESS is developed, which is presented in Section 2.3.1.
To evaluate the energy efficiency of sub-systems in BESS, detailed component models are utilized.
Section 2.3.2 presents the methods for electrical-thermal battery modeling and their parameterization
methods. Section 2.3.3 then gives an overview of the calculation of energy losses in the grid connection.
Finally, Section 2.3.4 presents the calculation methods for the auxiliary power consumption of the
system, with a focus on the system thermal management.
To evaluate field-deployed BESS for their energy efficiency, Section 2.3.5 gives an overview regarding
the required measurements and calculation protocols.
Regarding battery degradation, Section 2.3.6 presents an overview of the methods for aging experiments
and the development of semi-empirical battery degradation models.

2.3.1 Holistic system simulation

To evaluate the energy efficiency in a simulation, all relevant energy loss mechanisms have to be quanti-
fied in the system model. Most studies so far focus on specific system issues, i.e. thermal management
[21–25], PE [26, 27], or the battery [21, 28]. Other studies focussed more on the overall performance
of the system in terms of economic performance [29–34]. The new contribution in this work is that
the system simulation features a breakdown of the energy losses and that all components relevant to
the system energy efficiency are included.
An analysis of the system setup of the Energy Neighbor is conducted to include all relevant compo-
nents. Figure 2.8 shows the identified mechanisms, grouped in the respective categories which are also
calculated in the system model. In total, 18 different types of loss mechanisms are defined and quanti-
fied. As the energy loss model is built bottom-up, only the major loss mechanisms are considered. E.g.
in the inverter/rectifier unit no coil losses besides in the LCL-filter are included as they are expected
to be negligible.
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Total System Losses
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Figure 2.8: Overview of the 18 energy loss mechanisms calculated in the system model. Reproduced
from [11].

Figure 2.9 shows the schematics of the developed system model. The system model consists of
four coupled component models, which are: Battery, Power Electronics, Thermal Management, and
Control & Monitoring. The component models are coupled via temperatures, voltage levels, and pow-
er/heat flows. Input variables are the ambient outdoor temperature derived from weather data TOutdoor

and the AC-side power value of the load profile PAC,Req..
The component models for the Battery and Power Electronics take into account conversion losses
PLoss,PE and PLoss,Batt, whereas power consumption related to thermal management PThml. Mgt., and
control electronics PC&M is covered in the respective separate models Thermal Management and Con-
trol & Monitoring. The sub-models are coupled to accurately represent the component interdepen-
dencies. Battery and PE are coupled through the DC-link voltage UDC and the DC-link power PDC.
For the coupling of the thermal aspects, the system temperature ambient to the battery and the PE,
TAmb,Batt and TAmb,PE respectively, are taken into consideration.
This holistic system model is used in the studies covering the overall system efficiency in Chap-
ters 3 and 5. The study in Chapter 4 focussing on the energy efficiency of the grid connection as
well as the marginal cost study in Chapter 7 use a reduced version of the system model.
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Location

UDC

PDC
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PLoss,PE
PLoss,Batt
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TAmb,PE TAmb,Batt
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Control & Monitoring

Power Electronics Battery
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Load Profile

Thermal
Management

Power (loss) command/flow Temperature level Voltage level

Efficiency
Calculation

System Model

Application

Figure 2.9: System model overview: Schematics of component model coupling via temperature, voltage
levels, and power/heat flows. Reproduced from [11].

2.3.2 Equivalent circuit battery models

All battery simulations in this dissertation are based on equivalent circuit battery models. The battery
single-cell model is based on full-cell characterization. Figure 2.10 shows the schematic of the model
featuring a voltage source for the cell Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) and a single resistor for cell
overvoltages. Further modeled cell characteristics which are not shown in the schematic figure are
voltage hysteresis, reaction entropy in both electrodes of the cell, and self-discharge.

Ri(sgn(I), S OC,T )

UOCV (S OC,T ) UT

I

Figure 2.10: Equivalent circuit of electrical battery model. Current direction for charging is positive.

Terminal voltage UT is calculated from the OCV UOCV, overvoltages ∆U across the series resistance
Ri and a cell hysteresis voltage UHys.
The OCV of the cell can be measured through stepwise incremental OCV measurements at specific
SOC or through low-current charge/discharge voltage profile measurements. The methods differ in
terms of measurement time, SOC resolution and accuracy [35, 36]. In this work, the low-current
charge/discharge method is utilized to achieve a continous voltage profile over the SOC.
The OCV voltage UOCV at reference conditions of TRef = 25 ◦C over the SOC is measured by charging
and discharging the cell at a low current rate of C/50 and averaging both voltage curves to compensate
for remaining overvoltages and hysteresis effects. Figure 2.11 shows the experimental results for charge
and discharge over the cell SOC as well as the calculated averaged voltage. Results are implemented
in the model as UOCV,Ref(SOC), which is shown in Figure 2.12a.
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Figure 2.11: Low-current charge/discharge test at current rate C/50 for OCV characterization.
T = 25 ◦C.
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Figure 2.12: Battery model parametrization for the LFP-C cell: a) OCV over SOC at T = 25 ◦C,
b) Cell resistance (Pulse 1C, 6min) over SOC at T = 25 ◦C, c) Cell resistance (Pulse 1C,
6min) over temperature at SOC = 50%, d) Cell hysteresis voltage over SOC at T = 25 ◦C,
e)Reaction entropy over SOC at T = 25 ◦C, f) Self-discharge rate over temperature at
SOC = 50%. Adapted from [11].
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Parameters for the series resistance Ri are collected through pulse tests over the entire SOC range with
a current rate of 1C in both charge and discharge direction in 10% (6min) SOC-steps. The series
resistance is calculated from the cell overvoltage at the end of a pulse, defined as voltage difference
between the end of the pulse and the end of the following relaxation phase, and the pulse current.
Relaxation time after each pulse is 6 h.
Figure 2.13 shows the test procedure for the discharge pulse test at SOC = 50 %. The 10% (6min)
SOC-step pulse starts at SOC = 60% followed by the relaxation time for calculation of the overvoltage
at the end of the pulse from the measured terminal voltage UT.

Figure 2.13: Pulse test for cell resistance: Measured terminal voltage UT and battery current (Dis-
charge, measurement for SOC = 50%, T = 25 ◦C).

Results shown in Figure 2.12b for tests at a climate chamber temperature of 25 ◦C indicate that values
for charge and discharge are not identical and tend to higher values towards the end for both charge
and discharge.
The pulse characterization over the SOC range is conducted at climate chamber temperatures from
10 ◦C to 60 ◦C in steps of 10 ◦C and additionally at 25 ◦C. Results for a SOC of 50% at various
temperatures are shown in Figure 2.12c. As expected for lithium-ion batteries, resistances increase
with decreasing temperature due to the slow-down of electrochemical and physical processes.

Dedicated modeling of the voltage hysteresis, which is prominent in Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP)
electrodes [37–39], is necessary for accurate equivalent circuit modeling of the cell [40]. A time-
independent hysteresis model for the voltage hysteresis UHys is implemented as a function of the SOC
based on the C/50 charge and discharge curves from OCV measurements, while accounting for the
overvoltage through the previously determined series resistance Ri:

UHys(SOC) = (UT,Charge(SOC)−Ri · I)− (UT,Discharge(SOC) +Ri · I)
2 (2.10)

Results are shown in Figure 2.12d.
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2 Stationary lithium-ion battery energy storage systems

The overvoltage ∆U , the difference between the cell terminal voltage and the OCV, is thus calculated
through the ohmic losses in the series resistance at current I and the hysteresis voltage:

∆U = UT − UOCV = I ·Ri(SOC, T ) + sgn(I) · UHys(SOC) (2.11)

As both the OCV of the cell and reversible heat production are a function of the reaction en-
tropy ∆S [41–43], the reaction entropy profile for the cell is taken through potentiometric measure-
ments. The SOC is changed from 0% to 100% in 10% steps using a C/20 current at 25 ◦C and the
battery is subsequently allowed to relax for 13 h at the same temperature, followed by a thermal cycle:
Temperature change to +60 ◦C; Relaxation for 3 h; Temperature change to 10 ◦C; Relaxation for 3 h.
Reaction entropy ∆S is calculated as dUOCV/dT from cell voltages after relaxation at +60◦C and
-10◦C, where n is the number of electrons participating in the reaction and F is the Faraday constant:

∆S = n · F · UT(T = +60◦C)− UT(T = −10◦C)
+60◦C− (−10◦C) (2.12)

Results are shown in Figure 2.12e.
The temperature-dependent OCV of the cell can then be approximated by first order expansion around
the reference temperature of 25 ◦C:

UOCV(T, SOC) = UOCV,Ref(SOC) + (T − TRef) ·
dUOCV(SOC)

dT

∣∣∣∣
T =TRef

(2.13)

Neglecting slow side-reactions due to cell aging or self-discharge and further the heat of mixing due to
concentration gradients within the cell, which can generally be neglected for typical loads for lithium-
ion cells [44, 45], the heat source in the cell Q̇Cell cell can be calculated as the sum of irreversible
energy losses and the reversible heat production:

Q̇Cell = I ·

(
∆U + T · dUOCV(SOC)

dT

∣∣∣∣
T =TRef

)
(2.14)

Cell self-discharge rate s is measured via a separate experiment. Self-discharge can be measured
through open circuit measurements, where the cell is stored and the change in remaining capacity is
determined afterwards, or through floating voltage measurements, where the voltage is kept constant
through recharging the battery. Both methods suffer from the difficulty of differentiating between
self-discharge and battery aging [36, 46, 47]. In this work, open circuit measurements were conducted
as they don’t require the extensive use of high-precision current sensors.
Cells are fully discharged at 25 ◦C, charged to 50% SOC, rested for one month and again fully dis-
charged at 25 ◦C. The difference between charged capacity and discharged capacity after storage is
taken as constant self-discharge as a function of temperature for the simulation. Storage temperatures
are 10 ◦C, 15 ◦C, 25 ◦C, 35 ◦C, 45 ◦C and 55 ◦C. Results are shown in Figure 2.12f, indicating a strong
increase at higher temperatures.
As self-discharge is covered through the measured self-discharge rate s, the coulombic efficiency in the
simulations is implemented as 100%.
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2.3 Methods for evaluation of energy efficiency and battery lifetime

Thermal battery models range from simple approaches, e.g. constant cell temperature assumptions
based on ideal cooling, to more advanced methods, e.g. to 0D, 1D, 2D and 3D thermal models [44, 48,
49]. In this work, the cell temperature TCell of the single-cell is implemented as 0D lumped thermal
capacity, with cell heat capacity Cth,Cell, for computational efficiency and as low cell-internal thermal
gradients are expected for the low current loads of stationary battery applications. The thermal model
is then extended for simulation of a cell block, and then to the module and the whole rack.

Exemplarly, the heat balance for a cell is based on the heat rate of the cell Q̇Cell and the heat exchange
rate to ambient Q̇Cell-Amb:

Cth,Cell
dTCell
dt

= Q̇Cell − Q̇Cell-Amb (2.15)
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2.3.3 Grid connection power loss calculation

The grid connection of BESS can vary strongly in terms of different PE topologies, number of PE units
depending on the system size, and the voltage level of the grid. Various methods for the power loss
calculation of PE are proposed in [26, 50–52]. Different grid connection topologies have been compared
in [27, 53]. The novel contribution in this work is that the typical grid connection scenarios based on
industry components and their respectively validated component models are compared with respect to
their energy efficiency, resulting application-oriented results.

The considered grid connection topologies in this work all consist of several inverter/rectifier units
with optionally a DC-DC converter and/or a transformer. Consequently in the simulation, the total
grid connection power loss PLoss,GridCon is calculated through the sum of the power losses of each
component, i.e. of the DC-DC converter PLoss,DC-DC, the inverter/rectifier unit PLoss,Inv./Rect. Unit,
and the transformer PLoss,Transformer:

PLoss,GridCon =
∑

PLoss,DC-DC +
∑

PLoss,Inv./Rect. Unit + PLoss,Transformer (2.16)

The sub-component models are simulated in MATLAB Simulink. The step-widths in the component
models are in the range of microseconds to resolve semiconductor switching operation, as well as the
sinusoidal voltage and current. The simulation of the typically year-long grid application scenarios
uses reduced component models. These are created by simulating the component models until steady-
state conditions are reached. Then, time-averaged values are calculated for varying parameters, i.e.
DC-voltage and unit power. The topologies are then simulated by combining the steady-state time-
averaged component models.

Exemplary, Figure 2.14 shows the structure of an inverter/rectifier unit including the LCL-filter.

LCL-FilterInverter/ Rectifier

Figure 2.14: Structure of an inverter/rectifier unit. Reproduced from [12].

For the respective power loss calculation of the complete unit the losses in the inverter/rectifier part,
PLoss,Inv./Rect., and in the LCL-filter module, PLoss,LCL are included:

PLoss,Inv./Rect. Unit = PLoss,Inv./Rect. + PLoss,LCL (2.17)
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The loss calculation in the inverter/rectifier unit calculates the conduction losses and switching losses
in both the IGBT and the freewheeling diodes, i.e. PLoss,IGBT,Switch, PLoss,IGBT,Cond, PLoss,Diode,Switch,
and PLoss,Diode,Cond:

PLoss,Inv./Rect. = PLoss,IGBT,Switch + PLoss,IGBT,Cond + PLoss,Diode,Switch + PLoss,Diode,Cond (2.18)

The losses in the LCL-filter are calculated separately as core losses, PLoss,LCL,Core, and conduction
losses PLoss,LCL,Cond:

PLoss,LCL = PLoss,LCL,Core + PLoss,LCL,Cond (2.19)

The DC-DC converter power losses are calculated in the same fashion as in the inverter/rectifier model.

The transformer power losses are the sum of the load-independent core losses due to hysteresis and eddy
current losses PLoss,TR,Core, and of the load-dependent conduction losses occurring in the transformer
windings PLoss,TR,Cond:

PLoss,Transformer = PLoss,TR,Core + PLoss,TR,Cond (2.20)
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2 Stationary lithium-ion battery energy storage systems

2.3.4 Auxiliary system power consumption

For simulation of the auxiliary components power consumption different approaches are used based
on the components in the system. Most components have a constant power consumption or different
states of operation, e.g. standby and operation, in which the power consumption is again relatively
constant.
Other components, however, which are variably controlled such as the thermal management require
more detailed simulation approaches. Simple models directly calculate the thermal management power
consumption from the power losses in the system without accounting for thermal dynamics or gra-
dients of the system [21, 24, 25]. More advanced approaches use thermal resistor networks fitted to
measurements or approximated parameters [22, 23]. The new contribution in this work is that ther-
mal resistor networks are developed based on an prototype system and its actual structure and are
accurately parametrized to component data.

Figure 2.15 shows the system thermal management model overview for the prototype system Energy
Neighbor, studied in detail in Chapter 3. The model is based on a thermal resistance network of
the container system representing the two-climate zones as well as the possibility of air conditioning
through the ambient outdoor air or active cooling/heating.

TAir,Duct

Q̇AirC

Q̇Conv,AmbOutd-Duct

Q̇Conv,Sys-DuctQ̇Conv,Duct-PE
Q̇Conv,Duct-Sys Ambient Outdoor

TAmbOutd

TAir,Sys

System & Battery Zone

Rth,AmbOutd-Sys

mAir,Sys
Rth,PE-Sys

Q̇Conv,PE-SysTAir,PE

mAir,PE

Ventilation Duct

Power Electronics Zone

Q̇Batt-SysQ̇Conv,PE-AmbOutd Q̇Conv,Sys-AmbOutd

Q̇Conv,Duct-Batt

Figure 2.15: System thermal management model overview: Thermal resistance network of the con-
tainer system with two-climate zones, air-conditioned by ambient outdoor air and active
cooling/heating. Reproduced from [11].

Convective heat flows of a volumetric air flow rate V̇ , with a specific heat capacity cp,Air, density ρAir,
at a temperature T are calculated in the thermal system model as follows:

Q̇Conv = V̇ · cp,Air · ρAir · T (2.21)

Conductive heat flows between two objects are calculated with the interface area A , the temperature
difference ∆T and the thermal resistance Rth:

Q̇Cond = A · ∆T
Rth

(2.22)

For a more detailed explanation of the thermal system model it is here refered to Chapter 3.
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2.3 Methods for evaluation of energy efficiency and battery lifetime

Towards the power consumption of the thermal management, e.g. the power consumption of the
active cooling/heating with the split-inverter unit PAirC at a heat flow rate Q̇AirC is calculated with
the Coefficient of Performance COP :

PAirC = COP · Q̇AirC (2.23)

The alternative to detailed simulation or component analysis is the use of measured loads for the
respective components for an analysis. Such analyses are of value to understand known operation
scenarios, but accuracy is typically to low for evaluation of novel or future applications of the system,
where the auxiliary power consumption might differ. Nevertheless, this approach is used in Chapter 5,
where detailed power consumption measurements are taken for a whole month to study the loss dis-
tribution of the system in its actual application. The following Section 2.3.5 gives further insights into
the setup of field-test measurements.
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2 Stationary lithium-ion battery energy storage systems

2.3.5 Field-test measurements

For the evaluation of field-deployed BESS regarding their metrics, specific measurements and test
protocols are required. A performance and health test procedure for BESS was presented in detail
in [54]. Regarding energy efficiency of BESS, Figure 2.16 gives an overview of the functional blocks of
a utility-scale BESS. Here grey lines indicate auxiliary power supply, black lines indicate main power
flows.

Battery
Pack 

Power Electronics
Conversion Unit

Grid

Battery
Thermal Mgmt. 

(B-TMS)

System
Thermal. Mgmt.

(S-TMS) 

Battery

Utility-Scale Battery Energy Storage System

Transformer

Power Electronics 
Control & Monitoring

Power Electronics 
Thermal Mgmt.

Battery
Control & Monitoring 

(BMS)

System
Control & Monitoring

(EMS, SCADA)

Grid Connection

Power Electronics

System Operation 

Figure 2.16: Overview to functional blocks of a utility-scale BESS. Grey lines indicate auxiliary power
supply, black lines indicate main power flows. Reproduced from [5].

All relevant power flows in the BESS should be measured to quantify the system efficiency. If possible,
power consumptions should be instrumented individually, e.g. for the Thermal Management System
(TMS) separately the power consumption of the Battery Thermal Management System (B-TMS) and
the System Thermal Management System (S-TMS). However, power flows can also be grouped to
measure more conveniently. Further typical grouped power consumptions are the Energy Management
System (EMS), Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), and the Battery Management
System (BMS).

Energy flow measurements require large numbers of high-frequency measurements of main power flows
to resolve fast transitions in power. The required frequency for the measurements depends on the
dynamics of the system power, e.g. how fast the system power changes typically, and should be
validated through a comparison of the results to cumulated energy measurements. The frequency is
limited trough the amount of data resulting from high-frequency measurements over long periods of
time and through the maximum frequency of the measurement equipment.

A derivation of the presented measurement procedure is used in Chapter 5 for the study of the com-
mercial Second-Life system in its application.
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2.3 Methods for evaluation of energy efficiency and battery lifetime

2.3.6 Battery degradation analysis and modeling

For reliable lifetime predictions, battery degradation models are necessary. Different modelling ap-
proaches exist, which vary in terms of input parameters, computational expense and accuracy. Phy-
sicochemical models are based on an extensive set of parameters, computationally costly and require
experimental parameterization of degradation rates [26, 55, 56]. Purely empirical models can be pa-
rameterized without knowledge of the cell setup through testing. Several purely empirical models
capture calendar aging [57–59] or cycle aging [60, 61] separately. Through superposition, some empir-
ical model approaches combine calendar and cycle aging [62–65].
The purely empirically based models so far lump multiple degradation effects into single functions.
For an improved understanding of cell degradation, model development should aim for a separation
of the degradation mechanisms wherever possible. E.g. for cycle aging, Waldmann et al. reported
a transition of dominating aging mechanisms at 25 ◦C [66]. The aging for temperatures above 25 ◦C
was attributed to the Solid Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) growth and cathode degradation, while below
25 ◦C the aging was attributed to lithium plating. The respective mechanisms can then be modeled
through functions that are suitable for the degradation driving factors. In this work, a comprehensive
semi-empirical capacity loss model for lithium-ion cells is introduced. Various capacity loss mecha-
nisms for calendar and cycle aging are captured separately in an empirical, yet physically supported
approach.

The semi-empirical models in this work still require experimental data for parametrization. The flow
diagram of an experimental battery lifetime study starting from Begin of Life (BOL) (new cell) to End
of Life (EOL) is shown in Figure 2.17.
At the begin of the experiment, each new cell is tested in a Reference Performance Test (RPT) at
25 ◦C to measure impedance and capacity. After the RPT, cells are subjected to the test conditions,
i.e. various cycle tests or storage tests, for which the storage SOC has to be set. Regular RPT
are performed at 25 ◦C to allow for comparison between different test conditions. The first RPT after
begin of testing is performed after one week. Afterward, the RPT frequency is increased with increased
duration of the testing for cells.
The procedure of the RPT is shown in Figure 2.18 through current and voltage measurements. The
RPT consists of two capacity measurement cycles and 10 s discharge/charge pulses tests for impedance
characterization. To accurately determine cell capacity regardless of impedance increases, two full
charge-discharge Constant Current (CC)-Constant Voltage (CV) cycles are conducted for measuring
the cell capacity (CC rate 1C, current cut-off rate C/50), after an initial CC-CV discharge. For cell
impedance, 10 s current pulses and Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) tests are conducted, both
at SOC = 50%, after a relaxation time of 1 h and 12 h respectively.

If a cell reaches the EOL criteria of a SOH of 80%, testing is stopped [62, 67, 68].

The experiments revealed the capacity loss to be the primary EOL criterion for all cells under test,
e.g. CC cycling at ambient temperature of 45 ◦C with 1C showed a capacity loss of 12% but only
a moderate increase in the 10 s pulse resistance of 4% after 2800 Full Equivalent Cycles (FEC)
(1FEC=6Ah throughput). Therefore, the focus of this work is the capacity loss of the cells, for
which the methods and exemplary results are presented in the following.
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Figure 2.17: Flow diagram of an experimental battery aging experiment from BOL to EOL. Figure
based on [69].

Figure 2.18: Current and voltage measurements of a RPT consisting of two capacity measurement
cycles and 10 s discharge/charge pulses tests for impedance characterization. Figure based
on [69].
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2.3 Methods for evaluation of energy efficiency and battery lifetime

The experimentally measured capacity loss of the cell, QLoss,i in the RPT numbered i is calculated
by averaging over two subsequent cycles in the RPT: QDisch,i,1 and QDisch,i,2. As a reference, the first
RPT of the cell before the tests, QDisch,0 is used.

QLoss,i = QDisch,0 − (QDisch,i,1 +QDisch,i,2)/2 (2.24)

For better visualization though, the capacity loss in this work is not given through the value for the
actual capacity (Unit: Ah), but normalized to the original cell capacity in the first RPT before the
tests, QDisch,0.

Standard cycle and storage tests are used for degradation analysis and parametrization of degradation
models. For the model validation in application-oriented settings, a dynamic profile for application
in a residential PV-BESS in Germany is additionally tested. The profile data was provided by the
Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems from Project ESPEN and scaled to the nominal cell
capacity [70]. Figure 2.19 shows the battery current profile.

Figure 2.19: Current profile for validation cycle tests representing a residential PV-BESS application
of the cell. Current direction for charging is positive. Figure reproduced from [14].

The profile is defined as the operation of a representative summer day and a representative winter day.
Rest durations are excluded for acceleration of the test results, leading to a profile duration of 15.5 h.
As the profile defines the battery current and features a coulombic efficiency of 100%, the profile can
be repeated permanently. However, due to measurement errors of the battery current, a drift of the
SOC may occur and the experiment has to be restarted from a defined SOC. In this work the SOC is
reset at every RPT.
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2 Stationary lithium-ion battery energy storage systems

Table 2.3 gives further parameters of the profile. All parameters relative to the cell capacity (Charge
throughput, average/max. C-Rate, SOC values) are calculated with the nominal capacity of the cells
(3 Ah).

Table 2.3: Parameters of the validation battery current profile representing a residential PV-BESS
application of the cell. Table reproduced from [14].

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Profile Duration 15.5 h Time Resolution 60 s
Charge Throughput per Cycle relative
to Nominal Cell Capacity (Charge)

1.56 Charge Throughput per Cycle relative
to Nominal Cell Capacity (Discharge)

1.56

Time-averaged C-Rate (Charge) +0.24C Time-averaged C-Rate (Discharge) -0.17C
Max. C-Rate (Charge) +0.75C Max. C-Rate (Discharge) -0.75C
Start SOC of Profile 28% Average SOC 51.4%
Min. SOC 5.4% Max. SOC 80%

Exemplary results which are derived from the storage tests are shown in Figure 2.20 through the
capacity loss evaluation over time. Data points represent the measurements taken in the RPT. A
trend line is fitted for each test condition and shown for visualization purposes.

Figure 2.20a shows the influence of temperature through a comparison of test points for temperatures
ranging from 10 ◦C to 55 ◦C, with a constant SOC = 100 %. Figure 2.20b shows the influence of the
SOC during storage through a comparison of test points for SOC from 0% to 100%, with constant
temperature SOC = 45 ◦C.

Figure 2.20: Capacity loss evaluation during storage tests: a) Influence of storage temperature at
SOC = 100 %, b) Influence of SOC at T = 45 ◦C. Trend lines are fitted for each test
condition for visualization. Figure reproduced from [14].

Figure 2.21 shows the results for the CC cycle tests at 1C without CV-phase for various ambient
temperatures over FEC of cycling. Low temperatures (T = 25 ◦C and lower) are shown on the left
hand side, high temperatures (T = 25 ◦C and higher) on the right hand side. The temperature influence
on the cycle-induced degradation motivates a dedicated modelling of the temperature dependence.
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2.3 Methods for evaluation of energy efficiency and battery lifetime

Figure 2.21: Capacity loss evaluation during CC cycle tests at 1C, with focus on the temperature
effect: a) Experimental capacity loss measurements at low temperatures (0 ◦C to 25 ◦C),
b) Experimental capacity loss measurements at high temperatures (25 ◦C to 55 ◦C). Figure
adapted from [14].

Figure 2.22 shows the cycle-induced degradation for the CC cycle tests with/without CV-phase at the
end of charging for various C-rates over FEC of cycling. Low temperature (T = 0 ◦C) is shown on the
left hand side, high temperature (T = 55 ◦C) on the right hand side.
Charging the cells to a high SOC through the CV-phase at low temperatures has a strong impact on
degradation, which increases with higher current rate and thus also motivates a dedicated modelling
approach.

Figure 2.22: Influence of high SOC operation through CV-Phase at end of charge: a) T = 0 ◦C,
b) T = 55 ◦C. Arrows are added for visualization of strong/weak variation at low/high
temperatures. Figure reproduced from [14].

Towards battery degradation modeling, the capacity loss resulting from calendar aging effects QL,Cal

and cycle-induced aging effects QL,Cyc can be evaluated through superposition [62]:

QLoss = QL,Cal +QL,Cyc (2.25)
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2 Stationary lithium-ion battery energy storage systems

As different cycle aging mechanisms are identified in the experimental results, three sub-mechanisms
are defined:

• High Temperature QL,Cyc,High T

• Low Temperature QL,Cyc,Low T

• Low Temperature, High SOC QL,Cyc,LowT HighSOC

Again they can be evaluated through superposition, resulting in the overall model:

QLoss = QL,Cal +QL,Cyc,HighT +QL,Cyc,LowT +QL,Cyc,LowTHighSOC (2.26)

The presented model is then fitted to experimental data with various input parameters, i.e. time,
battery current, SOC, temperature, and charge throughput.
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3 Energy efficiency evaluation of a stationary
lithium-ion battery container storage system via
electro-thermal modeling and detailed component
analysis

This section introduces the paper Energy efficiency evaluation of a stationary lithium-ion battery
container storage system via electro-thermal modeling and detailed component analysis and is based on
the paper without further reference.

Section 2.1 previously introduced system metrics for efficiency, which are now quantified for grid appli-
cation scenarios for the reference system Energy Neighbor, which has been described in Section 2.2.1.

In this paper, a system model of a stationary lithium-ion BESS is created for a use-case specific analysis
of the system energy efficiency. The model offers a holistic approach by including conversion losses and
auxiliary power consumption. Fundamentals for the model development have been briefly described
in Section 2.3.1-2.3.4. The model is parameterized based on the system Energy Neighbor.

Component models for the battery, PE, thermal management, and the control and monitoring com-
ponents are developed and coupled. The key loss mechanisms are identified and modeled. In total,
18 loss mechanisms are analyzed in detail. Both battery and PE loss calculation are validated against
experimental data. The thermal management model features the calculation of the power consumption
related to the battery, the PE, and the overall system. For the system model, a thermal resistance
network is coupled with ambient data. All relevant control and monitoring components are included
in the calculation of system power consumption.
The model is then evaluated using generic profiles which vary in terms of system power, operation time
and average SOC. Results show that low power operation (< 10% of system power) should be avoided
due to relatively high losses in the PE. A high temporal utilization of the system is only beneficial if
it leads to an increased charge throughput. The energy efficiency is shown to be relatively stable over
the middle SOC range. Peak conversion energy efficiency is shown to be 87% under constant cycling
with partial load at a charge-based system utilization of 41%. At full nominal power and constant
cycling, conversion energy efficiency is 85%. Total system energy efficiency including auxiliary energy
consumption reaches its peak value of 81% at full nominal power and constant cycling, as auxiliary
energy consumption is smallest relative to the high energy throughput of the system in this case.
The exemplary load profiles derived from the grid applications PCR, Secondary Control Reserve (SCR)
and PV-BESS are evaluated with regards to the resulting performance. The simulations of grid appli-
cations confirm the results of the generic profiles. Conversion round-trip efficiency is in the range of
70% to 80% for all scenarios. Overall system efficiency, which also considers system power consump-
tion, is 8 to 13 percentage points lower for PCR and the PV-BESS application. However, for SCR, the
total round-trip efficiency is found to be extremely low at 23%, and thus 47 percentage points lower
due to the low charge throughput.
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H I G H L I G H T S

• A holistic model for stationary battery systems is developed.

• In total 18 energy loss mechanisms in the system are analyzed and modelled.

• The model is parametrized based on an existing prototype battery system.

• Different grid applications are simulated for estimation of real-world performance.

• A detailed analysis of the battery system energy efficiency is given.

A R T I C L E I N F O

Keywords:
Energy efficiency
Battery storage system
Lithium-ion
Container system
Energy loss mechanism analysis
Thermal network model

A B S T R A C T

Energy efficiency is a key performance indicator for battery storage systems. A detailed electro-thermal model of
a stationary lithium-ion battery system is developed and an evaluation of its energy efficiency is conducted. The
model offers a holistic approach to calculating conversion losses and auxiliary power consumption. Sub-models
for battery rack, power electronics, thermal management as well as the control and monitoring components are
developed and coupled to a comprehensive model. The simulation is parametrized based on a prototype
192 kWh system using lithium iron phosphate batteries connected to the low voltage grid. The key loss me-
chanisms are identified, thoroughly analyzed and modeled. Generic profiles featuring various system operation
modes are evaluated to show the characteristics of stationary battery systems. Typically the losses in the power
electronics outweigh the losses in the battery at low power operating points. The auxiliary power consumption
dominates for low system utilization rates. For estimation of real-world performance, the grid applications
Primary Control Reserve, Secondary Control Reserve and the storage of surplus photovoltaic power are eval-
uated. Conversion round-trip efficiency is in the range of 70–80%. Overall system efficiency, which also con-
siders system power consumption, is 8–13 percentage points lower for Primary Control Reserve and the pho-
tovoltaic-battery application. However, for Secondary Control Reserve, the total round-trip efficiency is found to
be extremely low at 23% due to the low energy throughput of this application type.

1. Introduction

The majority of human-induced carbon dioxide emissions come
from fossil fuels that today still provide 80% of global primary energy
demand [1]. Climate change requires a transition to a low-carbon en-
ergy supply, which often includes the intensified use of renewable en-
ergy sources such as wind and solar [2]. As wind and solar are volatile

energy sources, the issue of decoupled production and demand load
arises. Flexibility options such as variable generation, demand-side
management, and grid expansion can support the reduction of un-
balanced production and load. For a stable energy supply with high
shares of volatile renewable energy sources, energy storage at large-
scales for short and long-term is a technically possible option [3–5].

Recently, lithium-ion batteries have achieved significant cost
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

AC alternating current
AirC air conditioning
C & M control & monitoring
DC direct current
IGBT insulated-gate bipolar transistor
OCV open circuit voltage
PCR primary control reserve
PE power electronics
PV-B photovoltaic-battery
RMS root mean square
SCR secondary control reserve
SOC state of charge

Parameters & variables

UΔ battery overvoltages
TΔ temperature difference in thermal network

ηConversion round-trip conversion efficiency
ηTotal round-trip total efficiency
ϕi relative losses of mechanism i
τt temporal utilization of system
τQ charge-based utilization of system
A interface area in thermal network
cp,Air specific heat capacity of air
cp,Cell specific heat capacity of cell
CNom nominal capacity of battery
Cth,Block heat capacity of cell block
Cth,Cell heat capacity of cell
COP coefficient of performance for cooling/heating
ECharge,AC total system energy input (grid-side)
EDischarge,AC total system energy output (grid-side)

energy loss of mechanism i
ENom nominal energy of battery
EOff turn-off energy of IGBT
EOn turn-on energy of IGBT
ERec recovery energy of diode
ESystem Consumption total system energy consumption for auxiliary

components
fGrid grid frequency
fSwitch switching frequency
iC collector current
iCE collector-emitter current
iF forward current
iGrid grid-side current of LCL-filter
I battery current
ṁAir Module, air mass flow rate in the battery module
mAir,PE air mass in power electronics zone
mair,Sys air mass in battery zone
mCell battery cell mass
mConnector,Block battery cell block connector mass
PAirC power consumption air conditioning
PC&M,Batt power consumption C & M battery
PC&M,PE power consumption C & M power electronics
PC&M,Sys power consumption C & M system
PFan,Nom nominal power fan
PLoss,Block average experimental power losses in cell block
PLoss,Diode,Cond conduction losses in diode
PLoss,Diode,Switch switching losses in diode
PLoss,IGBT,Cond conduction losses in IGBT
PLoss,IGBT,Switch switching losses in IGBT

PLoss,Interface losses in interface module
PLoss,LCL,Cond conduction losses in LCL-filter
PLoss,LCL,Core core losses in LCL-filter
PLoss,PE conversion losses power electronics
QȦirC heat flow of air conditioning unit into ventilation duct
Q ̇Batt-Sys (overall) heat input from battery rack to battery zone
Q ̇Block heat input from cell operation into cell block
Q ̇Block-AmbMod heat exchange of cell block to air in battery module
QĊell heat input from cell operation into cell
QĊond,PE-Sysconductive heat flow from power electronics zone to bat-

tery zone
QĊond,AmbOutd-Sys conductive heat flow from ambient outdoor to bat-

tery zone
QĊonv,AmbOutd-Duct convective heat flow from ambient outdoor to

ventilation duct
QĊonv,Duct-Batt convective heat flow from ventilation duct to battery

rack
QĊonv,Duct-PE convective heat flow from ventilation duct to PE zone
QĊonv,Duct-Sys convective heat flow directly from ventilation duct to

battery zone
QĊonv,PE-Sysconvective heat flow from PE zone to battery zone
QĊonv,PE-AmbOutd convective heat flow from PE zone to ambient out-

door
QĊonv,Sys-AmbOutd convective heat flow from battery zone to ambient

outdoor
QĊonv,Sys-Duct convective heat flow from battery zone to ventilation

duct
QThroughput charge-throughput of battery
Q .Throughput,theoretical max theoretical maximum charge-throughput of

battery
Ri battery resistance cell model
Rth thermal heat transfer resistance
Rth,Block-AmbientMod thermal heat transfer resistance cell block to am-

bient air in module
RContact electrical contact resistance
RDC10s,Exp experimental battery resistance derived from 10 s pulse
RDC10s,Scaled calculated battery resistance derived from 10 s pulse
RLCL,total total inductor resistance of LCL-filter
s battery self-discharge rate
S battery entropy
SOC state of charge
tOperation total time of system in operation
tSimulation total duration of simulation
TAir,Duct air temperature ventilation duct
TAir,PE air temperature PE zone
Tair,Sys air temperature battery zone
T kAmbientMod,Row air temperature in module in row k
TBlock cell block temperature
TJ junction temperature
TRef reference temperature battery model
UCE collector-emitter voltage in IGBT
UDC blocking voltage in IGBT
UF forward voltage diode
UGrid grid voltage
UHys battery hysteresis voltage
UMax maximum battery voltage
UMin minimum battery voltage
UNom nominal battery voltage
UOCV open circuit battery voltage
UOCV,Ref open circuit battery voltage at reference temperature
UT terminal battery voltage
VḞan fan volumetric flow rate
VFan,Nom nominal fan volumetric flow rate
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reductions as well as increases in power and lifetime [6]. Thus, they are
now being increasingly installed in stationary battery systems. System
sizes range from small (under 20 kWh of nominal energy), for re-
sidential storage systems which store excess electricity from photo-
voltaic systems, and medium (under 1MWh), for local grid applications
[7], to large (over 1MWh), which are often used for grid ancillary
services [8,9]. Lately, more and more systems of intermediate and large
sizes are being built and aid the transition to a renewable-based energy
system [10].

To evaluate a battery system for a specific application scenario, si-
mulations can be used to calculate the system’s expected performance
and efficiency. Holistic simulation of a battery storage system is re-
quired to capture its overall performance, without neglecting key-de-
pendencies. Thereby the inter-dependencies of the components, i.e.
electrical coupling or thermal interconnections can be evaluated in a
simultaneous approach, which can reveal that effects reinforce or mi-
tigate each other.

A key result of a holistic system simulation is the energy efficiency,
which can only accurately be evaluated if all relevant energy loss me-
chanisms are covered in the simulation. Losses of battery storage sys-
tems include conversion losses and the auxiliary system power con-
sumption. An accurate model should, therefore, include both
mechanisms. The conversion losses are related to the conversion and
storage of energy in the power electronics and battery respectively,
whereas the auxiliary power consumption is the additionally necessary
power for the operation of the system, namely thermal management as
well as the control and monitoring components.

This work aims to create a holistic simulation model to perform an
accurate energy efficiency analysis of stationary lithium-ion battery
systems. A detailed breakdown of the energy losses is given. As the
model parameters derived and used herein are based on an actual
battery system and the evaluated application scenarios are typical
battery system applications, the simulations give realistic results for the
performance of lithium-ion battery systems.

The remainder of this contribution is structured as follows: Section
1.1 gives a literature review on system simulation of battery systems.
The novelty and specific contributions of this study are presented and
compared to the literature review in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 describes
the battery system which will be used for this work as a reference case.
In Section 2, the system model, the component models, and the para-
metrization through experiments and literature are described. Results
of generic and application-oriented simulations are given and discussed
in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the key findings of the component and
system modeling and Section 5 gives an outlook on the implications for
the design and operation of battery systems.

1.1. Literature

Existing stationary battery system simulations can be categorized
into the following types: Cell focused, System operation focused and
Holistic approaches.

Cell focused approaches mostly consider a system as a scaled up
single cell and partially combine the cell model with literature-based
efficiencies for the power electronics [11–13]. The emphasis on the cell
is mostly motivated with the bigger uncertainties for lithium-ion cell
operation in comparison to the power electronics and the large share of
system costs for the battery. The studies, therefore, neglect most other
components in the system and results are limited to the battery itself.
System operation focused approaches evaluate specific battery use cases
regarding sizing, suitability, economics [14–19] or operational strategy
[20–26], mostly using literature-based values for overall system effi-
ciency. Such approaches are sufficient for the respective goal, i.e.
system sizing but cannot differentiate between different types of battery
cells, system setups and do not include the auxiliary power consump-
tion of the system. As constant literature based efficiency values are
often used, the models do not enable an accurate calculation or a

breakdown of the energy losses.
Holistic approaches evaluate the technical inter-dependencies of

multiple system components and can, therefore, give a detailed insight
into system performance [27–38] which will be discussed in the fol-
lowing:

Patsios et al. [27] evaluated a storage system simulation in a local
grid application, which encompassed a single-particle cell model, a
discrete time power electronics model based on a single IGBT, and
further included load-free transformer losses. The battery model was
reduced to a single-cell simulation and validated against experimental
data. The system model was implemented in a grid simulation to
evaluate the application scenario transformer stress relief. Results
showed that a higher time-averaged state of charge increased the rate of
battery degradation, whereas a shift to a lower state of charge de-
creased the energy efficiency. They attributed most of the losses to the
power electronics.

Neubauer et al. [28,29] analyzed the thermal behavior of stationary
battery systems based on representative thermal parameters. They in-
cluded weather data representing different climate zones. The thermal
system model reduces the battery as well as the complete thermal mass
of the system to a lumped thermal capacity. The simulation considers
cooling via active air conditioning only. The simulations showed that
solar effects can increase battery degradation in warm and sunny cli-
mates when the ambient climate has an impact on the system tem-
perature through insufficient thermal management. They also showed
that for the application scenario Peak Shaving, constraining inverter
power could pose an economic alternative to control the system tem-
perature with minimal impact on the performance of the application.

Magnor et al. [30] simulated a residential photovoltaic battery
system with a focus on the model dynamics. The battery model was
based on equivalent circuit modeling. For the power electronics, they
simulated controller dynamics and the converter dynamic to evaluate
the transient behavior. Simulations showed that neglecting the high-
frequency current components induced by the action of converter
switches leads to an underestimation of the effective current. However,
due to the low pass filter characteristic of the battery impedance, this
only leads to minor errors regarding power losses. Furthermore, the
controller dynamics of the power electronics also showed little impact
due to the fast response behavior. They showed that neglecting the
switching operation of the converter’s IGBTs strongly improved the
simulation speed and was recommended.

Tjaden et al. developed an open-source simulation model for re-
sidential small-scale photovoltaic battery storage systems [31,32].
Battery and power electronics losses are modeled based on full system
characterization tests. In a subsequent work, the influence of system
location within Germany on the photovoltaic power production and of
the user behavior on the load profile was evaluated [33]. In [34] they
compared various indicators for performance, which included energy
loss mechanisms due to conversion and system standby power con-
sumption. They further analyzed the influence of inverter di-
mensioning, non-ideal power flow control and the energy management
system. In their contributions, the focus is on general system perfor-
mance and power flow for an optimal operation in terms of economics,
grid independence and photovoltaic power self-consumption.

Gatta et al. [35] simulated a lithium-ion battery storage system in
order to evaluate the overall system efficiency by including the power
consumption of the battery management system and of the thermal
management. The power consumption of the thermal management was
calculated by applying a coefficient of performance directly to the in-
ternal losses of the battery. The power electronics losses were not fur-
ther described. For thermal system model, the cabinet temperature was
calculated as a lumped thermal capacitance. Results for the application
scenarios load leveling and frequency control showed that auxiliary
consumptions can greatly decrease overall efficiency. The total energy
losses increase with the battery utilization rate but overall efficiency
nonetheless increases. The auxiliary consumption increases with higher
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utilization. In [36], they applied the model of [35] to the application
scenario frequency control. Results showed that allowing higher current
rates in the control strategy leads to higher charge throughput, higher
overall efficiency, and increased mean cell temperature. Values varied
from 60% to 75% for the overall system efficiency.

Rydh et al. [37,38] described a method for the calculation of con-
version and overall efficiency of battery systems by including the effect
of the air conditioning system, different battery temperatures, and in-
verter losses. Constant values with parameter variation for sensitivity
analysis were used and resulted in a maximum overall efficiency of 80%
for lithium-ion battery systems.

The literature shows the importance of considering all system
components in a coupled model and therefore the necessity of a more
comprehensive approach.

1.2. Paper highlights

Our new contribution focusses on a breakdown of the energy losses
through a detailed system simulation including all key components
relevant to the system energy efficiency. No existing study includes all
the relevant components in single simulation approach and evaluates
their interdependencies. The most holistic approach by Gatta et al. [35]
includes only the power consumption of the battery management
system and features only a zero-dimensional thermal system model. For
the first time, we present a model with high detail and accuracy
through experimental validation. The previously described literature on
system simulations of battery systems did not include an energy effi-
ciency oriented validation of the battery or the power electronics
model. The model is described in detail and can be used for different
components, system setups or application scenarios. We base our work
on an existing prototype battery system for realistic parametrization
and validation purposes. The discussed studies are mostly based on
theoretical systems and literature assumptions for the system setup.
Gatta et al. [36] describe the evaluation of 1MW test system in their
work, however, the system model does not include a representation of
the setup, except the installed battery cell.

In detail, for the battery cell model, we use an advanced model
featuring self-discharge, temperature-dependent characterization and
validate its performance for energy efficiency calculation through
combining electrical measurements and isothermal calorimetry data,
which is a parametrization and validation depth of detail not identified
in the existing literature. By including an electrical and thermal module
and battery rack model, we are able to include the effects of scaling a
single cell to a high voltage battery rack, which is a depth of detail for
both parametrization and validation that is not found in the existing
literature. The power electronics model enables a detailed breakdown
of losses which goes beyond commonly measured efficiency values for
the whole power electronics setup or a simple model considering a
single IGBT without filter components. Power consumption for the
thermal management is included for component cooling of the battery
and power electronics unit as well as for the container system through
active cooling/heating and ambient outdoor air. The existing studies
typically neglect this system component or consolidate it strongly
through a lumped thermal system mass without detailed thermal net-
work calculations. The total auxiliary power consumption is accurately
represented through a detailed component analysis of the system. No
existing work is based on a detailed system analysis and thus provides
the depth of detail of this analysis. Finally, we evaluate real-world grid
applications and therefore can give realistic and application-oriented
results. None of the known studies evaluate the system operation
through a breakdown of the energy losses in general over the operating
range of the system as well as in the mentioned application scenarios.

1.3. Reference prototype battery storage system

The simulation is parametrized based on a 192 kWh, 248 kW 20-foot

container battery system, named the Energy Neighbor. The system was
developed by the Technical University of Munich in the research project
EEBatt [39] in cooperation with Varta Storage.

The system features eight battery racks which are each coupled to
the low voltage grid via bidirectional power electronics establishing the
conversion from alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC) based
power flow. Fig. 1 shows the electrical layout of the battery system
connecting the battery racks to the grid.

The battery management system uses dissipative balancing. For
thermal management, the system features a two-zone climate system
for separate and energy efficient temperature control of the battery
racks and the power electronics, which are both air cooled. Fig. 2 shows
the container system with the thermal management being highlighted.

Recently the system was installed in the German village Moosham in
Bavaria [7,40] in the low voltage grid to enable local grid applications
such as load reduction of the local transformer. It further serves as a test
platform for various grid applications. As it has been developed as part
of a research cooperation of industry and academia, it is up to date with
current industry standards and at the same time enables the availability
of the necessary information for a detailed system study.

2. Methodology

2.1. System overview and control

To evaluate the energy efficiency, all relevant energy loss me-
chanisms have to be quantified in the system model. An analysis of the
system setup is conducted to include all relevant components. Fig. 3
shows the identified mechanisms, grouped in the respective categories
which are also calculated in the system model. In total, 18 different
types of loss mechanisms are defined for this study and will be ex-
plained in the respective sub-model sections.

......

Low Voltage Grid

Inverter

Battery

Fig. 1. Electrical system layout connecting the eight battery racks to the low voltage grid.

Thermal Management

Power Electronics

Ambient Air Supply

Battery Racks

Fig. 2. Container storage system Energy Neigbhor. Picture from [39].
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The system model consists of four coupled component models,
which are: Battery, Power Electronics, Thermal Management and Control
and Monitoring. Input variables are the ambient outdoor temperature
derived from weather data and the AC-side power request of the load
profile. Fig. 4 shows the schematics of the system model which couples
the input variables and the component models. In the component
models for the Battery and Power Electronics, only the conversion losses
are calculated, their power consumption related to thermal manage-
ment or control electronics are covered in the respective separate

models Thermal Management and Control and Monitoring.
We assume identical battery racks with evenly distributed power

flow and reduce the simulation to a single rack.
The control for charging and discharging is derived from the AC-

side power request of the load profile. After considering component
model limits of the current maximum power states for the power
electronics unit and the battery, system responses for DC and AC power
are calculated. The power electronics units are turned off if no power is
requested on the AC-side to reduce losses. In the following Sections

Fig. 3. Overview of the 18 energy loss mechanisms calculated in the system model.

Fig. 4. System model overview: Schematics of component model coupling via temperature, voltage levels and power/heat flows.
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2.2–2.5 the component setups and models are described. To compare
different simulation results, various performance indicators are defined
in Section 2.6.

2.2. Battery

The battery in the prototype system features eight identical battery
racks which are each comprised of 13 battery modules connected in
series; the battery modules each consist of 16 cell blocks connected in
series, each cell block features 12 cylindrical cells connected in parallel.

The utilized 26650-format cell manufactured by Sony uses lithium
iron phosphate and graphite for the electrodes. The cell is specified for a
standard charge and discharge current rate of 1 C at room temperature.
We define as 1 C as the maximum current rate in the simulations.
Nominal voltage, capacity, and energy, as well as minimum and max-
imum voltages, are given in Table 1.

The battery model is based on a single-cell model, explained in
Section 2.2.1, and scaled to the high-voltage rack through the im-
plementation of a thermal rack model and resistances for cell connector
and wiring, explained in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1. Single-cell model
The single-cell model is an equivalent circuit model based on full-

cell characterization. Terminal voltage UT is calculated from the open
circuit voltage (OCV) UOCV, overvoltages UΔ across series resistance Ri

and a cell hysteresis voltage UHys. Herein, we limit ourselves to a non-
aged system, parameterize the simulation to a new battery cell and
neglect further cell degradation effects. It is worth noting, that aging
effects can increase cell resistance growth and capacity loss which can
impair the system’s energy efficiency in the long-term operation.

The open circuit voltageUOCV at reference conditions of = °T 25 CRef
over the state of charge (SOC) is measured by charging and discharging
the cell at a low current rate of C/50 and averaging both voltage curves
to compensate remaining overvoltages and hysteresis effects. Results
are implemented in the model as U SOC( )OCV,Ref , which is shown in
Fig. 5a.

Parameters for the series resistance Ri are collected through pulse
tests over the entire SOC range with 1 C in both charge and discharge
direction in 10% (6min) SOC-steps. The series resistance is calculated
from the cell overvoltage at the end of a pulse and the pulse current.
Relaxation time after each pulse is 6 h. This pulse testing procedure is
comparable to the method described in [41]. Values for SOC of 0% and
100% are linearly extrapolated. Results for tests at a climate chamber
temperature of 25 °C are shown in Fig. 5b and indicate that values for
charge and discharge are not identical and tend to higher value towards
the end for both charge and discharge.

The pulse characterization over the SOC range is conducted at cli-
mate chamber temperatures from 10 °C to 60 °C in steps of 10 °C and
additionally at 25 °C. Results for a SOC of 50% at various temperatures
are shown in Fig. 5c. As expected for lithium-ion batteries, charge and
discharge resistances increase with decreasing temperature due to the
slow-down of electrochemical and physical processes.

Dedicated modeling of the voltage hysteresis, which is prominent in
lithium iron phosphate electrodes [42–44], is necessary for accurate
equivalent circuit modeling of the cell [45]. A time-independent hys-
teresis model for the voltage hysteresis UHys is implemented as a

function of the state of charge based on the C/50 charge and discharge
curves from open circuit voltage measurements. Results are shown in
Fig. 5d.

Overvoltages UΔ , the difference between the cell terminal voltage
UT and the open circuit voltage, are thus calculated through the ohmic
losses in the series resistance at current I and the hysteresis voltage:

= − = +U U U I R SOC T I U SOCΔ · ( , ) sgn( )· ( )T OCV i Hys (1)

As both the open circuit voltage of the cell and reversible heat
production are a function of the full-cell entropy S [46–48], the entropy
profile for the cell is measured. The SOC is changed from 0% to 100% in
10% steps using a C/20 current at 25 °C and the battery is subsequently
allowed to relax for 13 h at the same temperature, following a thermal
cycle: Temperature change to +60 °C; Relaxation for 3 h; Temperature
change to −10 °C; Relaxation for 3 h. Entropy S is calculated as
dU dT/OCV from cell voltages after relaxation at +60°C and −10 °C. The
method is comparable to the procedure described in [49]. Results are
shown in Fig. 5e.

The temperature-dependent open circuit voltage of the cell can then
be approximated by first order expansion around the reference tem-
perature of 25 °C:

= + −
=

U T SOC U SOC T T dU
dT

SOC( , ) ( ) ( )· ( )
T T

OCV OCV,Ref Ref
OCV

Ref (2)

Neglecting slow side reactions due to cell ageing or self-discharge
and further the heat of mixing due to concentration gradients within the
cell, which can generally be neglected for typical loads for lithium-ion
cells [49,50], the heat source in the cell QĊell cell can be calculated as
the sum of irreversible energy losses and the reversible heat production:

⎜ ⎟= ⎛

⎝
+ ⎞

⎠=
Q I U T dU

dT
SOĊ · Δ · ( )

T T
Cell

OCV

Ref (3)

Cell self-discharge s is measured via a separate experiment. Cells are
fully discharged at 25 °C to a low cut-off rate of C/50, charged to 50%
SOC, rested for one month and again fully discharged at 25 °C. The
difference between charged capacity and discharged capacity after
storage is taken as constant self-discharge as a function of temperature
for the simulation. Storage temperatures are 10 °C, 15 °C, 25 °C, 35 °C,
45 °C and 55 °C. Results are shown in Fig. 5f, indicating a strong in-
crease at higher temperatures.

As self-discharge is covered through this specific approach, the
coulombic efficiency in the simulation is taken as 100%.

For thermal modeling, the single-cell is implemented as 0D lumped
thermal capacity. Cell mass mCell is measured as 85 g. Cell specific heat
capacity cp,Cell is taken from existing experimental data as 838 J/(kg K)
from accelerating rate calorimeter measurements [51]. Cell heat ca-
pacity Cth,Cell can then be calculated:

=C m c· pth,Cell Cell ,Cell (4)

For validation of energy loss calculation, full cycle tests at different
current rates are conducted on a single cell placed in an isothermal
battery calorimeter at 30 °C. Thus, energy losses can be calculated both
from electrical measurement at the cell as well as from cell heat rate to
ambient. The utilized calorimeter IBC 284 is an in-house development
of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory described in [52–55].

Both charge and discharge are conducted at the same constant-
current following a constant-voltage phase with a low cut-off current of
C/50. Thus, each cycle equals approximately a coulombic efficiency of
100% and different tests have a comparable depth of discharge of
100%. Constant-current rates vary from 0.1 C to 2 C. Between each
current inversion and experiment variation, tests are paused for 6 h to
allow full thermal equilibration. Energy losses from electrical mea-
surements are calculated from the difference between charged and
discharged energy of one cycle. Electrical energy is calculated from
time integral of the cell current and four-pole measurement of the cell

Table 1
Battery parameters for battery cell, cell block, module and rack.

UNom CNom ENom UMin UMax

Cell 3.2 V 3 Ah 9.6Wh 2.0 V 3.6 V
Block 3.2 V 36 Ah 115Wh 2.0 V 3.6 V
Module 51.2 V 36 Ah 1.8 kWh 32.0 V 57.6 V
Rack 665.6 V 36 Ah 24 kWh 416.0 V 748.8 V
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voltage.
For the calculation of the heat rate through isothermal calorimetry,

the cell voltage is measured at both the cell poles and at the wiring
entering the test chamber to factor for the off heat of the wiring and
contact resistances from the power cables leading to the battery poles.
The time integral of heat-flow measurements over a full cycle equals the
irreversible heat production, as reversible heat production is canceled
out [46]. Energy losses are thus calculated as the time integral of heat
rate of each full cycle.

Fig. 6 shows the energy loss calculation of the single-cell full cycle
tests from simulation, electrical measurements, and isothermal calori-
metry measurements.

Energy losses in a round-trip cycle vary from 2.4% for 0.1 C, (electr.
exp. data) equal to a 97.6% energy efficiency to 14.5% for 2 C (electr.
exp. data), equating to a 85.5% energy efficiency. Model results for
thermal and electrical values are plotted as a single line, as no differ-
ence derives from the model. Electrical and thermal experimental
measurements show good agreement with each other as well as with
the model, resulting in a model error of less than 10% for the energy
loss calculation over the full considered range. An error of 10% in en-
ergy loss calculation for 1 C full cycle equates to an error of energy
efficiency of 0.9%.

2.2.2. Rack model
The single-cell model is extended for application in the battery rack

simulation. Capacity and resistance values for the cell blocks, modules,
and the battery rack are calculated assuming no cell variations.

Fig. 5. Battery model parametrization for lithium iron phosphate cell: (a) Open circuit voltage over state of charge at 25 °C, (b) cell resistance (pulse 1 C, 6min) over state of charge at
25 °C, (c) Cell resistance (Pulse 1 C, 6 min) over temperature at state of charge 50%, (d) cell hysteresis voltage over state of charge at 25 °C, (e) Full-cell entropy over SOC at 25 °C, and (f)
self-discharge rate over temperature at state of charge 50%.

Fig. 6. Comparison of battery energy loss of full cycle tests from 0.1 C to 2 C at 30 °C for
data from simulation, electrical measurements and isothermal calorimetry measurements.
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The battery rack consists of 14 slots, of which 13 are equipped with
identical battery modules and one slot with control electronics. All
modules are cooled by a single radial fan which supplies a vertical air
duct in the battery rack, as shown in Fig. 7a. In each module, the cell
blocks are set up in two rows, with the first rows lying next to the air
duct entry and the second further downstream, which is drawn sche-
matically in module position 1.

Contact resistances for connecting cells in parallel, the connection of
the cell blocks in series and also the connection of the modules are
added to the electrical multi-cell model. For parametrization, 10 s
charge pulse tests are conducted on the cell, cell block, module and
battery rack levels at climate chamber temperature of 25 °C. All pulses
are started from an SOC of 50%, where open circuit voltage can be
assumed constant during the pulse due to its short duration and the flat
voltage curve (see Fig. 5a). As cell temperature does not change sig-
nificantly due to the short pulses, the resistance values from different
setups can be compared. Cell resistance for a 10 s charge pulse RDC10s,Exp
is calculated as:

= −= =R U U
I

t t
DC10s,Exp

10 s 0 s
(5)

Pulse current rate for all setups is 1 C, respective to the setup’s capacity.
Before the pulse, tests are paused for 6 h to allow cell equilibration to
open circuit voltage and climate chamber temperature. Contact re-
sistances RContact between two setups are calculated as the difference
between the experimental value from the actual assembled setup
RDC10s,Exp and the theoretical value calculated by scaling up the re-
spective smaller setup RDC10s,Scaled, i.e. for the module:

= − =

−

R R R R

n R·

Contact, Module DC10s,Exp,Module DC10s,Scaled DC10s,Exp,Module

Blocks/Module DC10s,Exp,Block (6)

Contact resistances for the single-cell measurement are not mea-
sured separately and are thus included in the cell resistance value.
Table 2 shows the results.

Comparing the 10 s puls rack resistance linearly scaled from the
single cell contribution (619.67mΩ) to the actual rack resistance

(674.98 mΩ) gives a relative increase of 8.9%. It should be noted, that
in experiments as well as in simulation, the contact resistances are to be
considered additionally to cell resistances of longer pulse durations,
which are higher than those of 10 s. The impact of contact resistance is,
therefore, smaller than the relative values given here.

For the thermal model of the battery rack, each module is calculated
as a separate unit. The thermal module model calculates each cell block
as 0D lumped thermal capacity. A schematic drawing of the electrical
module layout with separate temperature nodes for each block of par-
allel connected cells is shown in Fig. 7b. Heat rate from cell block
connector losses is given as additional input to the heat source of the
cell block Q ̇Block and thus to the thermal capacity of the cell block.
Losses and their respective heat rate from contact resistances in the
module and rack are directly given as heat input to the system air and
not considered in the module model:

= ⎛
⎝

+ ⎞
⎠

+Q I U T dU
dT

I Ṙ · Δ · ·Block
OCV 2

Contact,Block (7)

For the heat capacity of the cell block Cth,Block, the copper bar
mConnector,Block connecting the cells in parallel and to the next neigh-
boring cell block is added to the block thermal capacity [56]:

= +C n C m c· · pth,Block Cell/Block th,Cell Connector,Block ,Cu (8)

The heat balance between a cell block and the ambient temperature
in the row k T, kAmbientMod,Row , is based on the heat exchange rate
Q ̇Block-AmbMod and the respective thermal resistance Rth,Block-AmbientMod:

= − = −
−

C dT
dt

Q Q Q
T T

R
̇ ̇ ̇ k

th,Block
Block

Block Block-AmbMod Block
Block AmbientMod,Row

th,Block-AmbientMod

(9)

Fig. 7c shows the thermal module model structure. The first row
receives air from the ventilation duct of the system, at the controlled
temperature TAir,Duct:

=T TAmbientMod,Row1 Air,Duct (10)

The second row is cooled with downstream air and on average receives
warmer air. Based on the air mass flow rate of the module ṁAir Module, and
the specific heat capacity of air cp,Air, the air temperature increase in the
first row due to heat exchange with the cell blocks is calculated in the
module model as an averaged temperature. The resulting air tempera-
ture is then applied as ambient temperature for the second row:

= +
∑

T T
Q
m c

̇

̇ ·Air Module p
AmbientMod,Row2 AmbientMod,Row1

Block-AmbMod,Row1

, ,Air (11)

Thermal model parameters for the heat transfer are collected
through experimental characterization. A module equipped with

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of battery rack and module: (a) Rack setup with air flow and module positioning, (b) electrical module layout with separate temperature nodes for each
block of parallel connected cells, and (c) thermal module model with thermal gradient in cooling air.

Table 2
Battery connector resistances for cell block, module and rack. Experimental data from
10 s charge pulses at 50% SOC and 25 °C.

RDC10s,Exp RDC10s,Scaled RContact

Cell 35.75mΩ - included
Block 3.08mΩ 2.98mΩ 0.10mΩ (+3.5%)
Module 49.44mΩ 49.31mΩ 0.12mΩ (+0.2%)
Rack 674.98mΩ 642.72mΩ 32.26mΩ (+5.0%)
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temperature sensors glued on the cell’s surfaces is installed in the bat-
tery rack. Eight temperatures are monitored per cell block to calculate
accurate average block temperatures. The battery rack is placed in a
temperature controlled chamber set to 25 °C with the radial fan also
receiving air at 25 °C.

Long-term pulses of 60 s alternating charge and discharge at an
average SOC of 50% are applied until constant conditions for tem-
perature are achieved. Thus, time-averaged heat production is in
equilibrium with heat transfer to ambient air. Assuming no changes in
battery cell entropy and resistance over the pulse duration, steady-state
conditions can be used for the calculations of heat transfer. Reversible
heat production is cancelled out through the alternating current pulses,
as the reversible heat rate changes sign with current direction [46].

Energy loss and thus irreversible heat production PLoss,Block is cal-
culated from the measured voltage for each cell block and battery rack
current. Heat transfer coefficients can then be calculated for each of the
eight cell blocks in the first row:

=
−

R
T T

Pth,Block-Ambient
Block AmbientMod,Row1

Loss,Block (12)

Air mass flow and heat transfer coefficients for the second row are
fitted numerically. The procedure is then repeated for each of the 13
module positions, resulting in 13 air mass flow values and 208 heat
transfer coefficients. Tests for all 13 module positions are conducted at
a fan power of 100% nominal power. A comparison of 208 block
temperatures in the long term pulse test gives minimum/mean/max-
imum block temperature increases as +3 K/7 K/13 K. The strong
thermal gradient confirms the necessity for detailed thermal modeling
of the battery rack.

For validation of the battery rack model, full cycle tests with 1 C are
applied for several hours with the sensor module in position No. 13.
Time-averaged experimental min./mean/max. block temperature in-
creases above 25 °C are 5 K, 9 K, and 12 K. In comparison, simulated
values are 4 K, 9 K, and 15 K and thus in good agreement. Furthermore,
this analysis provides insight into the safety of the battery rack at full
nominal current, which is an important factor for deployment. The
maximum experimentally observed temperature increase is 15 K above
air inlet temperature. At the set-point air temperature of the system in
operation of 15 °C, this equals to a maximum cell block temperature of
30 °C - which is below the maximum cell surface temperature of 60 °C
specified by the cell manufacturer with a large safety margin.

To model different fan power settings, tests are extended for module
position 13 for fan power settings of 12.5%, 25%, 50% and 75%, with a
reduced current rate for safety. The relative change of heat coefficients
and air mass flow rates from the fan power settings of 100% is then
applied to the thermal parameters of the other 12 modules in the rack.

In summary, the electrical battery model allows the calculation of
three loss mechanisms: overvoltages, self-discharge, and losses in the

battery connector. The thermal model features a temperature calcula-
tion with respect to varying heat transfer conditions in both module and
rack, air inlet temperature and fan power and serves as an input for the
temperature dependency of the loss mechanisms in the electrical bat-
tery model.

2.3. Power electronics

Each of the eight battery racks in the system is connected to a
dedicated power electronics unit. The power electronics components
are installed in three-phase connection to the electrical grid on the low
voltage level, which has a line-to-line voltage of 400 V. The power
electronics units, which are manufactured by Siemens under brand
name Sinamics S120, are comprised of a bidirectional inverter/rectifier
unit and a grid interface module for filtering with an LCL-filter. This
topology is known as a single-stage three-phase full bridge bidirectional
converter [57]. Nominal power is 36 kW each. Fig. 8 shows the to-
pology of a single rack power electronics unit connected to the battery.

The operating DC voltage range of the power electronics is specified
as 600–750 V. The nominal battery rack discharge cut-off voltage of
416 V is below the minimum DC voltage of the power electronics and
therefore no full discharge is possible. This results in a minimum cell
voltage of 2.88 V. However, due to the flat open circuit voltage curve of
the lithium iron phosphate chemistry over the battery state of charge, a
still very low minimum SOC of 1.8% can be reached and thus results in
only a small reduction of usable capacity.

The power electronics components are modeled in MATLAB
Simulink. The power loss calculation for the power electronics units
includes losses in both the inverter/rectifier unit and the grid interface
module:

= +P P PLoss,PE Loss,Inv./Rect. Loss,Interface (13)

The loss calculation in the inverter/rectifier units considers the
losses due to conduction and switching in the IGBT and diodes:

= + +

+

P P P P

P
Loss,Inv./Rect. Loss,IGBT,Switch Loss,IGBT,Cond Loss,Diode,Switch

Loss,Diode,Cond (14)

The calculation approach for the switching and conduction losses of
the semiconductor in the inverter/rectifier is based on the approach
proposed by Drofenik and Kolar [58]. The losses are dependent on the
switching frequency fSwitch, the junction temperature of the semi-
conductors TJ, the blocking voltage of the semiconductors, which cor-
responds to the DC voltage UDC, the forward current iF and the forward
voltage UF of the diodes and the collector current iC and the collector-
emitter-voltage UCE of the IGBTs. This results in the respective equa-
tions for switching/conduction losses for the IGBTs and diodes:

= +P E U i E U i f( ( , ) ( , ))·Loss,IGBT,Switch On DC C Off DC C Switch (15)

Fig. 8. Power electronics topology connecting a single battery rack to the low voltage grid.
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=P E U i f( , )·Loss,Diode,Switch Rec DC F Switch (16)

=P U T i i( , )·Loss,IGBT,Cond CE J C CE (17)

=P U T i i( , )·Loss,Diode,Cond F J F F (18)

For the simulation of the 36 kW inverter/rectifier unit, the
150 Ampere Infineon FS150R12KE3 IGBT module is implemented [59].
Further parametrization and model parameters are explained in detail
in Appendix A.

The calculation approach for the LCL-filter takes the core and the
conduction losses into account:

= +P P PLoss,Interface Loss,LCL,Core Loss,LCL,Cond (19)

The core losses of the LCL-filter are dependent of the grid voltage UGrid
and frequency fGrid and thus implemented without load dependency:

∼ =P U f· const.Loss,LCL,Core Grid
2

Grid
2 (20)

The conduction losses are calculated from Ohm’s law losses through the
total inductor resistances RLCL,total and the current iGrid:

=P R i·Loss,LCL,Cond LCL,total Grid
2 (21)

Simulations results for conversion of 400 V AC to 600 V DC and
input power up to 100% of nominal power are compared to experi-
mental data by the manufacturer [60]. Experimental and simulated
power loss values are shown with the relative model error in Fig. 9.

The model error for power loss is under 7% over the entire oper-
ating range. At nominal power, an error of 7% for the power loss cal-
culation equals to a difference of 0.18% in efficiency from the experi-
mental value of 97.41%. The Simulink model used here enables a
calculation of power loss according to the input parameters DC voltage,
load direction, operating point and system air temperature.

The power electronics simulation in Simulink offers a high temporal
resolution in the order of microseconds. Thereby, the temporal responses
of fast processes such as the power electronics switching can be mod-
eled adequately. The time response of macroscopic observables of the
system such as the temperature of the battery occurs in the seconds
range. The power electronics model is thus simulated for varying
system air temperatures, current directions, DC voltages and load
conditions. Under each condition, simulation is run until a constant
temperature and thus constant operating conditions are achieved. The
then time-averaged results for each operating point are saved and

integrated into the system simulation as a function of the four para-
meters.

In summary, the power electronics model enables a calculation of
the conversion losses. The covered loss mechanisms in the grid interface
module are conduction and core losses and in the inverter/rectifier unit
the losses in IGBT and Diode with respective separation for switching
and conduction losses.

2.4. Thermal management

The thermal management of the system can be separated into three
parts: System thermal management, which covers the overall temperature
control of the container; Battery thermal management, which covers the
temperature control of the battery rack within in the system; Power
electronics thermal management, which covers the temperature control of
the inverter/rectifier unit and the grid interface unit. Each is explained
separately in the following Sections 2.4.1–2.4.3.

2.4.1. System thermal management
The system thermal management of the storage container features a

two-zone setup to separately manage the temperatures of the battery
racks and the power electronics, as in general, lithium-ion batteries are
more temperature sensitive e.g in terms of cell degradation. Further, the
power electronics are the main heat source in the system. Battery racks,
which require most of the volume of the system are placed in the main
part of the container, the battery zone. The power electronics are placed
in a metal cabinet inside of the container, the power electronics zone.

For calculation of the operating points and power consumption of
the thermal management components, a thermal system model is ne-
cessary which allows the calculation of heat flows and air temperatures
in the separate zones and the ventilation duct. A thermal resistance
network is defined which connects air temperatures in the system with
the models of the battery racks, the power electronics components and
the ambient outdoor conditions. Fig. 10 shows an overview of the
thermal system model.

Parameters for the thermal system model are given in Appendix B.
The container main ventilation duct is fed by ambient outdoor air

and/or air from the battery zone. Inside the ventilation duct, the va-
porizer of the air conditioning unit can actively control bidirectional
heat exchange with the air flow. From the ventilation duct, air is sup-
plied to the battery racks, to the battery zone and to the power elec-
tronics zone, each via a separate fan. Setpoint temperature in the
ventilation duct is 15 °C, according to the desired ambient temperature
for the lithium-ion cells.

The battery zone is fed from the outflow of the battery racks and
further actively controlled with a single fan fed from the ventilation
duct. Target temperature range is 10–20 °C. The power electronics zone
is controlled to a wider range of 0–40 °C according to manufacturer
specifications [60]. If the battery zone requires heat input, outflow air
from the power electronics zone can be directed to it instead of re-
leasing it to the ambient outdoors.

The split inverter, connected to the vaporizer in the ventilation duct,
has a nominal cooling and heating power of 10.0 kW and 11.2 kW,
respectively. The four fans supplying air from the ventilation duct to the
power electronics zone as well as the single fan for the battery zone
each have a nominal power consumption of 101W from 24 V supply.

Convective heat flows in the thermal system model are calculated as
follows:

=Q V c ρ Ṫ ̇ · · ·pConv ,Air Air (22)

Conductive heat flows between two objects are calculated with the
interface area A, the temperature difference TΔ and the thermal re-
sistance Rth:

=Q A T
R

̇ · Δ
Cond

th (23)
Fig. 9. Power electronics losses for AC to DC conversion over operation range at 600 V
DC. Simulation data at 25 °C ambient air temperature, experimental data from [60].
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Thermal resistances between the battery zone and ambient as well
between the battery zone and the power electronics zone are calculated
from the heat transfer coefficients on both sides and the containment
material heat conductivity.

Coupling to the thermal battery model gives the heat transfer from
the battery racks to the battery zone Q ̇Batt-Sys, calculated from the con-
vective heat input from the ventilation duct QĊonv,Duct-Batt and from the
heat exchange within the rack:

∑= +Q Q Q̇ ̇ ̇Batt-Sys Conv,Duct-Batt Block-AmbMod (24)

Heat balance for the battery zone is given as:

= + + +

+ + +

− −

m c
dT

dt
P P Q Q

Q Q Q

Q Q

· · ̇ ̇

̇ ̇ ̇

̇ ̇

pair,Sys ,Air
air,Sys

C&M,Sys C&M,Batt Batt-Sys Conv,Duct-Sys

Conv,PE-Sys Cond,PE-Sys Cond,AmbOutd-Sys

Conv,Sys-Duct Conv,Sys-AmbOutd (25)

Heat balance for the power electronics zone is given as:

= + + −

− −

m c
dT

dt
P P Q Q

Q Q

· · ̇ ̇

̇ ̇

pAir,PE ,Air
Air,PE

Loss,PE C&M,PE Conv,Duct-PE Conv,PE-Sys

Conv,PE-AmbOutd Cond,PE-Sys (26)

The heat balance for the ventilation duct considers no thermal mass
or conductive heat exchange and is given as:

= + + − −

−

Q Q Q Q Q

Q

0 ̇ ̇ ̇ ̇ ̇

̇
Conv,AmbOutd-Duct Conv,Sys-Duct AirC Conv,Duct-PE Conv,Duct-Batt

Conv,Duct-Sys (27)

Based on the affinity laws for a fan with nominal fan power PFan,Nom
and nominal volumetric flow rate VFan,Nom, the volumetric flow rate for
a different power can be calculated [61]:

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

V V P
P

̇ ̇ ·Fan Fan,Nom
Fan

Fan,Nom

3

(28)

The pressure loss occurring in the ventilation is unknown and is ne-
glected in the simulation. In reality this would decrease the flow rate,
but as results show, the contribution of fan power consumption on the
total system power consumption is low. This approach is used for all
calculations of air flow rate in the thermal management model.

Power consumption of active cooling/heating with the split-inverter
unit is calculated with the Coefficient of Performance COP, which is
taken constant as 3.0 for cooling (corresponding to air-cooled

compressor units with cooling power greater than 10 kW, coolant
R410A and average vaporizing temperature 8 °C [62]) and 4.0 for
heating, respectively:

=P COP Q/Cooling· ̇AirC Heating AirC (29)

2.4.2. Battery thermal management
The battery racks are separately fan-cooled with a radial fan on top

of the rack supplying air from the system ventilation duct. Battery rack
fans are controlled as follows: 100% if maximum cell temperature in the
rack is higher than inlet temperature by 5 K; 10% if maximum cell
temperature in the rack is lower and the rack is in operation; 0% if
maximum cell temperature in the rack is lower and the rack is not in
operation. The nominal power consumption of each battery rack fan is
82W from 24 V supply.

2.4.3. Power electronics thermal management
Both the power electronics units, inverter/rectifier module, and grid

interface module use internal fan cooling which circulates air from the
power electronics zone. Fan cooling of the power electronics units is not
modulated except for turn-on/turn-off and thus has a constant power
consumption during operation of 36W for the inverter/rectifier module
and 11.8W for the grid interface module [60], both from 24 V supply.

In summary, the thermal system model enables a calculation of
system temperatures in the ventilation duct, the battery zone, and the
power electronics zone, as well as the power consumption of the
thermal management. In the system thermal management model the
loss mechanisms covered are the air conditioning by active cooling/
heating and the fan ventilation of battery zone/power electronics zone.
For component thermal management, the power consumptions of the
fan cooling of the inverter/rectifier units, the grid interface units, and
the battery racks are calculated.

2.5. Control and monitoring components

For an accurate evaluation of the system power consumption, the
monitoring and control components are analyzed and grouped by their
function. As the operation mode and thus power consumption changes
for some components in the power electronics group (i.e. contactor),
power consumption is evaluated for both the state of standby as well as
when the system is in operation. For all components which consume
power from the 24 V supply, a conversion efficiency of 91.5% is

Fig. 10. System thermal management model overview: Thermal resistance network of the container system with two-climate zones, air conditioned by ambient outdoor air and active
cooling/heating. Figure and approach based on [28,29].
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implemented, based on the nominal efficiency of the installed 24 V
supply.

Table 3 shows the consumption of the monitoring and control
components, grouped by their affiliation and the total sum. The power
consumption from 24 V is here already corrected by the power supply
efficiency.

For the components related to the battery, the largest contributor is
the battery management with the slave modules for each of the 104
battery modules. In the power electronics group, the modular setup of
the system requires dedicated voltage sensing and control units for each
battery rack, which leads to additional power consumption.
Components for monitoring the overall system (i.e. remotely accessible
computer) have low power consumption.

In summary, the model calculates power consumption for control
and monitoring in both standby and operation mode of the system. The
components are grouped by their related function into battery, power
electronics, and overall system.

2.6. Performance indicators

For the evaluation of the system efficiency, two round-trip effi-
ciencies are defined which give average values for a simulated opera-
tion duration.

The conversion round-trip efficiency ηConversion considers losses
which occur on the conversion path from the energy charged, ECharge,AC,
and the energy discharged, EDischarge,AC from/to the grid. It includes only
the conversion losses in the battery and power electronics, but not the
system consumption:

=η
E
EConversion
Discharge,AC

Charge,AC (30)

The total round-trip efficiency ηTotal further includes the energy

consumed by the system for thermal management as well as for the
control and monitoring components ESystem Consumption:

=
+

η
E

E ETotal
Discharge,AC

Charge,AC System Consumption (31)

The relative loss ϕ of mechanism i is calculated through the ratio of
the energy loss to the total energy input:

=
+

ϕ
E

E Ei
iLoss,

Charge,AC System Consumption (32)

To compare different load profiles, utilization ratios are defined.
The temporal utilization τt is the ratio of the time in which the simu-
lation is in operation tOperation (System Power≠ 0) to the evaluated
duration tSimulation:

=τ
t
tt

Operation

Simulation (33)

The charge-based utilization τQ is the ratio of the charge-throughput
of the battery QThroughput to the theoretically possible maximum
throughput during the simulation duration Q .Throughput,theoretical max at
cycling the system at the maximum battery current of 1 C:

=τ
Q

Q .Q
Throughput

Throughput,theoretical max (34)

Based on the performance indices defined, the various simulation re-
sults are evaluated in the following.

3. Results and discussion

The system model now enables a system simulation of various ap-
plications. In Section 3.1 the general system performance is first ana-
lyzed through generic profiles. The model is then used in Section 3.2 to
simulate several real-world grid application scenarios.

3.1. Evaluation of generic profiles

The generic profiles analyze the variation of three specific para-
meters: system power, time in operation and average state of charge,
which are discussed in Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3 Ambient outdoor tem-
perature is set to 20 °C for all generic profile simulations.

Table 3
Power consumption of control and monitoring component groups in standby and op-
eration-mode.

Group Standby mode Operation mode

Battery 287W 287W
Power Electronics 422W 463W
System 81W 81W

Total 789W 830W

Fig. 11. Results of generic variable power full cycle profile: (a) Profile schematic, (b) energy efficiency, and (c) energy loss distribution.
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3.1.1. Variable power
The variable power profile cycles the system with varying power

settings without interruption, which leads to different charge utiliza-
tions. The schematic SOC profiles over time for two exemplary simu-
lations, high and low power cycling, are shown in Fig. 11a. The temporal
utilization is 100% for all simulations.

Results for the conversion efficiency over the charge-based utiliza-
tion are shown in Fig. 11b. Conversion efficiency is low for the low
utilization scenarios. For higher utilization, conversion efficiencies in-
crease to a peak value of 87% at 41% charge-based utilization (marked
as conversion efficiency optimum) and decreases slightly afterward.
Total efficiency is slightly lower, peaking at 81% at full utilization
(marked as total efficiency optimum). Towards full load, the difference
between conversion and total efficiency decreases and at full utiliza-
tion, conversion efficiency is 85%, and thus only 4 percentage points
lower.

The relative losses, again over the charge-based utilization grouped
into battery, power electronics, and system consumption, are shown in
Fig. 11c. For the conversion efficiency, only battery and power elec-
tronics are relevant. Battery losses increase almost linearly with higher
operating power, as expected from the results for the battery model (see
Fig. 6). Power electronics conversion losses and total system con-
sumption contribute significantly and together make up the majority of
losses for low utilization. This is attributed to their loss behavior/power
consumption even for no-load operation (see Fig. 9 and Table 3). In the
low power simulations, the power electronics are the largest con-
tributor to losses but are overtaken by the system consumption at high
power operation when the thermal management power consumption
rises. At high power operating points, the power electronics efficiency
improves and system consumption increases due to increased load for
the battery and system thermal management. On the other hand, for
high utilization ranging between 50% and 100%, the battery is the
largest contributor to the losses.

In summary, the results of the variable power profile show that low
power operation results in significant losses due to the power electro-
nics and the system consumption. The battery is the smallest con-
tributor to the losses at low power operation and the inversely the
strongest contributor at high power operation.

3.1.2. Variable system operation time
The variable system operation time profile cycles the system with full

nominal power with varying pauses after each full cycle. The SOC

profiles for two exemplary simulations, high and low operation time,
are shown in Fig. 12a. The temporal utilization, not shown, scales lin-
early with the charge-based utilization.

The resulting efficiencies, shown in Fig. 12b, exhibit relatively
constant conversion efficiencies for all utilization ratios of approxi-
mately 84–85%, as is expected due to the constant system power during
operation. Peak conversion efficiency is 85% at full utilization (marked
as conversion efficiency optimum), mainly explained with increased
battery temperature due to the missing periods for temperature equi-
libration. This leads to decreasing cell resistances and thus higher
battery efficiencies. At the lowest evaluated utilization, the battery self-
discharge starts to have an increasing impact on the conversion effi-
ciency due to the long rest periods between a cycle. For low utilization
simulations, the total efficiency shows low values but converges to the
conversion efficiency with increasing utilization. Peak total efficiency is
at 81% (marked as total efficiency optimum), which is the identical
peak value already identified in the generic profile for variable power
(see Section 3.1.1).

The relative losses, shown in Fig 12c, for power electronics and
battery remain constant for higher utilization, whereas the relative
losses due system consumption are high for low utilization. The reason
is that the energy for system consumption increases sublinearly with
increasing utilization and thus is relatively lower at high utilization.

In summary, the results of the variable system operation time profile
show that overall a higher charge throughput results in higher total
system efficiency.

3.1.3. Variable average state of charge
The variable average state of charge profile cycles the system with full

nominal power with varying averages for the SOC. The SOC is varied in
each simulation for 5%, i.e. from 75% to 80% with an average SOC of
77.5%. Two SOC profiles for exemplary simulations, high and low
average SOC, are shown in Fig. 13a. As power is throttled due to voltage
limitations in battery and power electronics at very high and low SOCs,
the profile is only evaluated for the middle region of SOC from 20% to
80%. The temporal and charge-based utilizations are then both 100%
for all simulations.

Results for the efficiencies over the average SOC (Fig. 13b) show
only a slight increase in the conversion efficiency to higher SOCs. Peak
conversion efficiency (marked as conversion efficiency optimum) at an
average SOC of 60% is 85% as previously already identified (see Section
3.1.1 and 3.1.2), but differences to lower and higher average state of

Fig. 12. Results of generic variable pause duration full cycle profile: (a) Profile schematic, (b) energy efficiency, and (c) energy loss distribution.
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charge are less than 1 percentage point. The total efficiency similar
remains relatively constant as well at the previously identified peak
value of 81%.

The relative losses, shown in Fig. 13c, indicate that this improve-
ment originates from reduced battery losses which can be attributed to
lower average resistance values in the cell. Even though power elec-
tronics losses increase at a higher battery rack voltage and thus with
higher SOCs, this effect is noticeably smaller than for the battery.

Summarizing, the results for the variable average state of charge
profile show that the energy efficiency is relatively stable over the
middle SOC range, with a small trend towards higher efficiencies for
higher SOC.

3.2. Evaluation of grid application scenarios

Three grid applications for Germany are evaluated for a prediction
of real-world system performance, which will be briefly explained in
the following.

Primary Control Reserve (PCR) is the support of the grid frequency by
providing positive or negative power to the grid in case of frequency
deviations from the nominal frequency in the European grid of 50 Hz
[63]. The process is coordinated by the transmission system operators
and activated through the grid frequency. The reserve power in the
simulation is scaled to an offered power of 200 kW.

The load profile in this work is taken from existing work on control
reserve [64]. Lately, the regulation for PCR has been subject to addi-
tions and clarifications due to new market participants such as battery
systems [65]. The load profile in this work might not yet take into
account recent regulations, however, it follows the explained specifi-
cations and covers the characteristics of frequency regulation with
battery storage system.

Secondary Control Reserve (SCR), the second evaluated grid appli-
cation is used to restore the availability of the power bandwidth of the
primary control power in case of imbalances of power in the grid for a
longer duration than 30 s. The control is centralized and fully auto-
mated through the local transmission operator. Positive and negative
reserve power are tendered separately. SCR is tendered for periods of a
full week and further separated into the base period (8 AM to 8 PM) and
peak period (8 PM to 8 AM), resulting in four different types which can
be offered. The requested power for a system offering SCR is further
influenced by the energy price set by the system operator. The load
profile for two units providing the same type of secondary control re-
serve power can therefore still vary. More information can be found at

[66].
The load profile in this work is again taken from existing work [64].

Negative reserve power of 200 kW is provided for the base period and
the battery is discharged during the peak period. The load profile in this
work cannot be considered as a general secondary control reserve
profile, but rather as an example with little storage utilization as is
shown later.

PV-Battery (PV-B), the third evaluated grid application is storage of
power from multiple residential households in a local low voltage grid.
This grid application is not a remunerated grid service in Germany, but
as the load profile has the characteristics of a residential photovoltaic
battery system it is included in the study as a comparison.

The load profile is calculated from the residual load curve of mul-
tiple households with photovoltaic-battery systems. A number of 40
households with each a photovoltaic peak power 5 kW is considered,
which results in approximately 5 kWh of nominal storage capacity per
household. More details on the load profile are given in Appendix C.

Simulation duration for all grid applications is one year to include
all seasonal variations.

Table 4 shows a comparison of the three grid application load
profiles. Additionally to the previously defined charge-based and tem-
poral utilizations, the number of full equivalent cycles per year is given.
PCR is the highest utilized scenario. SCR here is a very low utilization
scenario. PV-B is similar to PCR in terms of temporal utilization but the
charge-throughput is lower.

For all grid applications, the ambient outdoor conditions are taken
for the location Berlin, Germany in 1 h temporal resolution from the
software Greenius 4.1.1 from the German Aerospace Center [67]. Year
average temperature is 8.9 °C.

Table 5 shows the results for the conversion and total round-trip
efficiency. PCR features both the highest conversion and total efficiency
due to its higher charge-based utilization. For SCR, the total efficiency
is very low due to the very low charge-based utilization. PV-B features a
lower conversion efficiency than PCR due to the similar temporal

Fig. 13. Results of generic variable average state of charge profile: (a) Profile schematic, (b) energy efficiency, and (c) energy loss distribution.

Table 4
Parameters of load profiles for grid application scenarios.

PCR SCR PV-B

Full equivalent cycles/ a 409 18 223
Temporal utilization τt 61.5% 4.2% 59.7%
Charge-based utilization τQ 9.3% 0.4% 5.1%
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utilization but with lower charge-based utilization, which results in low
average power in operation.

Fig. 14 shows the distribution of total energy input into the system
for the grid scenarios, separated into usable energy, conversion losses
for battery and power electronics and the system consumption. Usable
energy is the discharged energy during the simulation. Battery con-
version losses are the smallest contribution in all scenarios due to the
low average system power, which leads to an efficient operation in the
battery (see Fig. 6). Power electronics losses are in comparison higher,
again due to the low average system power which here leads to a less
efficient operation (see Fig. 9). Relative energy for system consumption
shows to be not negligible in all scenarios and is very large in the low
utilization scenario SCR, in which the energy for system consumption is
in total large compared to the low energy throughput.

Fig. 15 shows the distribution of the conversion losses grouped by
the relative system operating point. In all scenarios, the majority of
conversion losses occurs at less than 10% of nominal power, which can
mostly be attributed to the low efficiency of the power electronics. For
PCR and PV-B, the losses at nominal power are very low in comparison,
as the operating points are rarely requested by the load profile. Only
SCR shows significant conversion losses at nominal power.

Table 6 shows the distribution of the previously defined 18 groups
of energy loss mechanisms. The breakdown of conversion losses (1-9)
explains the high losses in the low power operating regions. The loss
mechanisms in the power electronics (1-6) which are relatively load-
independent (switching of IGBTs and diodes (1,3), core losses in the
interface module (5)) are the biggest contributors. In the battery rack
(7-9), losses in the connector (8) and self-discharge (9) are relatively

Table 5
Conversion and total efficiency of grid application scenarios.

PCR SCR PV-B

Conversion efficiency ηConversion 80.2% 69.6% 72.0%
Total efficiency ηTotal 71.6% 22.6% 59.5%

Fig. 14. Distribution of energy input in grid application scenarios primary control re-
serve, secondary control reserve and photovoltaic-battery.

Fig. 15. Distribution of conversion losses (battery and power electronics) over system operating point in grid application scenarios primary control reserve, secondary control reserve and
photovoltaic-battery.

Table 6
Energy loss breakdown in grid application scenarios.

PCR SCR PV-B

Total losses (1-18) 28.5% 77.4% 40.7%
Conversion losses (1-9) 17.8% 9.9% 23.4%
Power electronics (1-6) 13.8% 7.8 % 20.9%
Inverter/Rectifier (1-4) 8.8% 4.9% 13.2%
IGBT (1-2) 7.5% 4.1% 11.4%
Switching (1) 6.8% 3.8% 10.5%
Conduction (2) 0.7% 0.3% 0.9%
Diode (3-4) 1.4% 0.7% 1.8%
Switching (3) 1.2% 0.7% 1.7%
Conduction (4) 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%
Grid interface (5-6) 5.0% 3.0% 7.7%
Core (5) 4.6% 2.7% 7.3%
Conduction (6) 0.4% 0.2% 0.4%
Battery (7-9) 4.0% 2.1% 2.5%
Overvoltage (7) 3.9% 1.9% 2.4%
Connector (8) 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%
Self discharge (9) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

System consumption (10-18) 10.7% 67.5% 17.3%
Thermal management (10-15) 3.7% 7.2% 5.8%
System (10-13) 1.0% 5.8% 1.8%
AirC Cooling (10) 0.8% 3.5% 1.5%
AirC heating (11) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Fan battery zone (12) 0.2% 2.3% 0.3%
Fan PE zone (13) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Power electronics (14) 2.2% 1.3% 3.5%
Fan power electronics (14) 2.2% 1.3% 3.5%
Battery (15) 0.5% 0.1% 0.4%
Fan battery (15) 0.5% 0.1% 0.4%
Monitoring (16-18) 7.1% 60.3% 11.5%
System (16) 0.7% 6.1% 1.1%
Power electronics (17) 3.9% 32.3% 6.3%
Battery (18) 2.5% 21.8% 4.1%
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small in comparison to the overvoltages (7).
Power consumption for the system thermal management (10-15) is

relatively small as the annual average temperature of 8.9 °C at the
system location is lower than the set-point temperatures in the system
(15 °C in the battery zone) and thus air cooling with outdoor air can be
utilized most of the time. For component thermal management, the
share of power electronics (14) is much larger than that for the battery
(15) due to the non-modulated fans.

Power consumption for control and monitoring (16-18) are domi-
nated by the power electronics (17) due to the modular setup with a lot
of control components. In general, the power consumption for control
and monitoring is high due to the system being designed for research
purposes with extensive monitoring.

In summary, the simulated grid applications confirm the results of
the generic profiles. High charge throughput at high system powers
improves efficiency in comparison to low utilized systems at low power.
A higher temporal utilization does not increase system efficiency if the
higher utilization time does not lead to higher charge throughput and
thus lowers the average system power. For conversion losses, the bat-
tery losses are small compared to the power electronics losses, which
are high in all cases due to a large share of low operating points in all
scenarios. System power consumption overall is not negligible in typical
grid applications and can outweigh the conversion losses if utilization is
very low.

4. Conclusions

A system model of a stationary lithium-ion battery system is created
for a use-case specific analysis of the system energy efficiency. The
model offers a holistic approach by calculating conversion losses and
auxiliary power consumption.

The simulation is parametrized based on a prototype container
system with lithium iron phosphate cells (192 kWh). It features eight
battery racks, which are each coupled to the low voltage grid with bi-
directional inverters. For thermal management, the system has a two-
zone climate system for separate and energy efficient temperature
control of the battery racks and the power electronics, which are both
air cooled.

Component models for the battery, power electronics, thermal
management and the control and monitoring components are devel-
oped and coupled. The key loss mechanisms are identified and mod-
eled. In total, 18 loss mechanisms are analyzed in detail. Both battery
and power electronics loss calculation are validated against experi-
mental data. The thermal management model features the calculation
of the power consumption related to the battery, the power electronics,
and the overall system. For the system model, a thermal resistance
network is coupled with ambient data. All relevant control and mon-
itoring components are included in the calculation of system power
consumption.

The model is then evaluated using generic profiles which vary in
terms of system power, operation time and average state of charge.
Results show that low power operation (< 10% of system power)
should be avoided due to relatively high losses in the power electronics.
A high temporal utilization of the system is only beneficial if it leads to
an increased charge throughput. The energy efficiency is shown to be
relatively stable over the middle SOC range. Peak conversion energy
efficiency is shown to be 87% under constant cycling with partial load
at a charge-based system utilization of 41%. At full nominal power and
constant cycling, conversion energy efficiency is 85%. Total system
energy including auxiliary energy consumption reaches its peak value
of 81% at full nominal power and constant cycling, as here the auxiliary
energy consumption is the smallest relative to the here high energy
throughput of the system.

The exemplary load profile derived from the grid applications
Primary Control Reserve, Secondary Control Reserve and the storage of
surplus photovoltaic power are evaluated with regards to the resulting

performance. The simulation of grid applications confirm the results of
the generic profiles. Conversion round-trip efficiency is in the range of
70–80% for all scenarios. Overall system efficiency, which also con-
siders system power consumption, is 8–13 percentage points lower for
Primary Control Reserve and the photovoltaic-battery application.
However, for Secondary Control Reserve, the total round-trip efficiency
is found to be extremely low at 23%, and thus 47 percentage points
lower due to the low charge throughput.

5. Future work and outlook

Studies with a stronger focus on the thermal aspects could improve
the accuracy of the battery model by introducing a more sophisticated
approach, that calculates the surface as well as the core temperatures of
the cells.

With real-world temperature measurements for the key system
components, the thermal system model can be validated. For improved
validation of the system thermal management model and its power
consumption, real-world data of the system performance should be
measured over a whole year to capture seasonal variations.

With the calculation of system losses enabled as a function of the
system operating point through the model, energy optimized operation
strategies can be developed, i.e. by avoiding low efficiency operating
points. With a detailed prediction of conversion losses for both the
power electronics and the battery, the total system power can be dis-
tributed to few power electronics/battery rack units, which promises
significant reduction of the losses at partial load. This operation
strategy, however, requires an active management of the battery rack
state of charge levels across the separate battery racks. For the battery
chemistry in this work, lithium iron phosphate, the flat open circuit
voltage at the middle state of charge levels poses a strong challenge for
the accurate state of charge estimation.

By coupling the simulation with an economic model, operation
strategies can further be improved by including an accurate calculation
of lost energy and thus costs. Optimized operational strategies could
improve economic prospects for future system installations and enable
new applications scenarios.

For the design of battery storage systems, the operation points of the
load profile should be evaluated with a focus on the energy efficiency.
Battery systems with multiple inverters in parallel operation could
improve the part-load efficiency in the power electronics by variable
activation. A sensitivity study evaluating different topologies and op-
erations is planned.

As the system thermal management is shown to be a small part of
the energy losses, simpler and less costly configurations compared to
the system of this work should be further evaluated as possible options.
However, the aging of the battery cells needs to be considered in this
evaluation as well. The safety analysis of the battery system also needs
to be included, studied and updated with prospective thermal man-
agement setups. The safety aspect should be studied in more detail and
validated by experimental data, especially if higher system tempera-
tures are expected to occur.

Regarding the monitoring and control components, it is shown that
systems with high amounts of passive components should be reviewed
for their standby power consumption as they are shown to be significant
and should be included in future studies.
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Appendix A. Power electronics model parameterization

In the prototype system under investigation, six power electronics units with a nominal power of 36 kW and two units with a nominal power of
16 kW are installed, resulting in a nominal system power of 248 kW. For the sake of simplification, we consider a system of eight 36 kW units in the
following simulation resulting in a nominal power of 288 kW.

Parameters for the Simulink model are shown in Table A.7.

Simulation step width is 0.5μs resulting from convergence analysis for the model.
For the current control loop, proportional and integral correction are set to 0.5 and 50, respectively, to achieve load changes to full nominal

power within one period of grid frequency (20ms). The maximum modulation index for pulse width modulation is set to 2/ 3 in accordance with
third-order harmonic pulse width modulation. Phase shift is set to zero as only active power is relevant for the grid services evaluated in this work.

Thermal modeling of the IGBT, the diode, module casing is based on the approached by [70]. The thermal capacity of the IGBT/Diode module
casing and of the heat sink are reduced to low values to achieve fast convergence to thermal steady-state conditions, as the model is later reduced to
steady-state evaluation. The thermal impedance for the heat sink to ambient is fitted to a value of 0.19 K/W from inverter overload tests on an
inverter test bench. In these, the inverter turned off at the maximum junction temperature of 150 °C. As the fan cooling of power electronics unit is
not modulated except turn-on/turn-off, the resulting thermal parameters can be used for all load simulations during operation. Also, power is limited
in the simulation to not reach junction temperatures over 145 °C.

The core losses in the grid interface module are assumed to be independent of load and temperature and thus are taken as constant from
manufacturer experimental data for the zero-load as 108W [60]. For conduction losses, the resistances in the inductor to the grid and to the inverter/
rectifier unit are calculated from the losses at nominal power again from manufacturer experimental data to 13.6 mΩ [68].

Table A.7
Power electronics model parameters for Simulink model based on Siemens S120 unit.

Simulation step width 0.5 μs See text

Grid
Line-to-line voltage 400 V [60]
Frequency 50Hz [60]
Short circuit power 10MVA [60]

Inverter/Rectifier
Control & DC Bus
Switching frequency 8 kHz [60]
Phase shift 0 see text
Max. modulation index 2/ 3 See text
Proportional correction 0.5 See text
Integral correction 50 See text
DC bus capacity 1.410mF [68]
IGBT
Conduction U I T( , )CE [69]
Energy Switching Turn-on EOn(I, T=125 °C) [69]
Energy Switching Turn-off EOff (I, T=125 °C) [69]
Thermal Impedance Zth [69]
Diode
Conduction U I T( , )F [69]
Energy switching turn-off ERec(I, T=125 °C) [69]
Thermal impedance Zth [69]
Module casing
Thermal impedance 9mK/W [69]
Thermal capacity 0.1 J/K See text
Heat sink
Thermal impedance 0.19 K/W See text
Thermal capacity 1 J/K See text

Grid interface module
Core losses 108W [60]
Filter capacity 10μF [68]
Damping resistance 733mΩ [68]
Inductance to grid 1μH [68]
Inductance to inverter 48μH [68]
Inductor resistance to grid 13.6mΩ See text
Inductor resistance to inverter 13.6mΩ See text
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Appendix B. Thermal management model parameterization

Table B.8 shows the model parameters for the given thermal system model. For the share of the volume occupied by air, a value of 75% for both
thermal zones is used, based on calculations considering the interior of the container.

Appendix C. Definition of grid application scenario PV-Battery

For photovoltaic power production a profile is generated in 15min temporal resolution using the software Greenius 4.1.1 from the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) [67]. Meterological data for photovoltaic power production is set to Berlin, Germany. The household load profile is taken as
the Standard Load Profile H0 for residential German households in the temporal resolution of 1 h [75].
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4 Energy efficiency evaluation of grid connection
scenarios for stationary battery storage systems

This section introduces the paper Energy efficiency evaluation of grid connection scenarios for sta-
tionary battery storage systems and is based on the paper without further reference.

Chapter 3 showed that the PE in the grid connection can be a major source of energy losses in BESS.
In this paper, different grid connection topologies for BESS are investigated towards their efficiency.

Utility-scale BESS typically comprise of several PE units. Various grid connection topologies result,
depending on the conversion stages within each unit, the PFDS between the PE units and additionally
the grid level (LV/MV) to which the system is connected. These grid connection scenarios vary
with respect to the choice of the power conversion technology and how the different technologies are
connected and how they distribute the power flow within the grid connection.
Detailed models are developed for the key components of the various topologies, the inverter/rectifier,
the DC-DC converter and the transformer. The simulation model parameters are based on state-of-
the-art industry components and compared against experimental data.
The component models are coupled to grid connection topology models. The representative system
is again based on the Energy Neighbor, which was previously been introducted in Section 2.2.1 and
analyzed for its overall system energy efficiency in Chapter 3. The conversion losses and resulting
energy efficiency are compared between the various topologies.

The comparison of single-stage and two-stage topologies shows that conversion setups without the
intermediate DC link conversion stage are more efficient than those with. Therefore, it is desirable to
choose a battery rack topology that supports the required DC voltage of the used inverter/rectifier.
The incremental PFDS, which distributes the actual load to the minimum amount of necessary in-
verters/rectifiers is more efficient than operating more inverters/rectifiers than necessary as in the
homogeneous PFDS, in particular at low loads. Hence, a setup should be realized that allows the
shutdown of non-necessary PE.
From a technical perspective, to minimize dissipation losses, the connection to the LV grid is more
efficient due to the absence of the transformer which introduces extra conversion losses and causes high
amounts of no-load losses. Thus, if possible, considering grid limitations, system power capacity and
aspects of the system application, a connection to the LV grid is preferable. It should be mentioned,
that the results cover only the BESS. The evaluation is thus limited to the perspective of the BESS
operator and does not include the losses occurring in the distribution grid itself.
Following these results, the single-stage LV topology with incremental PFDS achieves the best results
concerning the efficiency of the grid connection for the system, while the two-stage MV topology with
homogeneous PFDS causes the highest losses and leads to the lowest efficiency.
Finally, the topologies are evaluated in two real-world grid application scenarios, namely PCR and
SCR, which both confirm the previous conclusions. Losses between the evaluated grid connection
scenarios, as well as between the grid application scenarios vary significantly.
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storage systems (BESS), notably lithium-ion based systems, lately achieved significant technical and economic im-
provements [1, 4], which have lead to an increasing interest and growth in installations for grid ancillary services [5].

The grid connection of BESS enables batteries to charge and discharge from, respectively to, the electrical grid. To
connect the direct current (DC) of batteries to the electrical grid, which is based on alternating current (AC), power
electronics components (PE) are required for the conversion of electricity and the control of the power flow. If the
grid voltage differs from the AC voltage range of the PE, a transformer is often used to convert the voltage to the
non-matching and typically higher voltage levels of the electrical grid.

The energy efficiency is a key performance indicator for BESS. As the grid connection requires different conversion
steps, a series of energy losses occur. Depending on the battery power and voltage, different types of power electronics,
i.e. DC-DC converters and inverters/rectifiers, are required. As BESS are applicable to a wide array of applications,
which can also require specific points of connection to the grid, furthermore the grid level to which the BESS is
connected, can vary. A variety of technical possible grid connection topologies arises, which may differ in terms of
their energy efficiency.

This work aims for a simulation-based review of the energy efficiency of grid connection topologies. Models are
developed for an inverter/rectifier, a DC-DC converter, and a transformer. The models are parameterized based on
available industry components, to focus on application-oriented results. The model results for the energy losses are
compared against experimental data for validation. Based on these three component models, eight scenarios for the
grid connection are proposed and evaluated.

The evaluation is based on an actual prototype system, a 192 kWh, 20-foot container battery system, named the
Energy Neighbor [6]. The system features eight individual high-voltage battery racks.

The evaluation thus encompasses the simulation of the grid connection for the eight battery racks in various topolo-
gies. Finally, actual grid application scenarios are simulated for an application-oriented comparison of the different
topologies, namely Primary Control Reserve and Secondary Control Reserve.

The remainder of this contribution is structured as follows: Section 1.1 introduces the examined grid connection
topologies, followed by a review of the literature in Section 1.2. In Section 2 the topology simulation model, the
component models, and their parameterization are described. Results of component models and the grid application
simulations are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the key findings of the comparison, and Section 5 gives
an outlook on the study’s implications for the design and operation of the grid connection of BESS.

1.1. Grid connection topologies

Three parameters of application-ready industry-component-based grid connection topologies are analyzed: Con-
version stages within the power electronics (single-stage/two-stage converters), load distribution within the power
electronics (homogeneous operation/incremental operation) and finally the grid level (low-voltage/medium-voltage)
to which the system is connected.

The study thus evaluates eight grid connection scenarios, which derive from the combined variation of the three
parameters. The three parameters are each explained in the following Sections 1.1.1 to 1.1.3.

1.1.1. Power electronics conversion stages
Depending on the battery DC power and DC voltage and the AC voltage, different conversion stages are used for

the bidirectional AC/DC conversion. BESS typically use DC pack voltages below 1000 V due to safety issues of the
installation and maximum voltages of up to 1200 V of the commonly used IGBTs [7]. As BESS require charging and
discharging power, the PE require bidirectional operation capability.

Pires et al. [8] described three technology types of power converters as interfaces between electrochemical energy
storage systems and electrical AC grids. These are divided into standard, multilevel and multiport technology which
are subdivided into single- and two-stage topologies. The standard technology is based on the voltage source inverter
(VSI) and defines the simplest structure. The shortfalls of the traditional VSI, such as the limitation of the AC voltage
by the DC link voltage can be overcome by the proposal of Z-source and quasi-Z-source inverters. Single-stage
converters can be achieved with low device counts, costs, and losses [8]. Two-stage converters can provide suitable
DC voltage levels so that the inverter stage can be directly interfaced into the electrical grid [8]. More sophisticated
converter technologies, such as Multilevel and multiport technologies appear to have advantages for certain storage
setups, however, come at the cost of additional switching devices and more complex control algorithms [8] and are,
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 1. Overview of evaluated grid connection topologies: a) Single-stage with dedicated power electronics per battery; b) Two-stage with dedicated
power electronics per battery; c) Single-stage with common DC bus; d) Two-stage with common DC bus; e) Connection to the low-voltage grid;
f) Connection to the medium-voltage grid via a transformer. All topologies are drawn for an exemplary system with two battery racks, simulation
results of this study are based on a system with eight battery racks. Derivative of Figure by Hesse et al. ([1], used under CC-BY.)

as of today, not industrially available for BESS and thus excluded to focus the study on topologies based on available
technologies.

Single-Stage Converters directly convert bidirectionally between AC and DC [8]. For voltage source inverters,
the conversion is limited in terms of the maximum ratio between AC and DC voltage, depending on the pulse width
modulation method: For a conversion using a VSI with third harmonic injected pulse width modulation between
three-phase 400 V AC, which is used in the European low-voltage grid, and DC, a theoretical minimum voltage of
566 V DC is required. In practice, the minimum voltage of 600 V DC is typically specified, as this meets the above-
mentioned criteria for the conversion to AC with a buffer for voltage variations in the grid and overvoltages in the
filter components. Fig. 1a shows a single-stage converter setup connecting battery racks each dedicated and directly
to the electrical low-voltage voltage. In this figure, all topologies are drawn for a system with only two battery racks
for the sake of simplification. The evaluation is nonetheless based on the actual prototype system with eight battery
racks.

Two-Stage Converters introduce an intermediate DC stage within the converter, to and from which lower or higher
DC voltages are converted [8]. This enables a connection of a wider voltage range for BESS. The increased voltage
range can be used to connect low voltage batteries or to fully utilize a battery with a wide voltage range over the state
of charge. Typical DC link voltages are 600 V, as this meets the above-mentioned criteria for the conversion to AC via
the VSI with the described buffer. Fig. 1b shows a two-stage converter setup connecting battery racks each dedicated
to the electrical low-voltage grid.

1.1.2. Power electronics load distribution
If multiple battery racks are installed in one system, the question of load distribution between the power electronics

units and the battery racks arises.
In this study, all modeled battery racks, and single-stage/two-stage units have identical specifications in terms of

nominal power and capacity. The topologies are set up and controlled to result in equal loads on all battery racks in
the system. Assuming no variation of power flow due to temperature imbalances or production variation between the
battery racks [9], equal power flows and state of charge levels consequently result for all racks. The resulting current
in all battery racks is thus equal and consequently the resulting battery losses in the different configurations as well.
They are therefore excluded from the study, and the focus is put on the losses in the grid connection only.
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As such, this leaves the investigation of load distribution between the PE units.
Based on the considered equal battery load across all battery racks in this work, a grid connection topology with

dedicated PE units for each battery rack (see Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b) requires each unit to have equal loads. The to-
tal system power is divided equally among the PE units and thus battery racks. This operation mode is defined as
homogeneous operation.

If several inverters/rectifiers connect in parallel to the electrical grid to a single DC source, a common DC bus is
formed (see Fig. 1c-1d). In this configuration, all battery racks are connected in parallel and thus can be operated as
one single, large battery that has one state-of-charge level. The distribution of the total system power between the
inverter/rectifier units can now be varied without introducing different state-of-charge levels between the different
racks.

The arising issue of circulating currents between the parallel connected units can be mitigated through various
methods which are discussed in the later following literature review in Section 1.2.

In this work, only topologies and load distribution strategies that lead to an identical state-of-charge within the
system are evaluated. Topologies with separate battery racks (see Fig. 1a) thus are only evaluated for homogeneous
operation.

As the loss behavior of inverters has a non-linear dependence with the output power, largely due to the switching
losses in the semiconductors and core losses in the filters, it is beneficial for the efficiency to turn on as few invert-
ers/rectifiers as possible. Thus, only the necessary number of inverters/rectifiers is in operation. Between the inverters
in operation, we assume that power is distributed equally. This operation mode is defined as incremental operation, as
units are incrementally activated with increasing system power.

For clarification, Fig. 2a shows the exemplary load distribution between two inverter units, unit 1 and unit 2.
The relative unit power (y-axis) gives the power for the separate units over the relative system power (x-axis) which is
their combined power output. In the homogeneous operation, the relative unit power increases equally with the system
power over the whole operating range and both units operate at identical power. In incremental operation, when the
relative system power is below 50 %, only unit 1 is turned on and provides the complete system power alone. At total
system power of 50 %, unit 2 turns on. As system power is now shared equally among both units, relative power for
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Fig. 2. Comparison of operation modes for two inverters in homogeneous and incremental operation mode: a) Load distribution, b) Power loss and
energy efficiency. Simulation data for the power loss and efficiency per unit is taken of an inverter/rectifier Siemens Sinamics S120 36 kW unit,
which is further studied in Section 2.2.
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unit 1 drops to 50 % and relative power for unit 2 is also at 50 % after turn-on. In this state, where both units are in
operation, there is no difference in load distribution between homogeneous and incremental operation.

Fig. 2b shows the corresponding results for the total power losses and the energy efficiency in each operation mode.
The data for the power loss and efficiency per unit is taken for an inverter/rectifier Siemens Sinamics S120 36 kW unit,
which is studied in detail and explained in Section 2.2.
At the turn-on of the system (relative system power � 0 % ), the total power loss for homogeneous operation is twice
as high as for incremental operation. For homogeneous operation, the load-independent losses occur in two units,
whereas in incremental operation only one unit contributes to the losses. The results for the energy efficiency show
the efficiency gain in the incremental operation mode at system loads between 0 % to 50 % as well as the identical
efficiency for both operation modes when all units are in operation and at equal load.

For single-stage or two-stage converter systems and homogeneous operation (see Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b) this power
distribution requires no common DC bus.

In single-stage converter systems for incremental operation (see Fig. 1c), a common DC bus for all battery racks
is set up. For the two-stage converter systems in incremental operation (see Fig. 1d), the common DC bus couples
the DC-DC converters. It is noted, that a common DC bus could also be introduced at the battery level, enabling
incremental operation for both DC-DC converters as well as the inverter/rectifier units. This scenario is not included
in this study but could be evaluated with the method proposed by coupling the models of the inverter/rectifier and the
DC-DC converter together.

It is also noted, that this study is a power-flow-based energy efficiency evaluation. In practice, product-specific
requirements or regulations might prohibit the installation of units in a specific configuration or require additional
safety equipment, such as isolating transformers. This study does not cover these aspects and should be interpreted as
a simulation study for efficiency calculations only.

1.1.3. Grid level
Through the coupling via transformers, BESS can technically be connected to all grid levels. Grid levels in the ex-

emplary German-Austrian-Switzerland grid are as follows: Extra-high voltage in the transmission system (220 kV AC
or 380 kV AC), high voltage in the supra-regional distribution system (36 to 150 kV AC), medium voltage in the re-
gional distribution system (1 to 36 kV AC) and low-voltage in the local distribution system (0.4 kV AC) [1, 10].

Today the majority of BESS are installed in the low-voltage (LV) and medium-voltage (MV) grid level [1, 11,
12]. Behind-the-meter applications, e.g. using the BESS to increase the self-consumption of energy produced by a
photovoltaic system [13] or to reduce the demand charge rate by reducing peak loads, require the connection to the grid
level of the meter [1, 14]. This is typically the LV level for residential and small industrial customers. Large industrial
customers, which operate their own transformers, may also have access to the MV level behind their meter [1]. Local
grid applications, e.g. BESS voltage control [15] or BESS transformer relief [16], may require the BESS at the specific
grid level, typically again the LV and MV level [1]. Systems providing grid ancillary services, e.g. control reserve
power [17], can feature system power of several Megawatt and are due to practical power limitations often installed
at the MV level [1, 18]. However, pooling of multiple smaller units is another option and thus also smaller systems
in the LV level can participate for some ancillary services [19, 20]. The focus on LV and MV is also in accordance
with the grid feed-in of a large share of variable renewable energy sources. E.g. in Germany, 98 % of all photovoltaic
installations feed into the LV or MV grid level and 50 % onshore wind turbine feed into the MV grid level [12].

This work evaluates the grid connection without a transformer to the LV grid (see Fig. 1e) as well as the grid con-
nection to the MV grid through a transformer (see Fig 1f). The method can, however, be applied to a grid connection
through a transformer to any grid level. Using multiple transformers can increase the reliability of the grid connection,
but is in general less energy efficient and not discussed further.

1.2. Literature and state of the art review

Few studies compared the energy efficiency of the typical grid connection topologies: The energy efficiency is
evaluated for single units of inverters/rectifiers in [21–24] and specific grid connection topologies in broader system
model approaches in [16, 25]. Design challenges of parallel operated inverters with a common DC and AC bus, as
necessary for incremental operation modes, are discussed in [26–28]. Existing reports by power electronics manufac-
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turers confirm the availability of components capable of parallel operation [29, 30]. The given literature is discussed
in the following.

According to King et al. [21], the relationship between the AC and DC power out- and input of a VSI appears to
be nearly linear. However, the losses within the inverter and the electrical characteristics of the inverter circuit show
nonlinear coherences at different voltage and power levels. To achieve an adequate representation of the relationship
between the input and output power, a model fitting process is suggested that considers different performance parame-
ters of the semiconductor switches. The suggested model equations show a linear and a square power coherence. The
model equation is fitted to measurements considering various power and voltage levels.

Notten et al. [22] proposed a method for the modeling of the loss behavior of a VSI, which is based on the
constant load-independent part and a second part which includes all the load-dependent losses and show a square-
power correlation to the load. The parameters of the suggested equation are based on measurements at different power
states. Therefore, the method can be based on measurements representing the relationship between the input and
output power.

Ponnaluri et al. [23] introduced a method for the calculation of the power losses occurring during the conversion
from DC to AC and vice versa. The method uses the switching and conduction behavior of the power electronic
switches. The conduction behavior is hereby reduced to a voltage offset and the equivalent internal resistance, which
corresponds to the current flow. The switching behavior is based on the switching energies during the turn-on and -off
process. Resulting dependencies are thus the DC voltage, the switching frequency, and the power flow. They further
stated that for the correct power loss calculation, the average current values cannot be used and the actual current
during the entire AC cycle must be considered.

Casanellas [24] described a more detailed approach for the calculation of power losses in VSIs considering bidi-
rectional IGBTs with anti-parallel diodes. The power losses are split up into conduction and switching losses for the
IGBTs and diodes and have to correspond to the alternating current and voltage of the VSI’s AC side. Therefore,
the modulation function and the modulation index during the power conversion is required. Furthermore, Casanellas
approximated the conduction and switching behavior with linear equations considering current and temperature varia-
tion. Simulation results for the power losses are reported accurate with 10 % deviation to experimental measurements.

Patsios et al. [16] developed a BESS system model coupled with a grid model. For the power electronics, a discrete
time model based on a single IGBT was implemented, and for the transformer load-free losses were included. They
attributed most of the losses to the power electronics, which motivates a more detailed study on the subject.

Chatzinikolaou and Rogers [25] presented a method for the evaluation of grid-connected BESS designs. They
calculated the steady-state power losses of the power electronics, the battery pack and the balancing circuits. Three
topologies connected to the 11 kV grid level were compared: a LV battery with single-stage three-phase bridge inverter
and a step-up transformer, an intelligent high-voltage battery featuring module level MOSFETs for module balancing
and a single-stage two-level converter interface without a transformer, and a battery using a cascaded H-bridge mul-
tilevel converter. The losses in the power electronics were calculated as the switching and conduction losses in the
IGBTs respectively the MOSFETs and the turn-off losses of the diodes, whereas the turn-on losses of the diodes were
considered as not significant. The transformer was implemented with a constant efficiency. The power electronics were
evaluated for a nominal size and load of 1 MW. Overall efficiency was found to be the highest for the LV battery with
a step-up transformer and lowest for the multilevel converter. Transformer, semiconductor conduction and switching
losses were separately calculated and showed strong deviations between the different system setups.

Khadem et al. [26] presented a review of the issues occurring during parallel VSIs with a common AC and DC
bus and mitigation approaches. Differences in the amplitude of voltage and phase angle of parallel operation inverters
result in active and/or reactive power circulations. For parallel operation, the output voltage of all inverters must be
kept strictly in phase in order to guarantee equal active power output for the corresponding inverters. Reactive currents
can still circulate between inverters, if their output voltage magnitudes differ from each other, leading to unnecessary
inverter load and losses. This problem can be overcome with control strategies, which can be classified as active
load sharing/current distribution and droop control. Active load sharing generates reference currents for each parallel-
connected inverter and tries to achieve an equal current distribution. The drawback is the essential communication
between all inverters and the resulting reduction of reliability in case of interconnection mismatches. Droop control
works without communication between the inverters. The inverters are controlled in such a way that the amplitude
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and frequency of the reference voltage signal will follow a droop as the load current increases and these droops are
used to allow independent inverters to share the load in proportion to their capacities.

Zhang et al. [27] showed that circulating currents occur in parallel VSIs with a common AC and DC bus if the
carrier signals are unsynchronized. A possible solution is to use line-frequency transformers with the same number
of inverters on the AC side, but this adds additional mass, cost, and volume. Therefore, the effects of different pulse
width modulation (PWM) methods on the circulation currents are analyzed. While unipolar PWM causes circulation
currents and high leakage currents, it is shown that a bipolar PWM in a conventional full bridge inverter leads to the
cancellation of circulating currents and the lowest amount of leakage currents.

Wei et al. [28] developed a control scheme for parallel VSIs with a common AC and DC bus that reduces
circulating-current by adding a circulating-current control loop to a frequency and voltage droop plus virtual
impedance control method. The scheme leads to fewer switching states that allow cross and zero-sequence currents
and achieves proper current separation between multiple inverters/rectifiers. Due to the reduction of the circulation
current, the inverters/rectifiers act as if they were independently operating in the energy grid.

Based on the existing studies on parallel VSIs with a common AC and DC bus, it is shown that the possibly
introduced circulating currents can be avoided using various control schemes. This work thus does not include such
detrimental effects of the parallel operation. Finally, a review of the available industrial inverter systems confirms the
availability of inverter units capable of parallel operation: E.g. Bonfiglioli and Siemens offer inverter systems specified
for parallel operation with a common DC input [29, 30].

In summary, the literature shows the variation of grid connection topologies under research. To our knowledge,
no study compares the typical grid connection scenarios with respect to their energy efficiency. Further, this study
encompasses industry components which follow all required grid standards and thus gives application-oriented results.
By using three separate component models, which can be variably parameterized, the method can be applied to a wide
array of components and topologies. Finally, this study adds to the existing work by evaluating performance indicators
for grid connection scenarios as well as by simulating grid application scenarios which are in line with grid regulation
codes.

2. Methodology

Section 2.1 defines the topology model which is used to evaluate the various grid connection scenarios. The sub-
component models including their parameterization for the inverter/rectifier, the DC-DC converter, and the transformer
are each given in the Sections 2.2 to 2.4. Section 2.5 introduces and compares the grid application scenarios which
are then evaluated with the topology model.

2.1. Grid connection model

In the grid connection simulation, the total power loss PLoss,Sys is calculated through the sum of the power losses
of each component type:

PLoss,Sys =
∑

PLoss,DC-DC +
∑

PLoss, Inv./Rect. Unit + PLoss,Transformer (1)

The sub-component models are simulated in MATLAB and Simulink. The step-widths in the component models are
in the range of microseconds. The simulation of the year-long grid application scenarios uses reduced component
models. These are created by simulating the component models until steady-state conditions are achieved. Then,
time-averaged values are calculated for varying parameters, i.e. voltage and input power. These are later used as input
parameters for the reduced models. The topologies are finally simulated by combining the steady-state time-averaged
component models.

In the simulation, the power electronics components, namely the inverter/rectifier and the DC-DC converter, can
be turned off according to the operation strategy chosen. When the system is providing power in the homogeneous
load distribution, all eight power electronics units are in operation and the power is shared equally among the in-
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verter/rectifier units. In the incremental operation, additional inverter/rectifier units are activated every 25 kW of sys-
tem power.

The transformer, when present in a topology, is kept constantly connected to the grid and thus contribute loss even
in the case of no load.

The grid connection model is simulated by applying the load profile as the input parameter to the grid-side of the
setup. The component losses are calculated with power settings compensating also for conversion losses occurring in
the other components, i.e. for discharging the system in a two-stage topology, the DC-DC converter will draw more
power from the battery side to account for the DC-DC converter losses and the following inverter/rectifier to follow
the load profile on the AC side of the inverter/rectifier.

For the battery, the battery racks of the Energy Neighbor are used as a reference, each with a nominal energy of
24 kWh. The cell chemistry is lithium iron phosphate/graphite (LFP-C). Due to the flat open circuit potential of the
LFP-C chemistry, battery voltage variations due to the changing state of charge are not included in this simulation
for the sake of simplification. As the battery racks are under similar load in all topologies with only small differences
caused by different conversion losses in the grid connection, the overvoltages in the battery racks are similar between
the different topologies and thus do not affect the comparison of the topologies. The nominal voltage of the battery
packs is consequently used as a constant value for the battery-side voltage.

A detailed study of the overall system energy efficiency based on the single-stage power electronics topology in
the homogeneous load distribution and further including battery losses was conducted in [31].

The battery racks in the reference system Energy Neighbor have a nominal DC voltage of 665 V, which is sub-
sequently used in the single-stage topology simulations. The two-stage topologies are introduced to evaluate grid
connections with a DC voltage lower than the minimum 563 V required for the inverter. Thus, here a nominal voltage
of 500 V for the battery is used. The selection for 500 V is based on a voltage that requires a DC-DC converter and
a voltage that is not significantly lower than 600 V to not affect the comparison between different topologies due to a
very large voltage difference as with i.e. a low voltage 48 V battery. Other battery voltages can be evaluated with the
proposed model but will not be included in this study.

The DC link voltage in the two-stage topologies uses 600 V, as this is the nominal DC voltage of the inverter/rectifier
and slightly above the minimum voltage criteria.

The grid voltage on the AC side of the inverters is taken as 400 V, according to the connection to a European
LV grid. For the medium-voltage grid connections, 400 V is also taken as the voltage for the AC link between the
inverter and the transformer secondary side. On the primary (grid) side of the transformer, the voltage 10 kV is taken
to emulate the connection to a European medium-voltage grid.

2.2. Inverter/rectifier model

The inverter/rectifier model is based on the Sinamics S120 units manufactured by Siemens. Any information for
this and other Siemens components here and following is based on the author’s interpretation of manufacturer infor-
mation/manuals and is not to be interpreted as official manufacturer’s statements.

The units are comprised of a bidirectional inverter/rectifier unit and an LCL-filter module, as the inverter/rectifier
unit requires this for the operation. Fig. 3 shows the detailed topology of a single unit. The manufacturer specifies
the unit’s operating DC voltage range as 600-750 V. The nominal power of each unit is 36 kW. The model used for
the inverter/rectifier has previously been presented in [31], but will be summarized here again. The power loss calcu-
lation for the complete unit includes losses in the inverter/rectifier part, PLoss,Inv./Rect., and in the LCL-filter module,
PLoss,LCL [31]:

PLoss,Inv./Rect. Unit = PLoss,Inv./Rect. + PLoss,LCL (2)
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LCL-FilterInverter/ Rectifier

Fig. 3. Structure of inverter/rectifier mode, based on Siemens Sinamics S120 36 kW unit [8, 32, 33]. Figure serves as a schematic representation of
the model only and is not an official manufacturer’s drawing. Figure is modified with credit to [34].

The loss calculation in the inverter/rectifier unit calculates the conduction losses and switching losses in both the
IGBT and the freewheeling diodes:

PLoss,Inv./Rect. = PLoss,IGBT,Switch + PLoss,IGBT,Cond + PLoss,Diode,Switch + PLoss,Diode,Cond (3)

The equations implemented in Simulink through the Half-bridge IGBT With Loss Calculation Block for calculation
of the switching and the conduction losses in the semiconductors, namely the IGBTs and diodes have previously
been presented in [31]. Parameters for the switching loss calculation are turn-on/-off switching energy of the IGBTs,
EOn/EOff, the turn-off switching energy of the diodes, ERec, and the respective actual switching frequency, fSwitch.

IGBT switching energy is calculated as a function of the blocking voltage of the semiconductors which corresponds
to the respective DC voltage UDC and the collector current iC:

PLoss,IGBT,Switch =

(
EOn(UDC, iC) + EOff(UDC, iC)

)
· fSwitch (4)

The switching energy in the freewheeling diode is calculated as a function of the forward current iF and as well the
respective voltage:

PLoss,Diode,Switch = ERec(UDC, iF) · fSwitch (5)

The implemented IGBT module, which includes the freewheeling diode, is a 150 A Infineon FS150R12KE3 mod-
ule [35], according to [36]. As the parameters for the turn-on/-off switching energy of the IGBTs and the turn-off
switching energy of diodes are only available for 125 ◦C, they are both implemented without a temperature depen-
dence [31].

The conduction losses are calculated depending on the saturation voltage UCE of the IGBTs, the forward voltage UF
of the freewheeling diodes, and collector-emitter current iC, and forward current iF. UCE of the IGBTs is implemented
as function of the junction temperature of the semiconductors TJ, and the collector current. The forward voltage of the
freewheeling diode is implemented as function of the forward current and also of the junction temperature.

PLoss,IGBT,Cond = UCE(TJ, iC) · IC (6)
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PLoss,Diode,Cond = UF(TJ, iF) · IF (7)

The losses in the LCL-filter are calculated separately as core losses, PLoss,LCL,Core and conduction losses PLoss,LCL,Cond:

PLoss,LCL = PLoss,LCL,Core + PLoss,LCL,Cond (8)

The core losses are implemented without dependence of the load or temperature with constant losses during operation
of 108 W, taken from manufacturer experimental data for the operation at zero-load [31, 33]. Measurements data used
here, and subsequently is taken from [33] and is corrected for auxiliary power consumption for cooling and control of
the units.

PLoss,LCL,Core = const (9)

The conduction losses depend on the inductor resistances RLCL,in and are calculated following Ohm’s law:

PLoss,LCL,Cond = RLCL,in · I2
Grid (10)

The values for the resistance are calculated from the losses at nominal power, again taken from manufacturer experi-
mental data [33], to 13.6 mΩ [31].

For the simulation step width, a value of 0.5µs showed converged values for the power losses [31]. Ambient
temperature is set constant to 25 ◦C. For the DC Bus capacity resistance, no parameter is available and thus a low
value with negligible influence on the results is implemented. Parameters for the complete inverter/rectifier unit model
are shown in Appendix A. For further explanation of control and thermal parameters, we refer to the previous study
in [31].

For a validation of the inverter/rectifier model, the simulation results for conversion of 400 V AC to 600 V DC and
input power from 0 to 100 % of nominal power are compared to experimental data provided by the manufacturer [31,
33]. Experimental data and the model results for the power loss values are shown together with the relative model
error in Fig. 4. The validation of the inverter/rectifier unit was previously presented in [31] and is shown here again for
the completeness of the model presentation. The comparison shows, that the relative model error is below 7 % over
the entire operating range. In terms of the energy efficiency, an error of 7 % for the power loss calculation at nominal
power equals to a low deviation of 0.18 % for the energy efficiency from the experimental value of 97.41 % [31, 33].

The reduced inverter/rectifier model thus enables a calculation of power loss according to the input parameters DC
voltage, load direction, and operating point.

2.3. DC-DC converter model

The DC-DC converter modeled is based on a component by Siemens and distributed under the brand name Sinam-
ics DCP. The topology of the considered converter is a double-interleaved cascaded boost/buck converter [37] and is
capable of bidirectional power flow. Fig. 5 shows the schematics of the converter model. The boost functionality, as
well as the buck functionality, is possible in both power flow directions. The DC voltage range of the unit is specified
to a maximum range of 30 to 800 V. Nominal specifications throttle the current to maximum rates of 50 A. Nominal
power of each unit is 30 kW. At the considered battery voltage for the two-stage scenarios of 500 V, this results in a
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Fig. 4. Inverter/rectifier: Comparison of simulated and experimentally measured power loss for AC to DC conversion at 600 V DC. Ambient
temperature 25 ◦C. Experimental data from [33]. Figure credit [34].

Fig. 5. Structure of DC-DC converter model, based on Siemens Sinamics DCP 30 kW unit [37, 38]. Figure serves as a schematic representation of
the model only and is not an official manufacturer’s drawing.

maximum continuous power of 25 kW [37]. Both parts of the double-interleaved cascaded converter share the load
equally in the simulation.

The Ohmic losses in the storage chokes are calculated as the conduction losses PLoss,L,cond. The power losses in
IGBTs and diodes are simulated with respective separation for switching losses PLoss,IGBT/Diode,switch and conduction
losses PLoss,IGBT/Diode,cond. The converter power losses are the sum of all the respected losses and are calculated in the
same fashion as in equations 4 to 7 of the inverter/rectifier model.

PLoss,DC-DC = PLoss,L,Cond + PLoss,IGBT,Switch + PLoss,IGBT,Cond + PLoss,Diode,Switch + PLoss,Diode,Cond (11)

For the simulation of conduction and switching behavior of the IGBTs and diodes, an IGBT module with a nominal
current of 80 A is implemented. Datasheet parameters for the IGBT/diode switching energy at low currents are missing
and approximated through iteration to achieve valid simulation results for the power losses. For the DC Bus no
parameters are available and thus the values from the inverter/rectifier unit are implemented. The resistance parameter
for the storage chokes is selected based on a comparable DC-DC converter.

Due to the high switching frequency, a high temporal resolution is required to obtain converging simulation results.
Compared to the inverter/rectifier unit model, the temporal resolution is increased to 0.2µs.

As the fan cooling of the DCP units is modulated with unit load and no information on the modulation method is
available, the IGBT module case temperature is implemented as a constant value of 125 ◦C.

Further simulation parameters are summarized in Appendix B.
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Fig. 6. DC-DC Converter: Comparison of simulated and experimentally measured power loss conversion between 500 V DC (Battery Side) and
600 V DC: a) Charge, b) Discharge. Experimental data for Siemens Sinamics DCP 30 kW unit from [39].

Simulation results for bidirectional conversion between 500 V DC (battery side) to 600 V DC (system DC link) and
input power up to 100% of nominal current are compared to experimental data by the manufacturer in Fig. 6a (charge)
and Fig. 6b (discharge). The nominal current operating point in the discharge direction represents the highest model
error at 9.2 %. However, the error of the power loss calculation equals to a deviation of only 0.14 % in efficiency from
the experimental value of 98.0 %. Unfortunately no experimental data for low-load operation is available from the
manufacturer, however, the validation at 60 % load with a deviation of less than 2.5 % indicates that the model is in
good agreement with the simulation at operating power lower than nominal power.

The DC-DC converter model is simulated with a fixed voltage of 600 V on the DC link side, and 500 V on the
battery side at varying current directions and loads. The results over the operating points are simulated, saved and
integrated into the system simulation as a function of the varied parameters.

In summary, the reduced DC-DC converter model enables a calculation of power loss according to the input pa-
rameters load direction and operating point.

2.4. Transformer Model

The considered transformer is based on a component by Siemens, which is distributed under the brand name
GEAFOL Basic [40]. It is a cast resin dry-type transformer. The 50 Hz transformer is specified for the nominal power
of 250 kVA and transforms 400 V to 10 kV and vice versa in a three-phase setup. In the simulation, the primary side
is configured as delta wiring configuration and the secondary side in star wiring configuration respectively.

The simulation is based on a three-phase transformer model in Simulink. The required model parameters represent
the components of the simplified equivalent circuit diagram of a transformer.

The transformer power losses are the sum of the load-independent core losses due to hysteresis and eddy current
losses PLoss,TR,Core, and of the load-dependent conduction losses occurring in the transformer windings PLoss,TR,Cond:

PLoss,Transformer = PLoss,TR,Core + PLoss,TR,Cond (12)
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Fig. 7. Transformer: Comparison of simulated and experimentally measured power loss for transformer between 400 V AC and 10 kV AC. Experi-
mental data from [40].

The core losses depend on the grid voltage UGrid and frequency fGrid and are calculated with the equivalent core
resistance RTR,Core:

PLoss,TR,Core ∼ U2
Grid · f 2

Grid ∼ 1/RTR,Core (13)

The conduction losses are dependent on the resistances of the primary RTR,Prim and secondary RTR,Sec winding and
follow Ohm’s law:

PLoss,TR,Cond = RTR,Prim · I2
TR,Prim + RTR,Sec · I2

TR,Sec (14)

As the manufacturer recommends to adjust the given measured load losses at nominal power from laboratory con-
ditions with a factor of +10 %, due to the higher average core temperature in application conditions, the factor was
included in the calculations and following validation [41]. Further details on the calculation of the equivalent circuit
parameters are described in Appendix C.

Simulation results for conversion of 400 V AC to 10 kV AC and input power up to 100% of nominal power are
compared to the experimental data given by the manufacturer in Fig. 7. The power loss curve of the simulation
corresponds to the typical curve of transformer power losses with increasing load. The model error for the core
losses is almost negligible (0.02 %). At nominal power, the deviation increases to 4.06 % compared to the to the
manufacturer’s specification, which is equal to an efficiency deviation of only 0.08 %.

The transformer simulation results are converted to a reduced model that enables the calculation of power losses
according to the operating point, following the same procedure as for the inverter/rectifier model and the DC-DC
converter model.

2.5. Grid application scenarios

Two exemplary grid applications are evaluated for a comparison of the topologies in actual application scenarios.
Both scenarios are scaled to an offered reserve power of 200 kW and taken from existing work on control reserve [42]
and have been used in previous studies in [31], where they have also been discussed in more detail.
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The first application, Primary Control Reserve (PCR), is also known as frequency control. The system provides
positive or negative power to the grid in case of frequency deviations from the nominal frequency in the European
grid of 50 Hz [43]. More details are given in [31].

In contrast, the second application, Secondary Control Reserve (SCR), is also a grid application in the German grid.
SCR is used to restore the availability of the power bandwidth of the PCR in case of longer imbalances in the grid.
Positive or negative reserve power can be provided, however not both simultaneously. The provision is tendered for a
full week and further separated into the base period (8 PM to 8 AM) and peak period (8 AM to 8 PM on weekdays),
which gives four different SCR types. As the request for control power is remunerated, the actual requested power
also depends on the set energy price for the specific system. More information can be found at [44]. In [42] and
subsequently this work, negative reserve power is provided for the base period and the battery is discharged during
the peak period. More details are given in [31].

Both applications are evaluated for a full year of operation.
Fig. 8 shows the annual load duration curve of both scenarios from [42], normalized to 200 kW system power.

PCR shows a relatively symmetrical power in both charge and discharge direction. Full system power is almost never
activated. SCR shows a high peak in charge (positive) direction, which occurs when the reserve power is requested. As
the system is discharged slowly during the peak period, the discharge power is lower. Both scenarios show long rest
periods, where no power is requested, although less pronounced for PCR. To compare the load profiles quantitatively,
two utilization ratios are defined. The temporal utilization τt is the ratio of the time in which the simulation is in
operation tOperation (System Power � 0) to the evaluated duration tSimulation (1 year) [31]:

τt =
tOperation

tSimulation
(15)

The energy-based utilization τE is the ratio of the energy-throughput of the system EThroughput to the theoretically pos-
sible maximum throughput during the simulation duration EThroughput,theoretical max. at cycling the system at the nominal
system power of 200 kW:

τQ =
EThroughput

EThroughput,theoretical max.
(16)
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Table 1. Parameters of grid application scenarios Primary Control Reserve and Secondary Control Reserve.
PCR SCR

Rel. Avg. Power in Operation 14.2 % 6.4 %
Full Equivalent Cycles / a 397.0 19.0
Temporal Utilization τt 61.2 % 6.6 %
Energy-based Utilization τE 8.7 % 0.4 %
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Fig. 9. Comparison of conversion efficiency: a) DC-DC conversion between 500 V DC (Battery Side) and 600 V DC (DC link), b): AC-DC /DC-AC
conversion between 600 V DC and 400 V AC, c) voltage conversion between 400 V AC and 10 kV AC. All data: Simulation results.

Table 1 shows the results for the utilization ratios, the full equivalent cycle count of a full years operation, and the
average power in operation relative to a system power of 200 kW. The calculations are based on the load profile which
is given as input to the model and are thus independent of the grid connection topologies under investigation. As the
results confirm, PCR is a high utilization scenario compared to SCR, both in terms of full equivalent cycles per year
as well for temporal and energy-based utilization.

3. Results and Discussion

The results of the separate sub-component models are compared in terms of their energy efficiency in Section 3.1.
The comparison of power loss during operation for different load distribution modes and the grid connection topolo-
gies are given in Section 3.2. Finally, in Section 3.3, the results for the performance of the investigated grid connection
scenarios in the two grid application scenarios are compared.

3.1. Component model results

The three components of the grid interconnection possibilities are characterized by their power efficiency ηConversion
which is based on the relationship between the output power POut and the input power PIn:

ηConversion =
POut

PIn
=

PIn − PLoss

PIn
(17)

Results for the three sub-component models are shown in Fig. 9. The DC-DC converter (see Fig. 9a) shows no-
load losses of 0.27 % of its nominal power at the conversion ratio from 500 V to 600 V if the unit is in operation.
The maximum relative output power is limited to 83.3 %, due to the maximum current of 50 A, which results in a
maximum continuous power of 25 kW at 500 V on the lower voltage side. The peak efficiency of 98.3 % is reached at
nominal power during charging.
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The inverter/rectifier unit (see Fig. 9b) presents the lowest efficiency characteristics of the three components. The
no-load losses per unit are 0.76 % of its nominal power if the unit is in operation. The peak efficiency of 97.41 % is
also reached at nominal power.

The transformer’s (see Fig. 9c) no-load losses 0.21 % relative to the rated power of 250 kVa. Efficiency increases to
it’s maximum of 98.83 % at 35.34 % of the transformers rated power, where no-load and load losses are equal. Further
increasing power reduces the efficiency due to the increase of the conduction losses.

3.2. Topology evaluation

The topology evaluation is based on the respective power loss behavior.
To analyze the effect of the load distribution, the loss behavior of the single-stage low-voltage topology (see Fig. 1a)

is analyzed in detail in Fig. 10. To show the influence of the power losses of PE units in operation at zero-load, here
the difference whether units are turned off at zero-load (shutdown mode) or not is made.

The homogeneous load distribution power loss curve with and without shutdown mode differ only for zero-load of
the entire system (System Power = 0 kW).

The incremental load distribution shows to be very distinguishable from the homogeneous load distribution and is
sensitive to the setting of a possible shutdown mode the entire operating range of the system.

The incremental load distribution with shutdown mode completely turns off at zero system load and thus no losses
occur. Across the entire operating range, it shows the least power losses due to the optimized of units in operation.
With increasing system power, the activation of an additional unit leads to an instant increase in power losses. This
confirms that keeping as few as possible units in operation is beneficiary for the reduction of power losses.

In contrary, the incremental load distribution without shutdown mode shows the highest power losses for the ma-
jority of system powers, due to the permanent load independent losses of all power electronics units. Comparing the
power loss curves of the incremental load distribution and homogeneous operation, both without shutdown mode,
confirms that distributing the system power evenly across all units in operation reduces the power losses, as the losses
increase nonlinearly with the power in a single unit (see Fig. 4).

Finally, the power losses of all distribution methods align in the last one-eighth of the system power spectrum as
here all units are in operation and feature equal loads.
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Fig. 10. Power loss of single-stage low-voltage topology simulation for homogeneous/incremental load distribution and with/without shutdown
mode. For the ease of representation only charge direction is shown.
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Fig. 11. Power loss simulation of grid connection topologies over operating range: a) incremental operation, b) homogeneous operation. For the
ease of representation only charge direction is shown.

Because of the described high no-load losses and the technical possibility of a complete shutdown of power elec-
tronics unit, only the operation with shutdown mode is further considered in this study.

The loss behavior of the four grid connection technologies with incremental load distribution is represented in
Fig. 11a and with homogeneous load distribution in Fig. 11b. The additional losses of the transformer and the DC-
DC converter are similar in the incremental and homogeneous operation. They only vary very little due to the higher
base load of the inverters/rectifiers in the homogeneous load distribution. Therefore, the loss curve of the DC-DC
converter can be considered as an addition to the inverter/rectifier loss curve for the two-stage applications, and the
transformer losses increase the total power losses with its square gradient and throughout occurring no-load losses in
medium-voltage grid interconnections.

The power losses of all interconnection possibilities are significantly lower for the incremental load distribution at
system powers levels at lower loads. With higher loads, the difference is reduced.

Finally, it is again mentioned that the power losses due to the power electronics are zero at zero-load due to the
shutdown mode, but the transformer is not turned off and has constant no-load losses.

3.3. Grid application evaluation

For the comparison of the energy losses in the various grid connection scenarios in the applications PCR and
SCR, the relative round-trip energy losses φ are defined. The relative round-trip loss of a component i, i.e. the in-
verter/rectifier, the DC-DC converter or the transformer, is calculated through the ratio of the respective total energy
loss during both charging and discharge ELoss,i to the total energy input to the system, derived from sum of the dis-
charged energy and the energy lost in the system:

φi =
ELoss,i

EDischarge,AC + ELoss,System
(18)

The results for the relative amount of losses and their origin in the application PCR are shown in Fig. 12a and
Fig. 12b. Comparing the load distribution modes, the incremental operation in Fig. 12a is beneficial compared to the
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Fig. 12. Energy loss comparison of grid connection scenarios for grid applications Primary Control Reserve and Secondary Control Reserve: a) PCR
incremental operation, b) PCR homogeneous operation, c) SCR incremental operation, d) SCR homogeneous operation. Topology abbreviations:
Single Stage (SS), Two Stage (TS), Low-Voltage Grid (LV), Medium-Voltage Grid (MV).

homogeneous operation in Fig. 12b. This is explained due to the higher losses at low loads which are highly prominent
in the scenario PCR (see Section 2.5).

Comparing the single-stage and two-stage topology, the additional conversion step can up to double the relative
losses in the worst case. The increase of the relative losses due to the additional losses of the DC-DC converter is
similar for the incremental and the homogeneous operation, however, the impact on the homogeneous operation is
relatively speaking lower than in the incremental operation. This behavior matches the loss behavior shown in Fig 11a
and Fig 11b.

The comparison of the LV and MV grid connection topologies shows that the additional losses of the transformer
impact the relative losses for incremental operation (Fig 11a) and homogeneous operation (Fig 11b) also similarily.
In summary, the high no-load losses of the inverter/rectifier have the largest impact on the overall relative losses
and the efficiency of the interconnection technology. The best case solution for PCR in terms of energy efficiency is
the single-stage low-voltage incremental operation at relative losses of 6.1 %. The worst case is represented by the
two-stage medium-voltage homogeneous operation which nearly quadruples the relative losses to 22.9 %.

The results for the scenario SCR are shown in Fig. 12c and Fig 12d. Here, the incremental operation (see Fig. 12c)
again shows the reduced loss behavior compared to the homogeneous operation (see Fig. 12d). Due to the very low
temporal utilization in the scenario SCR, the losses in the transformer are high compared to the losses in the power
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electronics, as the transformer cannot be turned off and thus no-load losses occur constantly. The relative losses thus
increase to values higher than 60 %. The relative share of the power electronics losses here visibly drops slightly, as
the high additional losses introduced by the transformer add to the total energy input of the system and thus making
the power electronics losses relatively smaller.

The comparison of single-stage and two-stage topologies shows the same behavior as in the PCR application with
overall higher relative losses, due to the lower average load demands during discharge and the consequently lower
efficiencies of the respected technologies.

The best case is again achieved with the single-stage low-voltage incremental operation, here at relative losses of
7.7 %. The worst case for the relative losses is also again represented by the two-stage medium-voltage homogeneous
operation at 63.1 %.

In summary, the grid application scenarios confirm the results of the previously compared power losses calculation
for the various grid connection scenarios.

4. Conclusion

The connection of the battery to the electrical grid is a key component of stationary BESS. Utility-scale systems
typically comprise of several power electronics units. Various grid connection topologies result; depending on the
conversion stages within each unit, the load distribution between the power electronics units and additionally the grid
level to which the system is connected. These grid connection scenarios vary with respect to the choice of the power
conversion technology and how the different technologies are connected and how they distribute the power flow within
the grid connection.

Detailed components models are developed for the key components of the various topologies, the inverter/rectifier,
the DC-DC converter, and the transformer. The simulation model parameters are based on the state-of-the-art industry
components and compared against experimental data.

The component models are coupled to grid connection topology models for a container storage system featuring
eight battery racks. The conversion losses and resulting energy efficiency, as key performance indicators for BESS,
are compared between the various topologies.

The comparison of single-stage and two-stage topologies shows that conversion setups without the intermediate
DC link conversion stage are more efficient than those with. Therefore, it is desirable to choose a battery rack topology
that supports the required DC Voltage of the used inverter/rectifier.

Distributing the actual load a minimum amount of necessary inverters/rectifiers is more efficient than operating
more inverters/rectifiers at lower loads. Hence, a setup should be realized that allows the shutdown of non-necessary
power electronics.

From a technical perspective, to minimize dissipation losses the connection to the LV grid is more efficient due to
the absence of the transformer which introduces extra conversion losses and causes high amounts of no-load losses.
Thus, if possible, considering grid limitations, system power and aspects of the storage application, a connection to
the LV grid is preferable.

Following these results, the single-stage low-voltage topology with incremental load distribution achieves the best
results concerning the efficiency of the grid connection for the system, while the two-stage medium-voltage topology
with homogeneous load distribution causes the highest losses and leads to the lowest efficiency. It should be men-
tioned, that the results cover only the BESS. The evaluation is thus limited to the perspective of the BESS operator
and does not include the losses occurring in the distribution grid itself.

Finally, the topologies are evaluated in two real-world grid application scenarios, namely Primary Control Reserve
and Secondary Control Reserve, which both confirm the previous conclusions. Losses between the evaluated grid
connection scenarios, as well as between the grid application scenarios vary significantly.

5. Outlook

The results of this study can serve as design guidelines for the grid connection of utility-scale BESS. The developed
simulation methods can be used for the design of the grid connection from the component level upwards. The possible
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improvements of the system in terms of energy efficiency, e.g. by using different IGBTs or in terms of component
sizing, can be evaluated for the desired grid application scenario of the BESS.

Further work should be conducted on non-equal load distribution between separate battery racks with dedicated
power electronics. This would thus include separate battery models for each rack and a more sophisticated control
strategy, which controls the State of Charge.

The reduced component models, as well as the reduced grid connection model, can also be implemented in en-
ergy management systems allowing improved operating strategies, i.e. by avoiding low-efficiency operation through
minimum power thresholds.
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Appendix A. Inverter/rectifier model parameters

Table A.2. Inverter/rectifier model parameters based on Siemens Sinamics S120 36 kW unit. Model parameters are selected by the authors and do
not represent official manufacturer information. Table reproduced with modifications from [34].

Simulation Step Width 0.5µs Text
Grid
Line-to-line Voltage 400 V [33]
Frequency 50 Hz [33]
Short Circuit Power 10 MVA [33]

Inverter/Rectifier
Control & DC Bus
Switching Frequency 8 kHz [33]
Phase Shift 0 [31]
Max. Modulation Index 2/

√
3 [31]

Proportional Correction 0.5 [31]
Integral Correction 50 [31]
DC Bus Capacity 1.410 mF [45]
DC Bus Resistance 1 mΩ Text

IGBT
Conduction UCE(I, T ) [35]
Energy Switching Turn-on EOn(I, T = 125 ◦C) [35]
Energy Switching Turn-off EOff(I, T = 125 ◦C) [35]
Thermal Impedance Zth [35]

Diode
Conduction UF(I, T ) [35]
Energy Switching Turn-Off ERec(I, T = 125 ◦C) [35]
Thermal Impedance Zth [35]

Module Casing
Thermal Impedance 9 mK/W [35]
Thermal Capacity 0.1 J/K [31]

Heat Sink
Thermal Impedance 0.19 K/W [31]
Thermal Capacity 1 J/K [31]

LCL-filter
Core Losses 108 W [33]
Filter Capacity 10µF [45]
Damping Resistance 733 mΩ [45]
Inductance Grid-side 1µH [45]
Inductance Inverter-side 48µH [45]
Inductor Resistance Grid-side 13.6 mΩ Text
Inductor Resistance Inverter-side 13.6 mΩ Text
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Appendix B. DC-DC converter model parameters

Table B.3. DC-DC converter model parameters, based on Siemens Sinamics DCP 30 kW Unit. Model parameters are selected by the authors and
do not represent official manufacturer information.

Simulation Step Width 0.2µs Text
DC-DC Converter
Switching Frequency 20 kHz [37]
Proportional Current Gain 0.2 [38]
Integral Current Correction 200 [38]
Precontrol Multiplier 0.98 [38]
DC Bus Capacity 1.410 mF Text
DC Bus Resistance 1 mΩ Text
Storage Choke Inductance 0.7 mH [39]
Storage Choke Resistance 14.5 mΩ Text

IGBT
Conduction UCE(I, T = 125 ◦C) [46]
Energy Switching Turn-on Eon(U, I, T = 125 ◦C) [46]
Energy Switching Turn-off Eoff(U, I, T = 125 ◦C) [46]
Thermal Impedance Zth [46]

Diode
Conduction UF(I, T = 125 ◦C) [46]
Energy Switching turn-off Erec(U, I, T = 125 ◦C) Text
Thermal Impedance Zth [46]

Module Casing
Case Temperature 125 ◦C Text

Appendix C. Transformer model parameterization

Core resistance RTR,Core and inductance LTR,Core are calculated from the no-load losses P0 (Value: 520 W [40]):

RTR,Core = 3 · U2
Prim

P0

LTR,Core =
UPrim

Iµ · (2π · fGrid)
=

RTR,Core

2π · fGrid

(C.1)

Due to the lack of information concerning the reactive current Iµ, the absolute value of the complex resistance of the
inductance is assumed to be as high as the core resistance.

Winding resistances (RTR,Prim, RTR,Sec) and inductances (LTR,Prim, LTR,Sec) are calculated from the load losses at
nominal power Pk (Value: (1 + 10 %) · 3800 W [40]), the impedance voltage uZ (Value: 4 % [40]) and the apparent
power per phase S n, each at nominal current flow on the primary transformer side, with the assumption of equal loss
distribution between primary and secondary side:

In =
S n

3 · UPrim

RTR,Prim =
1
2

Pk

3 · I2
n

(C.2)
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Because of the delta wiring configuration on the primary side and the star wiring configuration on the sec-
ondary transformer side, the secondary winding resistance RTR,Sec is adjusted with the factor 1/3 and the voltage
ratio: UTR,Prim/UTR,Sec.

RTR,Sec =
1
2

Pk

3 · I2
n

1
3 · (UPrim/USec)2 (C.3)

The inductances are calculated with the complex short circuit impedance ZT and winding resistance RT, which is
assumed equally split up for both transformer sides. Therefore, the real part of the complex impedance is assumed as
RT = 2 · RTR,Prim.

ZT =
uZ · UPrim

In ·
√

3

XT =

√
Z2

T − R2
T

LTR,Prim =
1
2

XT

2π · fGrid

LTR,Sec =
1
2

XT

2π · fGrid

1
(UTR,Prim/UTR,Sec)2

(C.4)

Table C.4. Transformer model parameters, calculated for Siemens Geafol Basic 250 kVA unit [40]. Model parameters are selected by the authors
and do not represent official manufacturer information.

Simulation Step Width 0.1 ms Text
Equivalent Circuit Parameters
Core Resistance 576.92 kΩ Text
Core Inductance 1.836 kH Text
Primary Winding Resistance 10.032Ω Text
Secondary Winding Resistance 5.3 mΩ Text
Primary Stray Inductance 30.4 mH Text
Secondary Stray Inductance 48.284µH Text

The simulation step width is increased in comparison to the power electronics model to 0.1 ms since there are no
switching conditions occurring during the power transformation.
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5 Power flow distribution strategy for improved power
electronics energy efficiency in battery storage
systems: Development and implementation in a
utility-scale system

This section introduces the paper Power Flow Distribution Strategy for Improved Power Electronics
Energy Efficiency in Battery Storage Systems: Development and Implementation in a Utility-Scale
System and is based on the paper without further reference.

Chapter 3 revealed that the PE can be a major source of energy losses in BESS. Chapter 4 then showed
that different grid connection topologies have a strong influence on the energy efficiency.

In this chapter, a second approach for reducing PE losses, a software-based PFDS is proposed, devel-
oped and tested in an industrial utility-scale BESS. The system, operated by The Mobility House, has
been described in Section 2.2.2. Section 2.3.5 introduced measurement methods for the evaluation of
field-deployed systems in operation, which are used in this paper.

Before summarizing the paper, a brief introduction to PFDS is given. Considering a single battery
rack, consisting of a battery and a PE unit, Figure 5.1 shows the relative losses φ of battery, PE
and total conversion over relative power PAC,R/PAC,N,R for charging and discharging at steady-state
conditions. Here the difference between the battery efficiency, which is highest at low power, to the
PE efficiency, which is lowest at low power operation, is clearly visible. An optimum operating point
can be achieved around 30% to 40% of nominal power for the specific configuration.
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Figure 5.1: Relative losses of battery, PE and total conversion over relative rack load for charging and
discharging at steady-state conditions. Figure adapted from [71].
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5 Power flow distribution strategy for improved power electronics energy efficiency in battery storage
systems: Development and implementation in a utility-scale system

Moving from the single battery rack towards a complete system, Figure 5.2 shows three BESS system
architectures and PFDS. Figure 5.2a shows a system with separate racks and uniform PFDS. This
PFDS is sometimes also defined as homogenous or equal PFDS and was also analyzed in the previous
Chapters 3 and Chapter 4.
Figure 5.2b shows again a system with separate racks but with efficiency-optimized PFDS. Here,
to avoid low efficiency at low power operating points, an efficiency-optimized PFDS is used which
optimizes the power distribution among the racks - towards the optimum operating point around 30%
to 40% of nominal power. The SOC between the different racks has to be managed, as the rack load
will differ in operation, which leads to diverging SOC.
Figure 5.2c shows a system with DC-coupled racks and coupled PE, with the also efficiency-optimized
incremental PFDS. The arrangement allows to use only the necessary number and the SOC does need
not to be managed actively between the racks.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.2: BESS system architectures and power flow distribution strategies: a) separate racks with
uniform PFDS. b) separate racks with efficiency-optimized PFDS. c) DC-coupled racks
with efficiency-optimized incremental PFDS. Figure adapted from [71].

Figure 5.3 shows the steady-state system a) discharge, b) charge and c) round-trip conversion effi-
ciency ηConv,Sys over relative system power PAC,Sys/PAC,N,Sys for the three PFDS: Uniform/homoge-
nous PFDS, efficiency-optimized PFDS on both separate racks, and efficiency-optimized incremental
PFDS on DC-coupled racks.
The highest energy efficiency is achieved with the incremental PFDS on DC-coupled racks, as here
the PE units are optimally operated and the battery power flow is evenly distributed among all racks.
The second highest efficiency is achieved with the efficiency-optimized PFDS on separate racks. In
comparison to the uniform PFDS, the issue of low efficiency at low power operating points is reduced
strongly. The small “bumps” in both efficiency-optimized PFDS curves result from the switching when
the number of active PE is changed.
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Figure 5.3: Steady-state system a) discharge, b) charge and c) round-trip conversion efficiency over
relative system load for three power flow distribution strategies: uniform PFDS, efficiency-
optimized PFDS on both separate racks, and efficiency-optimized incremental PFDS on
DC-coupled racks. Figure adapted from [71].
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5 Power flow distribution strategy for improved power electronics energy efficiency in battery storage
systems: Development and implementation in a utility-scale system

In the paper referenced in this chapter, a utility-scale Second-Life system providing PCR is analyzed
regarding its energy efficiency. The system consisting of separate racks operates on uniform PFDS and
is then changed to operate on an efficiency-optimized PFDS.

A detailed system analysis is conducted, revealing the overall system energy efficiency at 56%. The
system is set up of several TU, which consist of the PE and the battery. The majority of losses occur
in the TU. The energy efficiencies of the TU providing PCR are between 73% and 77%.
Simulation of the system reveals, that the main loss mechanism of the TU as well as of the overall
system is identified as the no-load loss of the PE. The no-load losses have significant importance, as
dynamic losses of the PE and those of the battery are small for the application PCR, which features
a low average load. The PE units are however in constant operation, leading to the high amount of
energy losses.
A temporal distribution analysis of the load profile shows that the PCR load is for 99.95% of the time,
and thus almost entirely, under 50% of the nominal power of the TU.

Some TU in the system consist of two identical power strings. Based on this, an optimized PFDS
for the power flow of the TU onto the two power strings is proposed. The goal is to reduce the
no-load and partial-load losses by providing PCR with a single power string when possible. This
consequently reduces the no-load losses of the second power string through its deactivation. The
optimized PFDS thus controls the power flow for each power string independently. As this requires a
dedicated management of the battery SOC in each power string, a battery SOC management strategy
is also developed.
The optimized PFDS is implemented in a TU of the system and put into operation for PCR. The
comparison of the analysis based on measured data shows that the TU energy efficiency is improved
by 9 percentage points, which equates to a reduction of the energy losses by 24%. The reduction also
leads to a reduced energy balance for the intraday trading by 34%. The overall energy throughput
of the TU is reduced by 7%. The optimized PFDS also successfully manages the battery SOC of the
individual battery packs.

In summary, the proposed optimized PFDS can improve energy efficiency in BESS consisting of mul-
tiple units.

Author contribution The author of this thesis developed the system model for energy efficiency eval-
uations, initiated as well as coordinated the study, and wrote the paper draft. Through his master’s
thesis, Christian Piesch adapted the system model, parameterized and evaluated the data from simu-
lation and the field test, and developed the optimized PFDS. Julian Paß provided model parameters
and field-test data, and coordinated the implementation of the new control strategies in the system.
Parts of the results have also been presented at the conference International Renewable Energy Storage
Conference (IRES) 2018 by the author of this thesis.
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Abstract: Utility-scale battery storage systems typically consist of multiple smaller units contributing
to the overall power dispatch of the system. Herein, the power distribution among these units is
analyzed and optimized to operate the system with increased energy efficiency. To improve the
real-life storage operation, a holistic system model for battery storage systems has been developed
that enables a calculation of the energy efficiency. A utility-scale Second-Life battery storage system
with a capacity of 3.3 MWh/3 MW is operated and evaluated in this work. The system is in operation
for the provision of primary control reserve in combination with intraday trading for controlling
the battery state of charge. The simulation model is parameterized with the system data. Results
show that losses in power electronics dominate. An operational strategy improving the energy
efficiency through an optimized power flow distribution within the storage system is developed.
The power flow distribution strategy is based on the reduction of the power electronics losses at
no-load/partial-load by minimizing their in-operation time. The simulation derived power flow
distribution strategy is implemented in the real-life storage system. Field-test measurements and
analysis prove the functionality of the power flow distribution strategy and reveal the reduction of
the energy throughput of the units by 7%, as well as a significant reduction of energy losses in the
units by 24%. The cost savings for electricity over the system’s lifetime are approximated to 4.4% of
its investment cost.

Keywords: battery storage system; energy efficiency; power flow distribution; system simulation;
primary control reserve; field-test

1. Introduction

Energy storage systems are a promising option to provide flexibility and grid services in future
electric grids [1,2]. Today, lithium-ion battery systems are being built in increasing number of
installations as well as increasing power and energy capacities [3]. Such utility-scale battery systems
typically consist of multiple units which together comprise the total nominal system power and
energy [4].

In this work, we focus on systems consisting of multiple units, which each feature a battery and a
dedicated power electronics (PE) and can thus be operated independently. In contrast, topologies that
connect battery packs of multiple units in parallel may lead to heterogeneous current flows between
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parallel-connected battery packs due to variances for the battery impedance and capacity, which cannot
be controlled [5,6]. This is of particular importance for systems which feature battery packs of varying
State of Health or different battery chemistries, such as the battery packs in the Second-Life battery
systems of this work. Dedicated PE for each battery pack is thus widely used, as in the battery storage
system of this work.

The actual power for each unit is calculated based on the power flow distribution strategy (PFDS)
of the system. The total system power is the sum of the power of all units. Typically, battery systems
distribute the system power flow equally among the units comprising the system (Equal PFDS).
The Equal PFDS is a technically stable and simple approach, as it ideally leads to identical levels of
the battery state of charge (SOC) in all units. Between units of varying nominal energy, e.g., a unit of
50 kWh and a unit of 100 kWh, the total system power is scaled for the units according to their nominal
energy to 1/3 for the 50 kWh unit and 2/3 for the 100 kWh unit. It is noted that the power capacity of
the units has also to be taken into consideration.

However, the equal division of the total system power among all units also leads to low-power
operating points for the units. PE show low efficiencies at partial load, and consequently relatively
high conversion losses occur. Figure 1a shows the typical power loss curve of a bidirectional inverter
applicable to battery storage systems. Losses at no-load/partial load are relatively high, and at no
load, the losses amount to approximately 0.75% of the nominal unit power or 28.40% of the unit losses
at nominal power. Figure 1b shows the resulting conversion energy efficiency, which is consequently
low at partial load.

Figure 1. Power losses in a bidirectional inverter: (a) power losses over relative power; and (b) conversion
energy efficiency over relative power. Data from [7].

As the energy efficiency is a key performance indicator for battery storage systems and recent
investigations showed that overall system efficiencies for real-world grid applications are indeed lower
than typical literature values, especially due to the PE, options on how to reduce these losses require
investigation [7].

The studied system is a Second-Life battery storage system, operated by The Mobility House in
Lünen, Germany [8]. The system is set up from used battery packs from electric cars and has a nominal
capacity/power of 3.3 MWh/3 MW. It should be noted that the system is part of a larger system with a
total capacity of 13 MWh, but this study focusses on the 3.3 MWh sub-system only. The system is in
operation for the provision of Primary Control Reserve (PCR) in combination with intraday trading
(ID) for controlling the battery SOC. Further details on the system and its application follow in the
subsequent Section (Section 2).

Thus far, only a few studies investigated power flow distribution strategies for battery systems.
A PFDS for improving energy efficiency was proposed by Choi et al. in [9]. The focus was put on the
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system availability in their proposed method. Lee et al. discussed and tested the provision of frequency
control through multiple energy storage systems based on hierarchical cluster structures, but with a
focus on system availability and reliability and no consideration of energy efficiency [10]. Cho and
Yun proposed an optimized PFDS for improved energy efficiency based on genetic algorithms which
aim for the optimal operating point of the power electronics as well as balanced energy throughput [4].
In contrast to the reviewed studies, this work features an analysis of a utility-scale Second-Life battery
system in detail for its energy efficiency and consequently the development of an optimized PFDS and
its implementation. Field-test measurements are evaluated and show the feasibility of the PFDS as
well as the successfully improved operation metrics.

A holistic system model for battery storage systems that enables a realistic calculation of the
energy efficiency is parameterized with the system structure, the component data, and the application
load profiles. The system so far operates on equal PFDS. After validating the system model with the
measurement data from the system, a detailed energy loss analysis is conducted. Results confirm the
high conversion losses in the PE at the low operating point of the system.

Consequently, an optimized PFDS is proposed. The optimized PFDS is based on the reduction of
the operation time of the PE. Only the currently required inverters are in operation. The mechanism
for the improvement of the overall system efficiency is thus the reduction of the PE losses occurring
at low load and at no load. Simulation results suggest significant potential for the improvement of
energy efficiency. The optimized PFDS is implemented in the battery system. Measurements show
the functionality of the operational strategy, the reduction of the energy throughput as well as the
significant reduction of energy losses.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the Second-Life battery system and its
grid application in detail. Section 3 describes the system model used for the energy loss analysis and
presents the results. Section 4 presents the optimized PFDS and the results of the implementation in
the storage system. Section 5 concludes the study and their results. Finally, future work is suggested in
Section 6.

2. Second-Life Battery System

The system in this work is a Second-Life battery storage system. Second-Life here refers
to the second application of automotive batteries that were first used in battery electric vehicles.
The stationary application for the battery packs extends their usage beyond their initial mobile
application. The concept is a promising approach to reduce the high costs associated with the battery
packs for a battery system [11,12], and thus improve the economic viability of battery storage systems
and their applications [13–15]. As Second-Life is still a relatively new concept, economic and battery
lifetime evaluations are still under investigation today [16–18]. As one of the first systems and at time
of the installation the largest Second-Life system in the world, the system in this work also shows the
technical feasibility of Second-Life concepts.

The system in this work is based on battery packs of electric vehicles sold under brand name
Smart electric drive by Daimler and is operated by The Mobility House in cooperation with GETEC and
REMONDIS in Lünen, Germany [8]. The system setup and measurements, as well as the system model
and its parameters, are provided by The Mobility House and are unpublished and company-internal
data. The model parameters cited [19] and system measurements used/presented in the following are
thus not available for publication as raw data.

The system is in operation for the provision of PCR, a grid ancillary service for frequency control.
PCR is the stabilization of the grid frequency by providing positive or negative power to the grid in case
of frequency deviations from the nominal frequency. For systems providing PCR, the actually required
power to be provided is determined by the measured frequency deviation [20]. The ancillary service is
remunerated and coordinated by the Transmission System Operators (TSO) [21]. As battery systems
have limited storage capacity, they need to charge/discharge power additionally to the frequency
control power to maintain their SOC. This additional power can be flexibly bought/sold through
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power contracts, such as intraday trading. Specific protocols and regulations have been set by the
TSO for the PCR operation and market participation of battery systems [22]. Model-based studies on
battery systems providing PCR already evaluated battery lifetime [23,24], sensitivity studies on the
energy management strategies and regulations [25], as well as economic implications for the battery
system operation [24].

Figure 2 shows a schematic overview of the system under investigation. The system consists of
six Technical Units (TU), the auxiliary system components, and the grid connection.

 

Figure 2. Storage system overview with grid connection and auxiliary components. 
Figure 2. Storage system overview with grid connection and auxiliary components.

The TU each consist of batteries with dedicated PE. The auxiliary components are required for
the operation of the overall system (Battery Thermal Management, System Thermal Management,
and Control and Monitoring). A transformer connects the system-internal 400 V AC low-voltage to the
10 kV medium-voltage grid [26]. The TU, as well as the auxiliary components, are connected to the
low voltage level within the system.

The calculation boundaries of the round-trip technical unit energy efficiency ηTU, which includes
the battery and the power electronics, as well as for the overall round-trip system energy efficiency
ηSystem, which further includes the transformer and the auxiliary system consumption, are also
indicated in Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows a detailed overview of the TU with their varying specifications and setups. TU 2–5
each consist of two identical power strings. Both power strings each provide half of the nominal
power/energy of the TU. TU 3–5 are identical and shown only once.

TU 1 serves as a backup unit for the other units and is used rarely for system-internal load
balancing. It is therefore typically not providing PCR. TU 2–6 provide PCR to the electrical grid.
Each TU providing PCR is acting as an independent unit. The PFDS is thus only considered within
the specific TU. For the units featuring only a single power string (TU 1, TU 6) no PFDS is relevant.
Within the units that consist of two power strings (TU 2–5), the equal PFDS distributes the power
equally to both power strings that have identical nominal power for the ideal case, in which no SOC
difference between the batteries of the two power strings is measured. If a SOC difference arises,
a correction factor is applied to achieve an equal SOC between the power strings again.
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Figure 3. Overview of all Technical Units.

3. System Simulation

Section 3.1 introduces the system model structure, the component models, and parameterization.
Section 3.2 then presents the model validation against measured data as well as the results and
implications of the energy loss analysis of the system.

3.1. Model Development

The model developed for the system analysis is based on an existing system model by
Schimpe et al. [7]. The model is developed for holistic energy efficiency evaluations of container-size
to utility-scale battery storage systems. Separate component models are implemented and coupled to
an overall system model.

The existing model is adapted to the specific system structure and parameters for all components
of the specific system are implemented.

Table 1 shows the grouped components of the system, their respective component model type as
well as the main parameters used for the model parameterization.

The battery-pack, part of the TU, is modeled based on a single-cell model. The cell is simulated
through an equivalent circuit model featuring an open circuit voltage UCell,OCV as well as a resistance
RCell, which accounts for the overvoltages within the cell. The resistance parameters are derived
from pulse parameterization for both directions of current I, charge (positive) and discharge
(negative). The battery packs are water-cooled and stored at approximately 20 ◦C ambient temperature,
and operate at a low average load as will be discussed in Section 3.2. The cell temperatures are thus
expected to not increase in temperature strongly. As thermal parameters of the cell and pack are not
available, the cell parameters, open circuit voltage and resistance values, are taken and implemented
at a temperature of 25 ◦C versus the State of Charge SOC. Mismatching losses in the series-connection
and increases in battery cell resistances due to cell degradation are not implemented, as no information
is available, but in general, are both expected to increase losses.

The second component model of the TU, the PE model, is implemented through look-up data of
the power losses PPE,Loss as function of the power, PPE. The data, which is provided for each PE type
by the PE manufacturer, is implemented with separate data for both power flow directions, charge,
as well as discharge. Power factor is set to 1 for both system operation providing PCR as well as in the
measurements of the power loss curves.

The transformer connecting the overall system to the grid is modeled based on measured data
for the power loss at both no-load and full-load, which is provided by the transformer manufacturer.
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The transformer losses PTF,Loss are then calculated with a square-power function for the load-dependent
losses, which feature Ohmic loss behavior, as function of the secondary-side power PTF,Sec.

Table 1. Component model overview.

Component
Group Component Type Parameter Overview (All:

Data from [19])

Technical Unit
Battery Equivalent

Circuit Model
UCell,OCV(SOC, T = 25 ◦C),
RCell(SOC, sgn(I), T = 25 ◦C)

Power Electronics Loss-Curve Look-Up Data PPE,Loss(sgn(PPE), PPE)

Grid Connection Transformer Loss-Curve Look-Up Data PTF,Loss(PTF,Sec)

Auxiliary
Components

Battery Thermal Management System (B-TMS)
Measured Data over Time

(No Model)

PAux,B-TMS(t)
System Thermal Management System (S-TMS) PAux,S-TMS(t)
Control & Monitoring incl. Uninterruptible

Power Supply (C&M) PAux,C&M(t)

Other PAux,Other(t)

System Control Load Profile Measured Data over Time
(Model Input)

PTU,AC(t)
Initial/End State of Charge SOCTU(t)

The auxiliary components are not modeled but implemented through measured data for their
power consumption. Four groups are defined: (I) Battery Thermal Management System (B-TMS);
(II) System Thermal Management System (S-TMS); (III) Control and Monitoring components that
include the Uninterruptible Power Supply (C&M); and (IV) the remaining consumption for various
components. Detailed measurements of the remaining various components are not available; however,
a large share of consumption is assumed to be attributed to ambient air filter components. For each
auxiliary component group, the measured power consumption PAux is implemented as function of
time t.

The power control of the system is implemented as the load profile for each TU, based on the
measured data over time, PTU,AC. The SOC measured in each TU (average SOC for a TU with two
power strings), SOCTU, is set as initial value for the simulation after every 24 h to remove SOC drift
between the model and the system due to small deviations for the battery current, which add up over
long simulation durations. The changes in SOC through the reset are included in the loss calculation.

3.2. Simulation Results

Before analyzing the energy losses of the complete system, the TU model is validated against
measured data. The measured efficiency values here and in the following include the differences
of stored energy through the changed battery SOC between the beginning and the end of the
considered period.

Table 2 shows the charged/discharged energy of the TU, and the simulated/measured round-trip
energy efficiency and their deviation for the month of March 2017.

Table 2. Charged/discharged energy and simulated/measured round-trip energy efficiency for
Technical Units 1–6 for March 2017.

TU Application Charged Energy
in MWh

Discharged
Energy in MWh

Simulation
Efficiency ηTU,Sim

Measured
Efficiency ηTU,Meas

Simulation Deviation
ηTU,Sim − ηTU,Meas

TU 1 Back-Up + ID 7.75 5.04 64.79% 64.95% −0.16%
TU 2 PCR + ID 18.79 14.38 76.01% 76.65% −0.64%
TU 3 PCR + ID 19.01 13.88 71.11% 73.14% −2.03%
TU 4 PCR + ID 19.34 14.08 71.36% 72.88% −1.52%
TU 5 PCR + ID 19.38 14.19 71.52% 73.34% −1.82%
TU 6 PCR + ID 9.69 7.18 71.74% 74.11% −2.37%
All TU various 93.96 68.76 71.77% 73.25% −1.48%

Energy throughput for TU 2–6 varies with the respective unit power. TU 1, the backup unit,
is rarely active for inter-system balancing operation. TU 2–6 providing PCR show similarly measured
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efficiencies between 72.88% and 76.65%. The different efficiencies are caused by technical setup
variations, such as varying battery types, which are each implemented with specific parameters,
and different inverter sizes (see Figure 3). TU 1, the backup unit, is active at only low relative power
and thus has a relatively low efficiency.

The simulation results for the energy efficiency of the various TU are between 0.16% and 2.37%
higher than the measured values. This trend in the deviation results possibly from the battery model.
In the implemented type of equivalent circuit model, all battery overvoltages under load are calculated
based on the single resistor in the model. Battery overvoltages are, however, dynamic, increasing with
longer durations of load [27]. A battery operating under fluctuating load thus operates with decreased
overvoltages compared to a battery model using a non-dynamic resistor only. Finally, the accuracy of
the power electronics parameters for the power loss curve can significantly influence the model result.

All units in total have a measured efficiency of 73.25% for which the simulation predicts an
efficiency of 71.77%, equating to a deviation of −1.48%. Summarized, the model is in good agreement
with the measured data for the system.

When considering the complete system, the round-trip energy efficiency ηSystem is found
significantly lower at 56.06%, again for March 2017. The reduction is due to the additional energy
losses in the transformer (1.79 MWh) as well as due to the auxiliary energy consumption (B-TMS
1.47 MWh, S-TMS 2.57 MWh, C&M 7.88 MWh, Other 1.18 MWh).

To identify the exact mechanism, the loss distribution analysis for the complete system is
conducted and shown in Figure 4 for the operation presented in Table 2. The left side shows the
distribution grouped by transformer losses, auxiliary consumption and the losses occurring in the TU.

 

Figure 4. Overall system energy loss analysis based on model data for March 2017 for all units in
operation for Primary Control Reserve/Intraday trading/Back-Up power.

With 64.48% of the overall losses, the TU are responsible for most losses. Second is the auxiliary
consumption, which leads to 31.24% of all losses. The transformer’s share of losses at 4.28% is here the
smallest contributor.

The right side shows the analysis with a more detailed breakdown. Within the TU, the PE
is identified as the largest contributor, whereas the batteries are the smallest contributor of all
loss mechanisms. The breakdown of the auxiliary consumption shows that all components are
relevant contributors. The Control and Monitoring of the overall system, which also includes the
power consumption of the uninterruptible power supply, is the biggest contributor to the auxiliary
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consumption and the second-largest in overall. It is noted that the energy consumption of the thermal
management is subject to changes with varying outdoor temperatures and that this analysis specifically
covers March 2017 only.

As the model represents the auxiliary consumption only as measured data, no improvement
strategies for the auxiliary consumption of the given system through improved operation can be
evaluated. The transformer is a passive component and thus also offers no improvement potential
through operational strategies. Consequently, an improved operational strategy derived from the
analysis in this work will focus on the TU operation, which is the largest contributor to the system
losses as the previous analysis has shown.

Figure 5 shows the loss distribution for all TU. Here the differentiation between no-load losses
and dynamic losses for the PE is made. Losses within the PE are the sum of switching and conduction
losses within the semiconductors, magnetic losses in filter components, and Ohmic losses in general.
As no detailed PE model is available, the losses are grouped into no-load losses and dynamic losses.
No-load losses are defined as the power losses occurring at no output power, but with the PE unit in
operation, fully connected to its AC and DC sources, and with the switching control active. Dynamic
losses are defined as the losses that occur additionally to the no-load loss value when the unit increases
its output power.

Figure 5. Technical Unit energy loss analysis based on model data for March 2017.

The analysis shows that in total the no-load losses lead to 92.92% of the overall losses of the TU.
The battery losses and the dynamic PE losses are in comparison much smaller.

For further evaluation of the origin of losses in the TU, the profile of the application is analyzed.
Figure 6a shows the measured AC-side power of TU 6 (P > 0: Charge, P < 0: Discharge) over time.
Within the representative duration of six arbitrary hours, the maximum absolute power is 78.92 kW,
and the average of the absolute power is only 16.52 kW. Both values are relatively small in comparison
to the nominal PE power of 280 kW. The selected duration is representative of the available data in
terms of two aspects: (I) grid frequency fluctuations constantly require the operation of the TU; and (II)
TU power is on average low.

The resulting power losses (simulated data) are shown in Figure 6b. The PE losses here constantly
show a high offset value as the PE is in operation at all times. The offset value is also high in comparison
to additional dynamic losses or to the battery losses, which confirms the previous findings of the TU
loss analysis (see Figure 5).

The conclusion from the loss analysis is that the PE no-load losses are the largest contributor to
the system losses. As the losses can only be avoided when the PE unit is turned off, an analysis of the
actual power demand is conducted to evaluate if this is an option considering the load profile. Figure 7
shows the temporal distribution of the relative power of TU 5 in March 2017.
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Figure 6. Time series analysis for load profile and power loss for a single Technical Unit (TU 6) during
an arbitrary six-hour timeframe: (a) measured AC-power (P > 0: Charge, P < 0 : Discharge); and (b)
simulated power losses in power electronics and battery.

 

Figure 7. Temporal distribution of the relative power of a single Technical Unit (TU 5) in March 2017. Figure 7. Temporal distribution of the relative power of a single Technical Unit (TU 5) in March 2017.

Most of the time, the power is low: 99.95% of the time, the relative power is under 50%. As TU
3–5 consist of two power strings of identical setup, during this time, theoretically, only a single power
string would be sufficient for providing the output power. This result motivates the development of
an optimized PFDS that uses this optimization potential.

4. Optimized Power Flow Distribution Strategy

Section 4.1 describes the proposed optimized PFDS based on the previously discussed results.
The procedure and results of the implementation in the storage system are presented in Section 4.2.

4.1. Proposal and Development

The energy loss analysis showed that the biggest contributor to the system losses are the no-load
PE losses and that they are responsible for 92.92% of the losses occurring in the TU. The profile analysis
showed that most of the time, less than 50% of the TU power is required in the PCR application.

As the no-load losses can be reduced through deactivation of PE units, a PFDS that uses only the
minimum number of required power strings within the TU is expected to have significant potential to
improve the energy efficiency. The PFDS is applicable for the TU consisting of two power strings.
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This proposed optimized PFDS is a non-equal PFDS that consequently leads to a variation of the
SOC between the batteries in the power strings. The total TU power for both charge and discharge
has to be kept available at all times. E.g., if one string is at the maximum SOC due to insufficient SOC
management, the string cannot provide power for the charge direction, which results in a reduction of
the TU charge power availability by 50%. The SOC difference between the two strings should thus
be as small as possible so the TU power availability does not differ from an equal PFDS. The PFDS
thus also has to respect the varying SOC values in terms of the energy management for the provision
of PCR.

Figure 8 shows the schematic overview for a TU with two power strings. The unit power PTU is
distributed to the power strings PTU,1 and PTU,2:

PTU = PTU,1 + PTU,2 (1)

 

Figure 8. Schematic overview of a Technical Unit consisting of two power strings. 
Figure 8. Schematic overview of a Technical Unit consisting of two power strings.

The two battery SOC values, SOC1 and SOC2, and the corresponding average SOC for the unit
SOCTU, are also shown.

For the provision of PCR, the average SOC of the TU SOCTU is aimed to be held around the
goal value SOCGoal of approximately 50% with approximately 10% allowed variation resulting in the
minimum/maximum SOC limits SOCmin and SOCmax. The intraday power PTU,Intraday for the TU is
accordingly controlled to maintain the average SOC of the TU. The total unit power PTU (PTU > 0:
Charge, PTU < 0: Discharge) is therefore defined as the sum of the required power for PCR, PTU,PCR,
and the Intraday power PTU,Intraday:

PTU = PTU,PCR + PTU,Intraday (2)

Both individual power string SOC values are additionally required to be maintained within the
range of SOCmin to SOCmax. The distribution of the unit power PTU to the power of both strings PTU,1
and PTU,2 therefore has to fulfill the SOC management as well as the reduction of the no-load/low-load
losses in the PE through a distribution of the unit power to a single string when possible. Equation (3)
defines the SOC difference within a TU ∆SOCTU.

∆SOCTU = SOC2 − SOC1 (3)

The conditions and PFDS settings shown in Table 3 define the operation when both power strings
are active. The SOC imbalance between both power strings is minimized with a droop control based
on the SOC difference ∆SOCTU. At a SOC difference of 10%, a value chosen based on practical results,
the droop control is fully activated.
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Table 3. State of Charge droop control for operation with both power strings active.

Power Condition ∆SOCTU Set-Point for PTU,1/PTU Set-Point for PTU,2/PTU

PTU ≥ 0
∆SOCTU ≤ −10% 0% 100%

−10% < ∆SOCTU ≤ +10% 50%+ 1/20%× ∆SOCTU 50%− 1/20%× ∆SOCTU
∆SOCTU ≥ +10% 100% 0%

PTU < 0
∆SOCTU ≤ −10% 100% 0%

−10% < ∆SOCTU ≤ +10% 50%− 1/20%× ∆SOCTU 50%+ 1/20%× ∆SOCTU
∆SOCTU ≥ +10% 0% 100%

The set-point values can be overridden when the set-point value for a power string would exceed
its current maximum power. This can be the case, e.g., when both power strings are required for the
provision of the power, such as at a TU power of 75% at the same time as an absolute SOC deviation
∆SOCTU higher than 10%. The power is then provided by the power strings as much as technically
possible. The power, which then cannot be provided by a power string, is distributed to the other
power string—overriding the set-point value here.

The conditions and PFDS settings shown in Table 4 define the operation for operating points that
can theoretically be provided with a single power string: |PTU| ≤ PTU,String,max.

Table 4. Operation modes for optimized Power Flow Distribution Strategy for operating points
theoretically requiring only a single power string (|PTU| ≤ PTU,String,max ).

Mode Condition SOC1 Condition SOC2
Charge PTU ≥ 0 Discharge PTU < 0

PTU,1/PTU PTU,2/PTU PTU,1/PTU PTU,2/PTU

Mode 1 SOCmin < SOC1 < SOCmax SOCmin < SOC2 < SOCmax

100% 0% 100% 0%
switching every 6 h of in-operation time to
0% 100% 0% 100%

Mode 2 SOC1 ≤ SOCmin SOCmin < SOC2 < SOCmax 100% 0% 0% 100%

Mode 3 SOCmin < SOC1 < SOCmax SOC2 ≤ SOCmin 0% 100% 0% 100%

Mode 4 SOC1 ≥ SOCmax SOCmin < SOC2 < SOCmax 0% 100% 0% 100%

Mode 5 SOCmin < SOC1 < SOCmax SOC2 ≥ SOCmax 100% 0% 0% 100%

Mode 6 SOC1 ≤ SOCmin SOC2 ≤ SOCmin Both power strings active, see Table 3

Mode 7 SOC1 ≥ SOCmax SOC2 ≥ SOCmax Both power strings active, see Table 3

Mode 8 SOC1 ≤ SOCmin SOC2 ≥ SOCmax 100% 0% 0% 100%

Mode 9 SOC1 ≥ SOCmax SOC2 ≤ SOCmin 0% 100% 100% 0%

The standard operation is Mode 1 when both power string SOC levels are within the limits. Every
full six hours of in-operation time of a power string, the operation is switched to the other power string
to balance operation time equally. In Modes 2–3, one power string is at or below the lower SOC limit
and thus deactivated for discharge operation. Similarly, in Modes 4–5, a power string is at or above
the upper SOC limit and consequently deactivated for charge operation. For Modes 6–7, both power
strings are activated as the SOC is violating the same lower or upper SOC limit. The operation of the
two strings consequently follows the distribution according to Table 3. Finally, Modes 8–9 are specified
for the unlikely case that a power string violates the upper limit at the same time when the other power
string violates the lower limit. In the case one of the Modes 2–9 is activated, Mode 1 is only reactivated
when the value of SOC1 and/or SOC2 has/have reached SOCGoal again.

It is here noted that the PE in the system have a time-limit for their start-up process, meaning that
five minutes have to be passed between two start-up procedures. Thus, if a unit is turned on, it is not
deactivated for five minutes to ensure it is still available for turn-on even right after its turn-off.
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4.2. Field-Test Results

The proposed optimized PFDS is implemented on TU 4. TU 3 and TU 5, which feature the
identical technical setup as TU 4 and operate unmodified on equal PFDS, are used as a reference.
The three units are put in operation for the provision of PCR. Values for TU 3 and TU 5 are averaged
for relative comparisons to TU 4.

Table 5 shows the results of the evaluated period. Energy efficiency is evaluated for 12 full days,
3–14 August 2017. The in-operation time of the power electronics is evaluated for a slightly increased
duration of ≈14 days. The evaluation timeframe varies due to the procedure of data collection in the
different components. As the operation of the TU, in general, does not change significantly and the
timeframe of the 12 days is included in the 14 days, the data can be compared with the note that the
timeframes differ slightly.

Table 5. Field-test results for Technical Unit (TU) energy efficiency and in-operation time of Power
Electronics (PE) with equal Power Flow Distribution Strategy (PFDS) (TU 3, TU 5) and optimized PFDS
(TU 4). Data for energy efficiency are for 3–14 August 2017. Data for PE in-operation time are for the
extended testing timeframe of 14 days in August 2017.

Parameter TU 3 TU 4 TU 5

Power Flow Distribution Strategy Equal Optimized Equal
Measured TU Energy Efficiency 62.81% 71.72% 63.22%
Measured PE In-Operation Time 100.00% 62.52% 100.00%

TU 4 with the optimized PFDS shows an energy efficiency of 71.72%, which is significantly
increased from 62.81% in TU 3, respectively 63.22% in TU 3. This increase in the energy efficiency by
8.71 percentage points shows the success in the reduction of losses in the TU. The averaged in-operation
time of the PE units in each TU, which is the optimization approach for the optimized PFDS, is reduced
from 100% for TU 3 and TU 5 to 62.52% for TU 4.

The analysis of the charge/discharge energy throughput is shown in Figure 9 for TU 3–5 for
the period 3–14 August 2017. The overall discharged energy is identical across all units. However,
the charged energy shows a reduction from 5.50/5.51 MWh (TU 3/TU 5) to 4.88 MWh, concluding that
the increased energy efficiency is a consequence of a reduced energy input. The reduction of the total
energy throughput from 8.95/8.98 MWh (TU 3/TU 5) by 6.72% to 8.36 MWh (TU 4) consequently also
leads to a reduced charge throughput for the battery pack in TU 4, resulting in fewer battery cycles.

 

Figure 9. Field-test results for energy throughput (AC-measurement, charge/discharge) of Technical Figure 9. Field-test results for energy throughput (AC-measurement, charge/discharge) of Technical
Units (TUs) 3–5 for 3–14 August 2017. TU 3 and TU 5 operate on equal Power Flow Distribution
Strategy (PFDS); TU 4 operates on optimized PFDS.
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The optimized PFDS also influences the intraday trading. Figure 10 shows the intraday
charge/discharge energy as well as their sum for TU 3–5 for the period 3–14 August 2017.

 

Figure 10. Field-test results for intraday energy charge/discharge/sum of TUs 3–5 for 3–14 August
2017. TU 3 and TU 5 operate on equal Power Flow Distribution Strategy (PFDS); TU 4 operates on
optimized PFDS.

The energy charged through intraday trading is reduced in TU 4 from 2.73/2.72 MWh (TU 3/TU
5) by 25.03% to 2.04 MWh (TU 4). The energy discharged through intraday is slightly less reduced
from 1.25/1.30 MWh (TU 3/TU 5) by 14.56% to 1.09 MWh. The sum of intraday energy is consequently
significantly reduced from 1.48/1.42 MWh by 34.19% to 0.95 MWh. This large reduction for the sum of
intraday energy exchange indicates a strong reduction of the energy lost during operation.

To put the improvement of the optimized PFDS into an economic context through a rough
estimate: Scaling the reduction of the sum of intraday energy for the single TU to a full year gives the
potential for electricity savings in a single TU of approximately 15.21 MWh per year and 304.17 MWh
over an assumed operation time of 20 years. As no aging model is available, the battery lifetime cannot
be accurately predicted. Scaling the energy throughput of the TU to 20 years of operation results in the
relatively high number of approximately 5250 equivalent cycles. It is noted that the lifetime of 20 years,
therefore, is not guaranteed and requires further evaluation.

Using an energy price of 29.13 €/MWh (Intraday 15-min call auction base period average price in
Germany in 2016 [28]), these savings of bought energy equate to a cost reduction over the full operation
time of 8860 €.

The saving can be put into comparison with the investment costs of a battery system. Based on
the nominal energy of ≈600 kWh of the TU and literature-based specific system costs of 340 €/kWh
(398 $/kWh for Tesla Powerpack 2 in 2016 [29]), the system costs can be approximated to ≈200,000 €.
The cost reduction through the optimized PFDS of 8860 € over the assumed operation time of 20 years,
therefore, equates to ≈4.43% of the battery system investment cost. If the operation time is less,
the improvement is reduced linearly, i.e., for 10 years of operation time accordingly to 2.21%.

Figure 11 continues the technical analysis through an evaluation of the reduction of energy losses
through the optimized PFDS.
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Figure 11. Field-test results for energy losses in TUs 3–5 for 3–14 August 2017. TU 3 and TU 5 operate
on equal Power Flow Distribution Strategy (PFDS); TU 4 operates on optimized PFDS.

The relative reduction of the energy losses by 23.54% equates to a reduction of 8.71 percentage points,
which can also be expressed as an increased round-trip energy efficiency by 8.71 percentage points.

The temporal distribution of the SOC control modes of the optimized PFDS (see Table 4) in TU
4 is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Field-test results for the State of Charge control mode in optimized Power Flow Distribution
Strategy (Technical Unit 4) from the extended testing timeframe of 14 days in August 2017.

Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Temporal Share 68.93% 10.00% 10.79% 3.26% 4.00% 2.99% 0.03% 0.00% 0.00%

The analysis reveals that mostly Mode 1, in which both power string SOC levels are in the desired
range, is in operation, i.e., 68.93% of the time. Modes 2–3, in which one of the power string is at the
lower SOC limit, are in total active for 20.78% of the time. In comparison, Modes 4–5, in which a power
string is at the upper limit, are in total active for only 7.26%. This is expected, as the TU tend to lower
SOC values due to the conversion losses. Modes 6–7, in which both power strings are in conflict with
the same SOC limit, are rarely active, only 3.02% of the time. Modes 8–9 are not in operation, as their
activation is expected only for erroneous operation or start-up of the system.

Finally, the evaluation of the measured SOC in the TU in the field-test, given as the average value
between the two power strings in each TU, is shown in Table 7 for TU 3–5. The minimum, time-average
and maximum SOC in the evaluated timeframe are given.

Table 7. Field-test results for the State of Charge (SOC) in the Technical Unit (TU) with equal Power
Flow Distribution Strategy (PFDS) (TU 3 and TU 5) and optimized PFDS (TU 4) for the extended testing
timeframe of 14 days in August 2017.

Parameter TU 3 TU 4 TU 5

Power Flow Distribution Strategy Equal Optimized Equal
Minimum SOC of TU 40.09% 39.56% 39.73%

Time-Average SOC of TU 49.34% 50.39% 49.52%
Maximum SOC of TU 60.62% 60.99% 60.41%
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The values for the min/time-average/max. SOC levels are similar for all TU, operating on
either equal PFDS or optimized PFDS. The TU operate in general between 40% and 60% with a
time-average SOC of 50%. This confirms the stable operation for both PFDS in accordance with the
desired SOC limits.

5. Conclusions

A utility-scale second-life system providing PCR is analyzed and optimized regarding its energy
efficiency. First, a detailed system analysis is conducted, revealing the overall system energy efficiency
at 56%. The majority of losses occur in the TU, which consist of the PE and the battery: The energy
efficiencies of the five TUs providing PCR are between 73% and 77%. Simulation of the system reveals,
that the main loss mechanism of the TU as well as of the overall system is identified as the no-load
losses of the PE. The no-load losses have significant importance as dynamic losses of the PE and those
of the battery are small for the application PCR, which features a low average load. The PE are however
in constant operation, leading to the high amount of energy losses.

A temporal distribution analysis of the load profile shows that the PCR load is for 99.95% of the
time, and thus almost entirely, under 50% of the nominal power of the TU. As some TU in the system
consist of two identical power strings, an optimized PFDS for the power flow of the TU onto the two
power strings is proposed. The goal is to reduce the no-load and partial-load losses by providing PCR
with a single power string when possible. This consequently reduces the no-load losses of the second
power string. The optimized PFDS thus controls the power flow for each power string independently.
As this requires a dedicated management of the battery SOC in each power string, a new battery SOC
management strategy is also developed.

The optimized PFDS is implemented in a TU of the system and put into operation for PCR.
The comparison of the analysis based on measured data shows that the energy efficiency is improved
by 9 percentage points, which equates to a reduction of the energy losses by 24%. The reduction also
leads to a reduced energy balance for the intraday trading by 34%. The overall energy throughput
of the TU is reduced by 7%. The optimized PFDS also successfully manages the battery SOC of the
individual batteries.

In summary, the proposed optimized PFDS can improve energy efficiency in battery systems
consisting of multiple units. A rough approximation of the economic value of the optimized PFDS in
terms of the reduction of intraday energy trading balance shows that the improvement equates to 4.4%
of the battery system investment costs.

6. Outlook

For an accurate evaluation of the PFDS, a full year of operation data can be collected.
The optimized PFDS so far only includes optimization through rule-based reduction of the

operation time of a second power string. Future optimized PFDS can include dynamic PE losses,
as well as battery losses, to optimize system operation for an overall optimal operating point.
As the distribution of the power to a single power string leads to higher currents in the battery,
a battery-degradation model can be used to predict the impact on the battery lifetime. Combining the
energy losses calculation with a battery-degradation model can provide a holistically optimized PFDS.

The here proposed PFDS controls the power flow in a single TU between two identical power
strings. The PFDS can be developed to operate for non-identical power strings in a TU, as well
as to optimize PFDS between several TUs and between several complete storage systems. Future
simulations could reveal the technical potential of such topologies in detail. However, regulations for
the fail-safe provision of PCR have to be considered, which may require n-1 redundancy that could
contradict a single large aggregated unit.
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6 Comprehensive modeling of temperature-dependent
degradation mechanisms in lithium iron phosphate
batteries

This section introduces the paper Comprehensive Modeling of Temperature-Dependent Degradation
Mechanisms in Lithium Iron Phosphate Batteries and is based on the paper without further reference.

In Section 2.3.6 the methods for aging experiments and the development of semi-empirical battery
degradation models were introduced. In Chapter 3 a thermal model for BESS covering the cell, module,
rack, and the system level was presented. Temperature level significantly influences the degradation
behavior of battery cells and therefore requires detailed modeling.

In this paper, a comprehensive semi-empirical model approach for the capacity loss of lithium-ion
batteries is presented. Emphasis is put on the temperature-dependence of the cycle-aging mechanisms.
The approach is based on a reduced set of internal cell parameters and physically supported degradation
functions. For parameterization, a lifetime test study with LFP-C cells is conducted, including storage
and cycle tests.

SOC dependence of the calendar aging is implemented through coupling the anode open circuit poten-
tial in a Tafel equation based approach. Temperature dependence of calendar aging is calculated with
the Arrhenius equation.
For the cycle aging, the emphasis is placed on the varying degradation at different temperatures. Three
cycle aging correlations are identified and correlated to two physical cell internal degradation effects:
Lithium loss due to transport limitations, possibly lithium plating, during charging at low temperature
and increased SEI layer growth due to cycling at high temperature. Degradation is separated under
different conditions: High temperature, low temperature, and low temperature at a high SOC. Current
rate dependence and SOC dependence is implemented where observed. Cycle aging is correlated with
the charge throughput. No direct correlation with the cycle depth is implemented, but cycle operation
at high SOC leads to an increased capacity loss in the cycle model.
For model validation, a comparison of the simulation results to the experimental aging data is con-
ducted. The model application in a stationary storage real-world scenario based on the application in
a residential PV-BESS is tested via additional profiles, which have not been used for model parame-
terization and feature varying cycle depth. Tests are continued for up to 114 days beyond the longest
parametrization tests to a total duration of 348 days.

Both the parameterization tests, as well as dynamic current tests exclusively used for validation, are
in good agreement with the model results. At the end of the dynamic current profile validation tests
between 10 °C and 45 °C, after 348 days, the model error is below 1% of the original cell capacity
and the maximum relative error for the capacity loss is below 21%. The optimum temperature for a
minimum of capacity loss is also shown to be accurately predicted.
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Today, stationary energy storage systems utilizing lithium-ion bat-
teries account for the majority of new storage capacity installed.1

In order to meet technical and economic requirements, the specified
system lifetime has to be ensured.

For reliable lifetime predictions, cell degradation models are nec-
essary. Physicochemical models that include aging mechanisms are
based on a detailed set of parameters which are often not readily avail-
able, computationally costly and require experimental parameteriza-
tion of degradation rates.2–4 Instead, purely empirical models can be
parameterized without knowledge of internal cell setup through exten-
sive testing. Several purely empirical studies capture calendar aging5,6

or cycle aging7,8 without evaluating interdependencies. Through su-
perposition, some empirical model approaches combine calendar and
cycle aging9–12 but tend to neglect the temperature dependence of the
cycle aging mechanisms and are prone to extrapolation errors due to
the utilized mathematical functions.

Due to the limited knowledge about degradation mechanisms, em-
pirically based models conventionally lump multiple degradation ef-
fects into single functions. This leads to the aforementioned prediction
errors when deviating from the parameterization test conditions. E.g.
for cycle aging, Waldmann et al. reported a transition of dominat-
ing aging mechanisms at 25◦C.13 The aging for temperatures above
25◦C was attributed to the solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) growth
and cathode degradation, while below 25◦C the aging was attributed
to lithium plating. In fact, for an improved understanding of cell in-
ternal degradation, model development should aim for a separation of
the degradation mechanisms wherever possible. The respective mech-
anisms can then be modeled through functions that are suitable for
the degradation driving factors.

In this work, a comprehensive semi-empirical capacity loss model
for lithium-ion cells is introduced. A novelty of the approach is that
a reduced set of internal cell data, i.e. electrode half-cell potential
curves, is integrated into the model development. Further, various
capacity loss mechanisms for calendar and cycle aging are captured
separately in an empirical, yet physically supported approach.

For parameterization through experimental data, a lifetime test
study is conducted. Cell type and experimental parameters are in ac-
cordance with an application in stationary systems. Stationary systems

∗Electrochemical Society Student Member.
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zE-mail: michael.schimpe@tum.de

require a long lifetime in terms of cycles (e.g. thousands of cycles)
and years of operation (e.g. 10–20 years) for economic viability.14–16

Lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) cell have shown capacity re-
tention for more than 5,000 full cycles before usable capacities fall
below 80%, a benchmark number rendering them suitable for station-
ary applications.17

Consequently, the study and parameterization are based on a com-
mercial LiFePO4 cell. The lifetime study is separated into parame-
terization and validation tests. Validation tests, derived from the ap-
plication in a residential photovoltaic-battery system, are conducted
subsequent to and distinguished from model parameterization and
thus show the model performance in application-oriented conditions.

This paper is organized as follows. First, an overview of the ex-
perimental setup is given. The experimental results are then presented
followed by the respective aging model. The calendar aging is dis-
cussed first, followed by the cycle aging. After summarizing the pro-
posed model, the results are presented alongside with experimental
data of parameterization test points and compared to points for model
validation.

Experimental

For parameterization and evaluation of the proposed model, a life-
time test study is conducted. The experimental tests and procedures
are briefly described.

The parameterization is based on a commercial 26650-format
lithium iron phosphate cell (Sony US26650FTC1) designed for sta-
tionary applications.18 Datasheet parameters with notes for the re-
spected voltage and current limits for this study are given in Table I.

The lifetime study is separated into parameterization and valida-
tion cycle tests. Validation tests are however excluded from model
parameterization, to show the model performance in a dynamic real-
world application scenario. Table II gives an overview of the exper-
imental tests at various conditions. Storage tests capture parameteri-
zation and validation of calendar aging. The cycle tests conditions at
various temperatures and different parameters for the current evaluate
the cycle aging. The superscript numbers indicate the number of cells
per test point, for statistical evaluation. The majority of test points
only features a single cell, as a low variation (< 1% of original cell
capacity for the capacity loss) for different cells at identical test points
was observed in previous studies and is again confirmed in the results
of this study. Therefore, the variable current profile tests featuring
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Table I. Cell Sony US26650FTC1 datasheet parameters.18

Parameter Value Notes

Nominal Voltage 3.2 V
Nominal Capacity 3000 mAh Rated Capacity is 2850 mAh.

Capacity 3000 mAh is
denoted as nominal in this
study, as all tested cells have
this capacity at begin-of-life.

Charge Voltage 3.60 V ± 0.05 V 3.60 V is used in this study.
Discharge Voltage 2.00 V
Continuous Max.
Charge Current

2.85 A Continuous max. charge
current of 1C – 3.00 A is used
in the study, based on the
begin-of-life capacity of
3000 mAh.

Continuous Max.
Discharge Current

20 A

Temperature
Range Charge

0 to +45◦C Max. surface temperature is
+60◦C.

Temperature
Range Discharge

−20 to +60◦C Max. surface temperature
+80◦C

three cells for a single temperature were reduced after approximately
180 days of testing to two cells for the respective temperature. Test
durations vary in the study – the longest test duration for parametriza-
tion is 234 days. Tests for validation are continued for up to 114 days
beyond the longest parametrization tests to a total duration of 348
days.

Temperatures in the tests are 0◦C, 10◦C, 15◦C, 25◦C, 35◦C, 45◦C
and 55◦C, to probe for varying degradation mechanisms. The storage
tests are conducted at varying State of Charge (SOC) in steps of 12.5%
from 0% to 100%. The SOC is set through charging the cell with an
amount of charge calculated with respective SOC and the current cell
capacity, starting from a SOC of 0%. Storage tests are performed at
all temperatures except 0◦C, where the calendar aging is expected to
be negligible.

Cycle aging parameterization is based on constant current (CC)
full cycle tests at C-rates of 0.25C, 0.5C, and 1C, with and without
Constant Voltage (CV)-phases at the end of charging. The chosen
current rates cover the current range of the validation current profile,
which is discussed below.

The cut-off current rate for the CC-CV tests is C/10. Constant
Current C-rates are identical for both charge and discharge. Both CC
and CC-CV tests operate over the full manufacturer-specified voltage
range of 2.0 V to 3.6 V.

For the model validation in application-oriented settings, a dy-
namic profile for application in a residential photovoltaic-battery sys-
tem in Germany is tested. Test points are indicated in column Val
of Table II. The profile data was provided by the Fraunhofer Insti-
tute for Solar Energy Systems from Project ESPEN - Potentials of

Figure 1. Current profile for validation tests representing a PV-residential
application usage of the cell. Current direction for charging is positive. Profile
data is based on19 and repetitively applied to the batteries tested with test
condition Val.

Table III. Parameters of validation PV-residential current profile
Val. Data from Ref. 19.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Profile Duration 15.5 h Time Resolution 60 s
Charge Throughput
per Cycle relative to
Nominal Cell
Capacity (Charge)

1.56 Charge Throughput per
Cycle relative to Nominal
Cell Capacity (Discharge)

1.56

Time-averaged
C-Rate (Charge)

+ 0.24C Time-averaged C-Rate
(Discharge)

−0.17C

Max. C-Rate (Charge) +0.75C Max. C-Rate (Discharge) −0.75C
Start SOC of Profile 28% Average SOC 51.4%
Min. SOC 5.4% Max. SOC 80%

electrochemical storages in power grids in competition to further
technologies and system solutions19 and scaled to the nominal cell
capacity. Figure 1 shows the resulting current profile.

The profile is representative of a summer and a winter day. Rest
durations are excluded for acceleration of the test results, leading to a
profile duration of 15.5 h. As the profile defines the battery current and
features a coulombic efficiency of 100%, the profile can be repeated
permanently. The current profile features several current inversions,
leading to varying cycle depths. It, therefore, supports the model
validation in terms of the influence of the cycle depth on the capacity
loss. Table III gives further parameters of the profile. All parameters
relative to the cell capacity (Charge throughput, average/max. C-Rate,
SOC values) are calculated with the nominal capacity of the cells
(3 Ah).

Table II. Experimental test points of the lifetime study. Superscripts indicate the number of cells per test point. Column Val indicates validation
test points based on dynamic-current application profiles.

Storage Cycle

SOC CCC-Rate CC-CVC-Rate

T/◦C 0 12.5 25 37.5 50 62.5 75 87.5 100 0.25 0.5 1 0.25 0.5 1 Val

0 X1 X1 X2 X1 X1 X1

10 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X3 X1 X1 X1 X3

15 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X3 X1 X3

25 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X3 X1 X1 X1 X3

35 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X3 X1 X3

45 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X3 X1 X3

55 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1
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Figure 2. Capacity loss evaluation during storage: a) Influence of storage temperature at SOC = 100%, b) Influence of State of Charge at T = 45◦C. Trend
lines are fitted for each test condition for visualization.

Regular Reference Performance Tests (RPT) are performed at 25◦C
to allow for comparison between different test conditions. The first
RPT is performed after one week of testing. The RPT frequency is
increased with increased duration of the testing for cells, which did
show only small changes between RPTs, to up to 6 weeks. As the cells
show a high cycle stability at 25◦C, with less than 9% of capacity loss
after 2800 full cycles at 1C, the RPTs are expected to not significantly
affect the results.

To accurately determine cell capacity regardless of impedance in-
creases, two full charge-discharge CC-CV cycles are conducted for
measuring the cell capacity (CC rate 1C, current cut-off rate C/50), af-
ter an initial CC-CV discharge. For cell impedance, RDC,10 s pulses and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests are conducted,
both at SOC = 50%, after a relaxation time of 1 h and 12 h respec-
tively.

In literature, typical limits for cell end of life (EOL) are a remaining
capacity of 80% to the nominal value, corresponding to 20% of capac-
ity loss,9,20 or an increase in cell impedance of +50% to +100%.9,21

Under such limits for EOL, the experiments reveal capacity loss to be
the primary EOL criterion for all cells under test. E.g.: the test point
CC cycling at ambient temperature of 45◦C with 1C showed a capacity
loss of 12% but only a moderate increase in the resistance RDC,10 s of
4% after 2800 full equivalent cycles. Similarly, cells reaching 80% of
remaining capacity also did not reach the EOL limit for impedance.
Therefore, the capacity loss is the focus of this work.

For better visualization, the capacity loss in this work is not given
through the value for the actual capacity (Unit: Ah), but normalized
to the original cell capacity in the first RPT before the tests, QDisch,0.
The capacity loss of the cell, QLoss,Exp,i in the RPT numbered i is
then calculated by averaging over two subsequent cycles in the RPT:
QDisch,i,1 and QDisch,i,2. As a reference, the first RPT of the cell before
the tests, QDisch,0 is used.

QLoss,Exp,i = QDisch,0 − (
QDisch,i,1 + QDisch,i,2

)
/2 [1]

Tests are stopped when cell capacity drops below 80% of original
capacity in the RPT.20,21 As the experimental results did not show a
sudden increase in the rate of degradation, which is often described as
non-linear aging that tends to appear below a cell capacity of 80%,20

the proposed model does not include such changes in the degradation
behavior and is not able to predict them either. The following model
development, parameterization, and validation are thus limited to a

cell capacity above 80% and do not include any mechanism for an
increase in the rate of degradation.

Calendar Aging

The results of the storage experiments and their impact on the
model are briefly discussed, followed by the definition of the calendar
aging model.

Results of storage experiments.—Example results of the capacity
loss during the storage experiments are shown in Figure 2. Data points
represent the measurements taken in the RPT. A trend line is fitted
according to Equation 2 and shown for each test condition for visual-
ization purposes.

Figure 2a shows the influence of temperature through a comparison
of test points for temperatures ranging from 10◦C to 55◦C, with a
constant SOC = 100%. Higher temperature leads to a higher rate
of capacity loss. The rate of capacity loss also decreases with time.
Tests at T = 55◦C were started later and the experiment is still in
progress. Figure 2b shows the influence of the SOC during storage
through a comparison of test points for SOC from 0% to 100%, with
constant temperature T = 45◦C. Higher SOC is also accompanied by
a higher rate of capacity loss.

The three described trends, decreasing rate of capacity loss over
time (I), the influence of temperature (II) and SOC (III) are in good
accordance with literature and have been previously described in more
detail.5,6,21 The mentioned trends all show a strong influence on the
rate of capacity loss and are thus included in the calendar aging model.

Calendar aging model.—Calendar aging is described with the
loss of cyclable lithium to the growth of the SEI at the anode over
the life of the battery, which can trap lithium permanently.4,22–24 With
increasing thickness and thus capacity loss, the growth decreases due
to self-inhibited slow-down of the reaction. This decrease over time
can be described with square-root dependence on time t , as used in
existing models.25,26 The temperature and SOC dependence of the
calendar aging mechanism is defined through the stress factor kCal,
which gives:

QL,Cal (t) = kCal (T, SOC) · √
t [2]

This equation for the calendar aging capacity loss is fitted to
experimental data for a test with constant temperature and SOC,
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Figure 3. Arrhenius equation fit for temperature dependence of calendar stress
factor. Data fitted for SOC = 100%.

resulting in a condition-specific degradation stress factor. The trend
lines in Figure 2 are fitted using this equation.

Assuming no correlation between the dependencies of capacity
loss on temperature and SOC as commonly used,6,9,11,25 the stress
factor is calculated with:

kCal (T, SOC) = kCal,Ref · f (T ) · f (SOC) [3]

The calendar reference stress factor kCal,Ref is defined and fitted
for reference conditions at T = 25◦C = 298.15 K and SOC = 50%
to a value of kCal,Ref = kCal(T = 298.15 K, SOC = 50%) = 3.694 ·
10−4 h−0.5.

Temperature dependence.—The temperature dependence of the
calendar aging is modeled through the Arrhenius equation, as pro-
posed by various authors:5,9,11,26

kCal (T, SOC = 50%) = kCal,Ref · exp

[−Ea,Cal

Rg

(
1

T
− 1

TRef

)]

[4]
The parameter activation energy Ea,Cal, is determined by fitting the
equation to the stress factors at SOC = 100%, resulting in a value of
20592 J/mol. Constant parameters for the equation are the universal
gas constant Rg = 8.314 J/(mol K) and TRef = 298.15 K. Figure 3
shows the comparison of model and experimental data, which indi-
cates reasonable agreement for the fitting approach.

State of charge dependence.—The SOC dependence of the calendar
aging mechanism is often fitted through polynomial6 or exponential
functions5 using the SOC as an input variable. Other approaches in-
clude a function fit with the full-cell open circuit voltage as an input
variable.9,21 Although fitting such model equations can provide good
correlations, the models do not consider underlying physical mecha-
nisms. Evaluating the stress factors over the state of charge, as shown
in Figure 4a, leads to plateau regions for SOCs between 37.5% and
62.5%, as well as between 87.5% and 100%. No clear polynomial
nor exponential trend can be identified, motivating a more sophisti-
cated model formulation. Keil et al. attributed the plateau effects to
the graphite electrode (anode) with a link to anode potentials.27

As the growth of SEI on the anode is driven by a potential dif-
ference, a model, which is based on a reformulated Tafel equation, is
proposed.

The Tafel equation is:

�U = Rg · T

α · z · F
ln

i

i0
[5]

Rearranging, setting z = 1 for lithium-ions, and introducing ref-
erence values for current density i and temperature T gives:

i = iRef · exp

[
α · F · �U

Rg · TRef

]
[6]

The voltage difference �U is calculated from the anode open
circuit potential Ua, which is SOC dependent, and a reference potential
Ua,Ref :

i = iRef ·
(

exp

[
α · F

Rg

(
Ua,Ref − Ua (SOC)

TRef

)])
[7]

The current density is converted to the stress factor approach with
an additional constant offset k0:

kCal (T = 25 ◦C, SOC)

= kCal,Ref ·
(

exp

[
α · F

Rg

(
Ua,Ref − Ua (SOC)

TRef

)]
+ k0

)
[8]

This constant offset is required for proper fitting results and de-
mands further investigations, as it is not included in the original Tafel
equation.

Values for Ua are taken from Safari et al.28 Reformulation of the
anode stoichiometry dependent data from Safari et al. to a function of
the full-cell SOC is presented in the Appendix. Reference potential
Ua,Ref is set to Ua(SOC = 50%) = 0.123 V. Fitting the equation
parameters at TRef = 298.15 K gives α = 0.384, k0 = 0.142. The

Figure 4. Modeling of State of Charge/anode open circuit potential dependence of calendar stress factor: a) Influence of SOC on stress factors, b) Tafel equation
function fit for anode open circuit potential dependence of calendar stress factor. Data fitted for T = 25◦C.
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Figure 5. Temperature effect of capacity loss evaluation during CC cycle tests at 1C: a) Experimental capacity loss measurements at low temperatures (0◦C to
25◦C), b) Experimental capacity loss measurements at high temperatures (25◦C to 55◦C), c) Pure cycle capacity loss at low temperatures (0◦C to 25◦C), d) Pure
cycle capacity loss at high temperatures (25◦C to 55◦C).

Faraday constant is given with F = 96485 C/mol. Stress factors and
the Tafel equation fit are shown over the anode open circuit potential
in Figure 4b for T = 25◦C. The coupling of the stress factor with the
anode potential shows good agreement and reflects with high precision
similar values for the stress factors at high SOC values, i.e. at the SOC
of 87.5% and 100%.

In summary, the stress factor due to calendar aging effects, as a
function of temperature and storage SOC is obtained as follows:

kCal (T, SOC) = kCal,Ref · exp

[−Ea,Cal

Rg

(
1

T
− 1

TRef

)]

·
(

exp

[
α · F

Rg

(
Ua,Ref − Ua (SOC)

TRef

)]
+ k0

)
[9]

Cycle Aging

The results of the cycling experiments and their implications for
the model, separated for their dependence on the temperature, the
current rate as well as on the state of charge, are briefly discussed -
followed by the cycle model definition.

Results of cycling experiments.—The measured capacity loss in
the cycling experiments also reflects a capacity loss due to calendar
aging, which occurs simultaneously.

Assuming that the calendar aging contributions to the cell aging
follow the same mechanism for cells tested both under storage and

cycling conditions, capacity loss from cycle-induced aging can be
calculated as a superposition term to the calendar aging model outlined
in the previous section.

After subtracting the model-based calendar aging, calculated with
the average temperature measured in the experimental cycle tests –
which is higher than ambient temperature due to the heat produced
by the cells - and at an average SOC = 50%, from the measured
capacity loss, the Pure Cycle capacity loss is obtained:

QL,Pure Cycle = QL,Exp − QL,Cal

(
T = TExp, SOC = 50%, t = tExp

)
[10]

This calculation neglects that the calendar aging is correlated non-
linear with temperature and SOC, as well as that the time-averaged
SOC is not exactly 50%. Calculations including the influence of the
varying SOC and temperature in the cycle tests, however, show neg-
ligible influence on the model results and increase the efforts for
parametrization significantly. Thus, the simplification based on the
given average conditions is consequently used.

Temperature dependence.—Figure 5 shows the results for the CC
cycle tests at 1C for various ambient temperatures over full equivalent
cycles (FEC) of cycling (1 FEC = 6 Ah throughput). Top figures
show the experimental capacity loss, bottom figures the calculated
pure cycle capacity loss. Low temperatures (25◦C and lower) are
shown on the left side, high temperatures (25◦C and higher) on the
right side.

The experimental capacity loss is lowest for T = 25◦C. Lower as
well as higher temperatures lead to a rise of the capacity loss. The
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Figure 6. Current rate dependence of temperature effects: a) T = 10◦C, b) T = 55◦C. Arrows are added for visualization of strong/weak variation at low/high
temperatures.

comparison between the experimental capacity loss and the pure cycle
losses shows that the calendar aging factor that was subtracted has an
increasing impact with increasing temperature. The pure cycle capac-
ity loss has the minimum at T = 35◦C and increases strongly at lower
temperatures and slightly with higher temperatures. The data under-
lines the dominance of storage effects at high temperatures and that
of pure cycling effects at lower temperatures. A strong temperature
dependence of the pure cycle capacity loss is also identified.

The capacity loss at low-temperature cycling is often described in
the literature as dominated by transport limitations, possibly lithium
plating.29 Although we here and later in the text refer to transport lim-
itations and lithium plating as possible mechanisms, no degradation
analysis was conducted which could confirm or rebut this theory.

Cycling generally also mechanically disturbs the SEI, leading to
fresh electrode surface area where new SEI can be formed.25 This
cycling-induced SEI growth increases with higher temperature –
which may explain the increasing pure cycle capacity loss with higher
temperatures. Both mechanisms, as well as the SEI growth during stor-
age, reduce the capacity through the consumption of cyclable lithium.
Assuming that these mechanisms both reduce the cyclable lithium in
the battery cell are the dominating mechanisms under the respective
operating conditions, the capacity loss can be modeled as a super-

position of these factors. Further aging mechanisms, e.g., electrode
material degradation, cannot be excluded but are difficult to deduce
from full-cell test results.

Current rate dependence.—Figure 6 shows the pure cycle capacity
loss for the CC cycle tests at current rates of 0.25C, 0.5C, and 1C for
a low-temperature T = 10◦C (a) and a high temperature T = 55◦C
(b). At the low temperature, the pure cycle capacity loss increases
with the current rate, whereas at the high temperature the pure cycle
capacity loss is similar for all current rates tested. This indicates a
strong correlation with current rate for the cycle aging mechanism
at low temperatures only and none with mechanisms present at high
temperatures.

This correlation supports the assumptions for the low-temperature
aging mechanism: Capacity losses due to transport limitations, possi-
bly lithium plating, are correlated with a high charge current rate. The
high-temperature aging mechanism, however, shows no correlation
with the current rate.

State of charge dependence.—Figure 7 shows the pure cycle ca-
pacity loss for the CC-CV cycle tests at constant current rates of 0.5C
and 1C, for a low temperature T = 0◦C (a) and a high temperature

Figure 7. Influence of high SOC operation through CV-Phase at end of charge: a) T = 0◦C, b) T = 55◦C. Arrows are added for visualization of strong/weak
variation at low/high temperatures.
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Figure 8. Superposition of two independent temperature dependent cycle ag-
ing capacity loss mechanisms for low temperature (A1) and high temperature
(A2).

T = 55◦C (b). Similar to the CC tests at low temperature, the pure
cycle capacity loss increases with the current rate, but not for the
high temperature tests. Comparing the CC and CC-CV tests at low
temperatures, the additional CV charging to a higher SOC leads to a
strong increase of capacity loss, which is even more pronounced at
the higher current rate. At high temperature, no difference between
CC and CC-CV tests is visible due to the kinetics enhancements due
to the Arrhenius-type dependence of reaction rates on temperature.

This again supports the assumptions for the aging mechanisms due
to transport limitations, mentionable the possibility of lithium plating,
which occurs during charging with current rates at increasing/high
state of charge.29 Finally, the aging mechanisms cannot be deduced
definitely from the results and remain to be studied in future work.

Cycle aging model.—Based on the dependencies identified from
the cells subjected to cycle aging, the cycle aging model is proposed.
Three dominant mechanisms are defined:� High Temperature QL,Cyc,High T� Low Temperature QL,Cyc,Low T� Low Temperature, High SOC QL,Cyc,Low T High SOC

Following the previous assumption that all these aging mechanisms
can be evaluated through superposition, the combined calendar and
cycle aging model is proposed:

QLoss = QL,Cal + QL,Cyc [11]

QLoss = QL,Cal + QL,Cyc,High T + QL,Cyc,Low T + QL,Cyc,Low T High SOC

[12]
The cycle model does not include Depth of Discharge as an input

variable, which is typically used with cycle counting algorithms and
S-N curves (also known as Wöhler curve) for characterization of the
higher stress of deep discharge cycles, e.g. reported for NMC-C cells
by Schmalstieg et al.9 In fact, for lithium iron phosphate cells, the
correlation of cyclic stress (S) against the cycles to end of life (N) was
reported to be non-logarithmic previously.11

As such, the model proposed herein does not directly relate deeper
cycles to increased capacity fade but calculates additional capacity
loss for cells operating in high SOC regions due to the term attributed
to lithium loss. Higher degradation during deeper cycles observed
in our modeling approach is therefore attributed to the operation at
higher SOC.

Temperature dependence.—The trend for the pure cycle capacity
loss for high and low-temperature effects indicates a square root de-
pendence on the charge throughput (see Figures 5c–5d) and is sub-
sequently discussed. Figure 8 shows the experimental stress factors
and mechanisms for low temperature (A1), high temperature (A2), and

their sum (Atot = A1 + A2), all fitted to the stress factors calculated
from experimental data.

An increased SEI growth due to mechanical disturbance of the SEI,
which is the assumed, although not proven, high-temperature cycling
capacity loss mechanism, is not known to be specific to the current
direction but with the cycling of the battery in general. It is correlated
in the model with the total charge throughput, during both charging
and discharging, QTot. The corresponding stress factor kCyc,High T is
implemented as a temperature dependent term:

QL,Cyc,High T = kCyc,High T (T ) ·
√

QTot [13]

The low-temperature mechanism is implemented similarly, but
with an additional current rate dependence. As the assumed mecha-
nism for lithium loss occurs during charging; so the charge throughput
in charge direction QCh is chosen as input. The current rate depen-
dence is also reflected in the model through the charge current ICh for
the stress factor kCyc,Low T:

QL,Cyc,Low T = kCyc,Low T (T, ICh) ·
√

QCh [14]

Fitting the stress factors to reference conditions at TRef = 298.15 K
at 1C cycling gives kCyc,High T,Ref = 1.456 · 10−4 · Ah−0.5 and
kCyc,Low T,Ref = 4.009 · 10−4 · Ah−0.5. Temperature dependence
is implemented through Arrhenius equation, with Ea,Cyc, High T =
32699 J/mol, Ea,Cyc,Low T = 55546 J/mol:

kCyc,High T (T ) = kCyc,High T,Ref · exp

[−Ea,Cyc,High T

Rg

(
1

T
− 1

TRef

)]

[15]

kCyc,Low T (T, ICh = 1C)

= kCyc,Low T,Ref · exp

[
Ea,Cyc,Low T

Rg

(
1

T
− 1

TRef

)]
[16]

Current rate dependence.—Current rate dependence for the low-
temperature mechanism is modeled via an exponential correlation
with charge current, nominal cell capacity, and nominal current:

kCyc,Low T (T = 25◦C, ICh)

= kCyc,Low T,Ref · exp

[
βLow T · ICh − ICh,Ref

C0

]
[17]

With nominal cell capacity C0 = 3 Ah, reference current ICh,Ref =
3 A, fitting gives βLow T = 2.64 h. In summary, the low temperature
stress factor is calculated as follows:

kCyc,Low T (T, ICh) = kCyc,Low T,Ref · exp
[

Ea,Cyc,Low T

Rg

(
1
T − 1

TRef

)]
· exp

[
βLow T · ICh−ICh,Ref

C0

]
[18]

Figure 9a shows both stress factors correlations over tempera-
ture, with various current rates for the low-temperature mechanism.
Figure 9b shows the exponential correlation of current for the low-
temperature stress factor.

State of charge dependence.—The capacity loss attributed to the
additional term for the mechanism at low temperatures at a high state
of charge is calculated from experimental data of the CC-CV tests by
subtraction of the previously developed terms of the calendar model
and the cycle model for low and high temperature:

QL,Exp,Cycle,High SOC

= QL,Exp − QL,Cal

(
T = TExp, SOC = 50%, t = tExp

)
− QL,cyc,Low T

(
T = TCh,Exp, ICh = ICh,Exp, QCh = QCh,Exp

)
− QL,cyc,High T

(
T = TExp, QTot = QTot,Exp

)
[19]

Charge throughput is factored in linearly, after reviewing the corre-
lation of QL,Exp,Cycle, High SOC. For the stress factor, additionally to the
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Figure 9. Current rate dependence of cold temperature effects in CC-Tests: a) Stress factor over temperature, b) Exponential correlation of low-temperature
mechanism to charge current at T = 25◦C.

temperature and charge current dependence, a dependence for the
SOC is implemented. The stress factor is only applied if the SOC lies
above a fixed SOC limit SOCRef , otherwise it set to zero:

QL,cyc,Low T High SOC = kCyc,Low T High SOC (T, ICh, SOC)·QCh [20]

kCyc,Low T High SOC (T, ICh, SOC)

= kCyc,Low T High SOC,Ref · exp

[
Ea,Cyc,Low T High SOC

Rg

(
1

T
− 1

TRef

)]

· exp

[
βLow T High SOC · ICh − ICh,Ref

C0

]

·
(

sgn (SOC − SOCRef) + 1

2

)
[21]

Following this condition, only the charge throughput from experi-
mental data which occurs in the tests above the SOC limit is considered
for the fitting. Several cycles at the begin of the cycle tests were an-
alyzed herefore: After disregarding cycles 1 to 3 at beginning of the
cycling experiments due to changing conditions, cycles 4 to 10 were
analyzed. Cell conditions after cycle 10 are similar to the analysis of
these six cycles and are thus excluded from model parameterization
to significantly reduce the efforts for parametrization. Temperature
above the SOC limit is time averaged. The current value is averaged
over the whole CC-CV charge cycle and thus still dominated by the
CC phase. As the current is variable during the CV phase, a charge
throughput weighted-average current was calculated and used for
fitting:

¯̄I Ch,Exp,SOC≥82% =
∑

i
ICh,Exp (t = ti )

· QCh,Exp (t = ti ) − QCh,Exp (t = ti − 1)

QCh,Exp
[22]

Results for the conditions (Charge throughput, current, and
temperature) are then implemented during fitting the long-term
tests featuring hundreds of cycles. With the reference stress factor
kCyc,Low T High SOC,Ref = 2.031 · 10−6 Ah−1 (at T = 25◦C, ICh = 3 A)
fitting Equation 21 with the results from Equation 19 and 22 based
on the CC-CV tests gives Ea,Cyc,Low T High SOC = 2.3 · 105 J/mol,
βLow T High SOC = 7.8 h with SOCRef = 82%. Figure 10a shows the
low temperature, high SOC stress factor correlation to temperature
and current. Figure 10b shows the exponential correlation. Current

rate values are slightly below their respective constant current test
values due to the lowered rate in the CV phase.

Model Summary

The proposed model for the calculation of cell capacity loss QLoss

through addition of the four capacity loss mechanisms is summarized
as follows:

QLoss (T, SOC, ICh, QTot, QCh)

= QL,Cal (T, SOC, t) + QL,Cyc,High T (T, QTot)

+ QL,Cyc,Low T (T, ICh, QCh)

+ QL,Cyc,Low T High SOC (T, ICh, SOC, QCh)

= kCal (T, SOC) · √
t + kCyc,High T (T ) ·

√
QTot

+ kCyc,Low T (T, ICh) ·
√

QCh

+ kCyc,Low T High SOC (T, ICh, SOC) · QCh [23]

For the fitting process of the stress factors, averaged experimental
conditions, e.g. temperature, are calculated to constant values for the
respective test conditions. However, in prospected model applications,
cell conditions are instead variable, e.g. for cell temperature due to
variable heat generation and ambient temperature. Thus, a rate-based
integral approach is used, as proposed by Thomas et al.30 The capacity
loss for every time step with variable conditions is calculated. The
integration variables τ and ϕ are defined, replacing time t and charge
throughput Q respectively:

QLoss =
∫

kCal (T, SOC) · (
2τ0.5

)−1
dτ

+
∫

kCyc,High T (T ) · (
2ϕ0.5

)−1
dϕTot

+
∫

kCyc,Low T (T, ICh) · (
2ϕ0.5

)−1
dϕCh

+
∫

kCyc,Low T High SOC (T, ICh, SOC) dϕCh [24]

In conclusion, Table IV summarizes the model parameters and
Figure 11 gives an overview of the stress factor correlations to cell
conditions.
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Figure 10. Current Rate Dependence of High State of Charge Temperature Effects in CC-CV tests: a) Stress factor over temperature, b) Exponential Dependence
of stress factor on charge current at T = 25◦C.

Model Validation

Validation storage tests.—Figure 12 shows the validation of the
storage tests at sample temperatures of 15◦C (top) and 45◦C (bot-
tom). Of these data points, only the test points at SOC = 100% are

previously included in the model parametrization, the remaining data
points can be considered as new to the model.

Model results (lines) and experimental data (marker) are shown
on the left side. For comparison between the model results and the
experimental data, the model error is shown on the right side. The

Figure 11. Overview of model stress factors: a) Calendar stress factor with temperature and State of Charge dependence (Unit: h−0.5), b) Cycle stress factor
for low-temperature effects with charge current and temperature dependence (Unit: Ah−0.5), c) Cycle stress factor for high-temperature effects with temperature
dependence (Unit: Ah−0.5), d) Cycle stress factor for low temperature/high state of charge effects with charge current rate and temperature dependence (Unit:
Ah−1). Units for stress factors are not included in z-axis legend but shown in the figure caption for clarity.
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Table IV. Summary of model parameters.

Model Parameter Value Note

kCal,Ref 3.69 · 10−4 · h−0.5 T = 25◦C, SOC = 50%
kCyc, High T, Ref 1.46 · 10−4 · Ah−0.5 T = 25◦C, I = 1C
kCyc, Low T, Ref 4.01 · 10−4 · Ah−0.5 T = 25◦C, ICh = 1C
kCyc,Low T High SOC,Ref 2.03 · 10−6 Ah−1 T = 25◦C, ICh = 1C
Ea,Cal 2.06 · 104 J/mol SOC = 100%
Ea,Cyc, High T 3.27 · 104 J/mol I = 1C
Ea,Cyc,Low T 5.55 · 104 J/mol ICh = 1C
Ea,Cyc,Low T High SOC 2.33 · 105 J/mol ICh = 1C
α 3.84 · 10−1

βLow T 2.64 h
βLow T High SOC 7.84 h
TRef 298.15 K
ICh,Ref 3 A
Ua,Ref 1.23 · 10−1 V SOC = 50%
k0 1.42 · 10−1

Ua Ua(SOC) See Appendix.

model error is calculated as:

Model Errori = QLoss,i − QLoss,Exp,i [25]

This model error should not be confused with the relative model error,
which is here not shown.

For the lower temperature, the lower capacity loss leads to smaller
errors. At the higher temperatures, approximately twice the capacity
loss occurs during the test period, leading to higher errors. Nonethe-
less, throughout the test period, the model error remains below 2%.

Validation CC cycle tests.—Figure 13 shows the validation of the
CC cycle tests through the calendar and the cycle aging mechanisms
for high and low temperature, based on various averaged temperatures
and current rates. Six test conditions are shown: Three different current
rates at an ambient temperature of 0◦C to show the model performance
over the full current range, and three different ambient temperatures
with a current rate of 1C to show the model performance over the full
temperature range. Due to slightly varying cell conditions in the tests,
multiple lines and experimental points are shown for some test points.
For the model error (right), the value is averaged between the cells.
For all cells except 0◦C cycled at 1C, the model error is below 2%.
The test point at 0◦C cycled at 1C shows the highest aging gradient
and peaks with a model error of 2.5% for two RPTs. At subsequent
RPTs however, the model error decreases back to less than 1%.

Validation CC-CV cycle tests.—Figure 14 shows the validation of
the CC-CV cycle tests through all aging mechanisms, based on the
analyzed six cycles at various temperatures and current rates. Again,
several test points at the lowest temperature, 0◦C, show the model
performance for the considered current range. As the test point at 1C
exhibits an increased model error of 2.8% at end of life, an additional
test point with a current rate of 1.7C is tested and evaluated. The test
point at 1.7C, which even exceeds manufacturer specifications for the
charge current, results in a model error of 0.8% at end of life, showing
that the model can give good agreement with experimental data for
high current rates. The two test points for higher temperatures are also
in good agreement at the end of the tests.

Validation application-based dynamic current profile.—Figure
15 shows experimental data and model results for the dynamic current
profile based on an application in a PV-residential battery system, as

Figure 12. Comparison of model and experimental data for storage tests: a) Capacity loss at T = 15◦C, b) Model error at T = 15◦C, c) Capacity loss at
T = 45◦C, d) Model error at T = 45◦C.
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Figure 13. Comparison of model and experimental data for CC cycle tests: a) Capacity loss, b) Model error.

Figure 14. Comparison of model and experimental data for CC-CV cycle tests: a) Capacity loss, b) Model error.

Figure 15. Comparison of model and experimental data for validation tests with PV-residential battery application profile: a) Capacity loss, b) Model error.
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was presented previously (see Figure 1). Test data for validation is
continued for up to 114 days after the longest parametrization tests to
a total of 348 days.

For T = 10◦C, 25◦C, 45◦C the model shows a slight overpre-
diction of capacity loss, whereas at T = 55◦C the model shows a
trend towards underprediction. The trend for the overprediction at
T = 10◦C, 25◦C, 45◦C is apparent along the whole test period, but
levels off in the last RPT. The underprediction trend at T = 55◦C
shows no leveling off. It should be noted though, that at T = 55◦C
only a single cell is tested. For T = 10◦C, 25◦C, 45◦C, the model
errors are below 1% of the original cell capacity at the end of the test
period. At T = 55◦C the model error is at ≈1% after ≈200 days. For
the validation tests after 348 days, the relative model error, defined
as (QLoss,i − QLoss,Exp,i)/QLoss,Exp,i, is at the highest value of +21% at
T = 25◦C.

The validation tests with a test duration of 348 days reached ap-
proximately 539 profile repetitions. As one profile repetition is an
accelerated representation of a winter and a summer day (see Sec-
tion Experimental Methods), this gives accelerated test results for
1078 days or approximately 3 years of operation of the representative
system.

Summarized, the model results are in good agreement with the
tests and validate the model performance in variable current appli-
cations, which have not been used for the model parameterization.
Furthermore, the model shows good performance in the additional
timeframe beyond parametrization, as well as at current loads with
varying cycle depths.

Previous constant current cycle tests at 1C showed a minimum for
the capacity loss for a temperature of 25◦C (see Figure 5). The ex-
perimental and model results for the dynamic current profile instead
show a minimum for the capacity loss at 10◦C for the investigated
conditions and increasing capacity loss with higher temperatures. The
model results give insight that here the calendar aging-induced capac-
ity loss is the dominant mechanism. The overall cycle induced capac-
ity loss is comparably less due to the low average/maximum C-rates
(see Table III). The model, therefore, predicts the trend for the influ-
ence of the operating temperature here accurately.

Conclusions

This article presents a comprehensive semi-empirical model ap-
proach for the capacity loss of lithium-ion batteries. The approach
is based on a reduced set of internal cell parameters and physically
supported degradation functions. For parameterization, a lifetime test
study with lithium iron phosphate cells is conducted, including storage
and cycle tests.

State of Charge dependence of the calendar aging is implemented
through coupling the anode open circuit potential in a Tafel equa-
tion based approach. Temperature dependence of calendar aging is
calculated with Arrhenius equation.

For the cycle aging, the emphasis is placed on the varying degrada-
tion at different temperatures. Three cycle aging correlations are iden-
tified and correlated to two physical cell internal degradation effects:
Lithium loss due to transport limitations, possibly lithium plating,
during charging at low temperature and increased SEI growth due to
cycling at high temperature. Degradation is separated under different
conditions: High temperature, low temperature, and low temperature
at a high state of charge. Current rate dependence and State of Charge
dependence is implemented where observed. Cycle aging is correlated
with the charge throughput. No direct correlation with the cycle depth
is implemented, but cycle operation at high SOC leads to an increased
capacity loss in the cycle model.

For model validation, a comparison of the simulation results with
the aging model to the experimental data is evaluated. The model
application in a stationary storage real-world scenario based on the
application in a PV-residential battery system is tested via additional
profiles, which have not been used for model parameterization and
feature varying cycle depth. Tests are continued for up to 114 days

beyond the longest parametrization tests to a total duration of 348
days.

Both the parameterization tests, as well as dynamic current tests
exclusively used for validation, are in good agreement with the model
results. At the end of the dynamic current profile validation tests
between 10◦C and 45◦C, after 348 days, the model error is below 1%
of the original cell capacity and the maximum relative error for the
capacity loss is below 21%. The optimum temperature for a minimum
of capacity loss is also shown to be accurately predicted.

Outlook

Additional validation tests covering more application scenarios
and/or stronger variation of test conditions, such as a dynamic ambient
temperature or a non-repeating current profile can further support the
assessment of the model performance for real-world applications.

Future work involves the model application in system simulations
of stationary battery storage systems. Here, the model can be used for
lifetime evaluation of various applications.

Through coupling with thermal pack and system models, the ther-
mal management can be evaluated. I.e. the impact of thermal pack
gradients and cooling setups over the system lifetime can be calcu-
lated. On the system level, the system temperature or thermal control
strategies can be analyzed and subsequently optimized.

The model can also serve to develop operational strategies for the
energy management system, in order to reduce cell degradation by
avoiding high-stress factor conditions, i.e. high SOC for long storage
durations and high current rates at a high state of charge.

Although the cell impedance was not identified as critical for the
cell end-of-life criteria, the increase can be evaluated towards how it
affects the thermal management and system energy efficiency over the
lifetime.
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Appendix

Data for the open circuit potential of the lithium graphite anode Ua as a function of
the degree of lithiation xa is taken from Safari et al.:28

Ua (xa) = 0.6379 + 0.5416 · exp(−305.5309 · xa) + 0.044 tanh

(
− xa − 0.1958

0.1088

)

− 0.1978 tanh

(
xa − 1.0571

0.0854

)
− 0.6875 tanh

(
xa + 0.0117

0.0529

)

− 0.0175 tanh

(
xa − 0.5692

0.0875

)
[A1]

Anode stoichiometry xa is calculated as function of the SOC of the full-cell by linearly
interpolating between SOC = 0% and SOC = 100%:

xa (SOC) = xa (SOC = 0%)+SOC ·[xa (SOC = 100%) − xa (SOC = 0%)] [A2]

The degree of lithiation at SOC = 0%, respectively SOC = 100%, is derived from
fitting the half-cell open circuit potentials of both electrodes in combination with cell
parameters to measured full-cell open circuit potential data.
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Table AI. Cell parameters used for fitting half-cell open circuit potentials to full-cell open circuit potential from experimental data. Experimental
data values refer to existing cell dissection experiments.

Anode Li-C Cathode LiFePO4
Parameter Value Reference Value Reference

Stoichiometry x(SOC = 0%) 8.5 · 10−3 Fit 9.16 · 10−1 Fit
Stoichiometry x(SOC = 100%) 7.8 · 10−1 Fit 4.5 · 10−2 Fit

Max. Concentration Lithium 3.14 · 104mol/m3 28 2.28 · 104mol/m3 28
Surface Area Electrodes 1.57 · 10−1m2 Exp. 1.57 · 10−1m2 Exp.

Thickness Active Material 6.01 · 10−5 m Exp. 7.90 · 10−5 m Exp.
Volume Share Active Material 4.86 · 10−1 Fit 4.55 · 10−1 Fit

Figure A1. Open Circuit Potentials: a) Comparison of full-cell open circuit potential reconstructed from half-cell potentials against experimental data, b) Anode
open circuit potential over the full-cell operating range.

Open circuit potential data for the lithium iron phosphate cathode (LiFePO4) Uc(xc)
is also taken from Safari et al.:28

Uc (xc) = 3.4323 − 0.8428 · exp
[−80.2493 · (1 − xc)1.3198]

− 3.2474 · 10−6 · exp
[
20.2645 · (1 − xc)3.8003]

+ 3.2482 · 10−6 · exp
[
20.2646 · (1 − xc)3.7995] [A3]

The chosen parameters for fitting the half-cell open circuit potential to experimental
full-cell data - measured, fitted or taken from literature - are given in Table AI.

Electrode surface area and active material thickness are chosen from existing experi-
ments based on cell dissection. Stoichiometry and active material volume share values are
fitted to the experimental full-cell open circuit potential, shown in Figure A1a. Figure A1b
shows the corresponding anode open circuit potential over the full-cell state of charge,
calculated with Equations A1 and A2.
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7 Marginal costs of battery system operation in energy
arbitrage based on energy losses and cell degradation

This section introduces the paper Marginal Costs of Battery System Operation in Energy Arbitrage
based on Energy Losses and Cell Degradation and is based on the paper without further reference.

Chapter 2.1 previously introduced the definition of the marginal costs of operation, consisting of costs
for energy losses, as well as of costs for the battery degradation. Regarding energy losses, Chapter 3
presented the required methods for the calculation, and Chapter 6 introduced a battery degradation
model.

In this paper, a cost function considering both energy losses and cycle-induced capacity losses is defined
to calculate the marginal costs of BESS operation. The electricity price scenario is in accordance with
typical constellation at the German Day-Ahead energy trading market. The results reveal high costs
due to energy losses at low power operation and high costs due to capacity losses at high power charge
operation.
The cost function is evaluated for an optimal control in an energy trading scenario with variable elec-
tricity prices, showing large potential for an increased profit. For low price variation, the optimized
power control aims for minimized marginal costs. At high price variation, which strongly exceeds
marginal costs, the optimum operation according to the best prices is the most profitable control.
The subsequent discussion of the results presents various perspectives on which marginal costs should
be included in an optimization. Costs for energy losses directly influence the revenue/cost of arbitrage
operation. In contrast, costs for cycle-induced capacity losses can be evaluated through different per-
spectives – which might complicate including them in an operation optimization.

Author contribution The marginal cost model was initiated and developed by the author this thesis.
The paper draft was written also by the author this thesis. The model evaluation was conducted in
close collaboration with Jorn Reniers at the University of Oxford, which the author visited through a
research exchange. The results have also been presented at the conference 2018 IEEE International
Conference on Environment and Electrical Engineering and 2018 IEEE Industrial and Commercial
Power Systems Europe by the author of this thesis.
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Abstract—Optimal control of a battery energy storage system 
for energy arbitrage strongly depends on the marginal costs of 
operation. A cost function considering energy conversion losses 
and cycle-induced capacity losses is defined to calculate the 
marginal costs as a function of system power and power flow 
direction. The results are evaluated and reveal increased costs due 
to energy losses at low power operation, as well as increased costs 
due to capacity loss costs during charge operation at high power. 
The marginal cost function is evaluated for an optimal system 
control in an energy arbitrage scenario with variable electricity 
prices. Here, results show that for low price variation the 
optimized power control aims for minimized marginal costs. At 
high price variation, that strongly exceeds marginal costs, the 
optimum operation according to the best prices is the most 
profitable control. Finally, a discussion on the inclusion of the 
cycle-induced capacity losses is presented. 

Keywords— energy efficiency; energy storage; batteries 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) are increasingly 
used for grid applications. Major applications today are grid 
ancillary services, which often feature capacity prices 
(Euro/MW) [1]. The operation of BESS in energy arbitrage, 
where revenue is created through charging/discharging at 
variable electricity prices, however, strongly depends on the 
electricity price (Euro/MWh). The economic viability of an 
arbitrage operation consequently relates to the electricity price 
difference as well as on the marginal cost of the system 
operation. 

The marginal costs can be defined as additional costs 
occurring specifically through the battery operation for charging 
and discharging. Possible considered costs are energy losses 
during the operation and cycle-induced battery degradation. 
Energy consumption for auxiliary components of the BESS and 
calendar-aging effects of the battery can be considered as non-
marginal, fixed costs – assuming they are negligibly dependent 
on the actual system operation – and are consequently excluded 
from the analysis. 

The calculation of the marginal costs of system operation is, 
therefore, an important factor to calculate and optimize the 
economic viability of an arbitrage operation. 

A. Literature Review 

Koller et al. considered battery degradation by an explicit 
piecewise affine cost function for optimal control of BESS [2]. 
Xu et al. proposed a piecewise-linear cost function for 
implementation in market dispatch algorithms [3]. Goebel et al. 
investigated cost-minimized dispatch strategies for the provision 
of auction-based secondary control reserve, which reduced 
calendar and cycle battery degradation [4]. For energy arbitrage 
application, Reniers et al. compared battery models for power 
capability and degradation of increasing complexity [5]. 
Regarding energy losses, Schimpe et al. evaluated the energy 
efficiency of BESS [6-9], however, no evaluation of the 
economic significance of the energy losses was conducted.  

Based on the reviewed literature, degradation cost functions 
based on simple as well as more sophisticated battery 
degradation models have been developed and used in various 
optimized control strategies. Separately, the energy efficiency 
has been evaluated for reference BESS in technical system 
simulations. To the knowledge of the authors, no combined 
techno-economic evaluation of marginal costs for energy losses 
and cycle-induced battery degradation has been presented so far.  

This work presents an evaluation of the total marginal costs 
of BESS operation based on a system with lithium iron 
phosphate/graphite cells (LFP-C). The parameters for the 
models of both the energy losses and the battery degradation are 
based on the same battery cell designed for stationary 
applications for a realistic comparison. A case study on the 
profit-optimized operation in energy arbitrage is conducted to 
reveal the potential for optimization considering the detailed 
marginal cost calculation. A discussion on the inclusion of the 
cycle-induced capacity losses is presented to give different 
perspectives on the cost-optimized operation of BESS. 

B. Structure of this work 

Section II defines the calculation of the marginal cost of 
operation including the model-based calculation of energy 
conversion losses and the battery degradation. Section III 
evaluates the marginal cost of a full cycle of operation in detail 
to identify the characteristics and their sources. Section IV 
presents a case study of a simplified energy arbitrage scenario 
with variable electricity prices, in which the marginal cost model 



 

is used for an optimal control of the system to achieve the 
highest profit. Section V presents a critical discussion of the 
methodology used herein and of the calculation methods for the 
marginal costs. Section VI summarizes the main conclusions. 

II. CALCULATION OF MARGINAL OPERATION COST 

The marginal costs of operating the battery cMarginal are 
defined for the general evaluation in Section III as costs in Euro 
(EUR, EURct) for a full cycle per installed kWh of nominal 
energy capacity. They comprise costs for energy conversion 
losses and for battery degradation. The considered energy losses 
are conversion losses of the battery and of the power electronics. 
The costs for the battery degradation are based on the cycle-
induced capacity losses of the cells.  

Both costs for the energy losses cEnergy Loss, as well as costs 
for capacity losses cCapacity Loss, are calculated separately for 
charge (subscript Ch) and discharge (subscript Disch) as 
functions of the grid-side system power, PAC: 

 cMarginal(PAC) =   cEnergy Loss,Ch (PAC) + cCapacity Loss,Ch (PAC) + 
  cEnergy Loss,Disch (PAC) + 

 cCapacity Loss,Disch (PAC) (1) 

A. Costs for Energy Conversion Losses 

The costs for energy losses are calculated based on a specific 
electricity price cEnergy (EUR/kWh) and the energy conversion 
losses occurring during the operation eLoss: 

 cEnergy Loss (PAC) = eLoss(PAC) · cEnergy (2) 

The energy conversion losses in the power electronics are 
based on power loss measurements of a bidirectional Siemens 
Sinamics S120 36 kW inverter, which connects to the low 
voltage 400 VAC grid. Measurements are taken at 600 VDC, 
675 VDC, and 750 VDC from 0% to 100% of nominal power 
for both charge and discharge, and then implemented through 
lookup tables as a function of voltage and relative power. 

The energy conversion losses in the battery are calculated 
using an equivalent circuit model featuring an open circuit 
voltage and a single resistance. Parameters are implemented for 
a commercial cell (Sony US26650FTC1, LFP-C, Nominal 
Parameter: 3.2 V, 3 Ah [10]) designed for stationary 
applications [11]. As the system in this work is evaluated for a 
full cycle, and to allow comparable calculations independent of 
an increase in cell temperature, a constant State of Charge SOC 
of 50% and a constant cell temperature T of 25°C are used. This 
results in constant parameters for the open circuit voltage and 
the cell resistances. 

Values for the resistance in charge/discharge direction and 
for the open circuit voltage are taken from [6]: RCh = 46.66 mΩ, 
RDisch = 50.29 mΩ, UOCV=3.30 V. The power loss in the battery 
is calculated based on Ohm’s Law, 

 PLoss,Battery(PAC) =   RCh/Disch · (IBattery(PAC))², (3) 

with IBattery being the battery current. Battery pack 
dimensioning is selected according to the voltage range of the 
inverter and an Energy-to-Power ratio of 1:1 resulting in the 
nominal energy of 36 kWh, a battery configuration of 208 cell 
blocks in series, and nominal pack voltage of 665.6 VDC. 

Results for the calculated energy efficiencies are shown in 
Fig. 1. The power electronics show decreased efficiency 
(< 90%) at low power (< 10%) and steadily increasing 
efficiency with higher relative power. Instead, the battery shows 
the highest efficiency at low power and a linear decrease in 
efficiency with increasing power. Efficiency for charge and 
discharge is similar for the power electronics, whereas the 
battery shows a slightly higher efficiency for charge operation. 
Evaluating the combined efficiency of battery and power 
electronics shows for both charge and discharge a peak 
efficiency at approximately 36% of nominal power. The 
combined round-trip efficiency results in a peak round-trip 
efficiency of 91.1% at 36% of nominal power and a round-trip 
efficiency of 87.0% at 100% nominal power. 

 
Fig. 1. Energy efficiency over relative system power for battery (Batt), power 
electronics (PE) for both charge/discharge separately and for the total  
round-trip. 

For the evaluation of the costs for energy losses of a full 
cycle at various power operating points, given in detail 
following in Section III, a constant electricity price for cEnergy is 
used. In accordance with the application being energy arbitrage, 
an electricity price of 3.197 EURct/kWh, based on the calculated 
average of the base-/peak-period prices in the German Day-
Ahead market for 2016, is selected (Year-average  
for Base period: 2.898 EURct/kWh; Peak period: 
3.496 EURct/kWh [12]).  

For the subsequent application of the model in the variable 
price scenario (see Section IV), the electricity cost was instead 
equated to the actual electricity price during the time of 
charging/discharging the system. 



 

B. Costs for Battery Degradation 

For the calculation of battery degradation costs cCapacity Loss, 
the cycle-induced capacity losses are calculated. Calendar aging 
effects are not included, as they are assumed here to be 
independent of operation and thus not part of the marginal costs. 
The costs are calculated based on a price for the battery capacity 
cCapacity and the cycle-induced capacity loss qLoss: 

 cCapacity Loss,Ch/Disch(PAC) =  cCapacity · qLoss,Ch/Disch (PAC) (4) 

The actual capacity loss qLoss is calculated using the model 
presented in [13], which is parametrized for the same LFP-C cell 
used for the energy loss calculation (see Section II.A). The 
model is implemented in reduced form according to the constant 
conditions of the cell temperature T and the State of Charge SOC 
defined in Section II.A.  

The cycle-induced capacity loss is calculated as the sum of 
two degradation mechanisms. The first mechanism (High T) is 
driven by the total charge throughput Qtot, and is consequently 
active in both current directions, and features no current 
dependence. The second mechanism (Low T) is driven by the 
charge throughput in the charging direction QCh and also features 
a charging current dependence. Charge and discharge are thus 
calculated separately: 

 QLoss,Ch (PAC) = kcyc,High T,Ref · Qtot
0.5 +                            .  

               kcyc,Low T (IBattery,Ch (PAC)) · QCh
0.5 (5) 

 QLoss,Disch (PAC) = kcyc,High T,Ref · Qtot
0.5 (6) 

The charging-induced capacity loss is calculated with an 
exponential correlation for the dependence of the charge current 
IBattery,Ch: 

 kcyc,Low T (IBattery(PAC))= kcyc,Low T,Ref  ·                             .  
                            exp[βLow T · (IBattery,Ch - IBattery,Ch,Ref)/C0] (7) 

Parameters are βLow T = 2.64 h, C0 = 3 Ah, IBattery,Ch,Ref = 3 A, 
kcyc,Low T,Ref = 4.01·10-4 Ah-0.5 and kcyc,High T,Ref = 1.46·10-4 Ah-0.5. 
Parameters given are scaled for a single cell. Further information 
on the model can be found in [13].  

The full equivalent cycles of the battery corresponding to a 
relative capacity loss qLoss of 0.20 of the nominal capacity, 
according to an End-of-Life (EOL) criterion of a State of Health 
of 80% [13], are calculated for both charge and discharge 
separately as a function of PAC. To linearize the square-root-
dependent results, the averaged capacity loss per cycle is 
calculated from the cycle count until EOL. Results per cycle are 
then implemented in the cost calculation as qLoss,Ch/Disch (PAC). It 
is critically noted that the model in [13] is not parametrized until 
EOL at 25°C, so data are extrapolated. Longer tests are expected 
to show an earlier EOL and thus higher costs. Additionally, the 
calculation of cycle-induced degradation costs based on the EOL 
criterion is also more theoretical, as the EOL value of 80% 
mostly used is based on the full capacity loss and not only on the 
cycle-induced capacity loss only. 

 The implemented price for the battery cCapacity is based on the 
battery price of 730 EUR/kWh of nominal energy (current Sony 
US26650FTC1-based module price excluding VAT [14]).  

III. RESULTS OF MARGINAL COST MODEL 

The marginal cost model is calculated for a full cycle at 
various power operating points to evaluate the influence of 
power flow direction and operating point. 

A. Costs for Energy Conversion Losses 

Fig. 2 shows the marginal costs for energy conversion losses 
over relative system power. As a reference value, the electricity 
price difference between peak and base period (see Section II.A) 
of 0.60 EURct/kWh is indicated. As the value for the base period 
is calculated as year average of all hours, the peak to trough price 
difference, which is more relevant for energy arbitrage, would 
be 1.20 EURct/kWh, assuming a symmetric distribution of price 
around the average. 

 
Fig. 2. Costs for energy conversion losses over relative system power. 

Both charge and discharge efficiency result in high costs at 
low power due to the low efficiency of the power electronics 
(see Fig. 1). The round-trip costs for energy losses reach high 
values at low power, exceeding the reference price difference. 
For a relative power above 9%, the costs fall below the reference 
value. Towards higher power, exceeding 36% of nominal power, 
the costs increase again - although less steeply. At full nominal 
power, the round-trip energy loss costs are 0.46 EURct/kWh. 

B. Costs for Cycle-Induced Capacity Losses 

Fig. 3 shows the marginal costs for the cycle-induced 
capacity losses over relative system power.  

 
Fig. 3. Costs for capacity loss over relative system power. 



 

While at low power both charge and discharge are similar in 
the related costs, at higher power the charge operation increases 
in costs. This deviation is attributed to the applied degradation 
model that calculates additional degradation for the charge 
direction with an exponential current dependence (see 
Section II.B). Under these assumptions, round-trip costs for the 
capacity losses exceed the average price difference at 69% of 
nominal power and reach 1.28 EURct/kWh at full nominal 
power.  

C. Total Marginal Costs of Operation 

Fig. 4 shows the total marginal costs, calculated as the sum 
of energy loss and capacity loss, over the relative system power.  

 
Fig. 4. Costs for the sum of energy loss and capacity loss over relative system 
power. 

At low power, energy losses represent the largest share of 
costs. Instead, at high power, the costs for cycle-induced 
capacity loss exceed the costs for energy losses. The total 
marginal costs reach a minimum of 0.66 EURct/kWh at 27% of 
nominal power, exceeding the reference average price difference 
slightly. Here, costs for energy and capacity losses both similarly 
amount to approximately 0.3 EURct/kWh. At full nominal 
power, the energy loss costs increase to 0.46 EURct/kWh, the 
capacity loss costs to 1.28 EURct/kWh resulting in a total 
marginal cost of  1.74 EURct/kWh.  

The total marginal costs exceed the reference price 
difference over the entire operating range, indicating that energy 
arbitrage is not profitable in the assumptions of this scenario. 
However, the reference price difference is based on the annual-
average prices for specific periods and not on an optimized 
operation based on price forecasts – which could significantly 
improve the economics. It should also be noted that the reference 
price difference calculated for other EPEX Spot Day-Ahead 
markets in 2016 was higher (France: 0.87 EURct/kWh, Belgium 
1.01 EURct/kWh [12]) – indicating possibly higher profitability. 

A critical discussion on the marginal cost calculation and 
their inclusion into operation optimization schemes follows later 
in Section V. 

To analyze optimization potential for the power flow 
directions individually, Fig. 5 shows the total marginal costs 
separated by charge and discharge over the relative system 
power. At low power operation, the energy losses, which are 
similar for charge and discharge, dominate and thus the total 
marginal costs are similar for both power flow directions. With 
increasing power, however, the capacity loss for the charge 
operation increases significantly. 

 
Fig. 5. Costs for the sum of energy loss and capacity loss, separated for charge 
and discharge, over relative system power. 

IV. CASE STUDY ON OPTIMIZED OPERATION IN ENERGY 

ARBITRAGE APPLICATION 

The cost function is evaluated for an optimized system 
control in an energy arbitrage scenario with variable electricity 
prices to explore in more depth how the BESS profitability can 
be improved. For the sake of simplicity, in this case study, we 
assume prices were known a priori. Furthermore, for 
simplification, a period of four hours of operation is chosen.  

Parameters are set to enable a single full cycle of arbitrage 
application as well as to enable charging in hour 1 to hour 2 and 
discharging in hour 3 and hour 4. State of Charge at beginning 
is 0%. This results in an ease of optimization through brute force 
parameter-sweeping, while still allowing for optimization 
potential, e.g. by charging the BESS at full power in hour 1 or 
possibly charging at approximately 50% of nominal power in 
hour 1 and hour 2.  

Price values are based on an arbitrary variation of the base 
period price (2.898 EURct/kWh [12]) by -50% (hour 1),  
-20% (hour 2), +25% (hour 3) and +30% (hour 4). 

Fig. 6 shows the variable price scenario case study. The y-
axis to the left shows the variable electricity price while the  



 

y-axis to the right indicates absolute system power (hour 1-2: 
Charging only, hour 3-4 Discharging only). Power is optimized 
for (a) profit considering electricity costs/revenue ΠElectr, which 
includes the variable electricity prices as well as the energy loss 
costs through increased charging energy/decreased discharging 
energy, 

 ΠElectr. = ∫ cEnergy(t) · PAC (t) dt (7) 

and (b) the total profit ΠElectr&Capacity Loss, which additionally 
includes the cycle-induced capacity loss costs: 

 ΠElectr&Capacity Loss = ∫[cEnergy(t)PAC (t) + CCapacity Loss(PAC)]dt (8) 

 
Fig. 6. Variable price scenario with optimized power for (a) profit based on 
electricity costs incl. var. prices & energy loss costs and (b) total profit incl. var. 
prices, energy loss costs & cycle-induced capacity loss costs. 

The relative AC-side power exceeds 100% during charging 
slightly to account for losses in the conversion. During 
discharge, the maximum output power cannot be fully reached 
due to the losses in the conversion and limited battery capacity. 

Optimization for electricity-only (a) shifts the operation to 
the best price during charging due to the high price difference. 
During discharging the price difference is lower and thus enables 
a shift towards operating points with higher efficiency. 

Optimization for the total profit (b) shifts the power during 
charging to lower operating points to reduce the more significant 
costs for cycle-induced capacity losses. During discharge, the 
operation is identical to the result for electricity-optimized 
operation. 

The results for the profit of the arbitrage operation under 
both profit considerations ΠElectr respectively  ΠElectr&Capacity Loss 
are shown in Fig. 7. The operation mode “Full Power at Best 
Price” (FPBP) is added as a reference to evaluate the 
improvement through the optimization. In FPBP operation, the 
system is controlled with no consideration of marginal costs but 

only based on electricity prices. This results for the variable 
price (see Fig. 6) for charging in hour 1 and discharging in 
hour 4, both at full power. Additionally, the theoretical profit 
based on the maximum price difference with no considered 
marginal costs at all is shown as a reference. The theoretical 
profit with no considered losses results in a profit of 
2.39 EURct/kWh. As no costs are considered, the FPBP 
operation and the optimized operation result in identical profit. 

Considering the energy loss costs, the profit is reduced by 
approximately 15% to 2.04 EURct/kWh for the optimized 
operation and 2.01 EURct/kWh for the FPBP operation. The 
cost optimization through improved energy efficiency is 
relatively small here in comparison to the price difference, 
resulting in an increase of the profit by only 1.1%. 

Additionally considering the cycle-induced capacity loss 
costs further reduces the profit. The profit resulting from FPBP 
operation is strongly reduced by 89% from the theoretical profit 
to 0.26 EURct/kWh. Cycle-induced capacity losses are highest 
at the full power operation. The optimized operation reduces the 
capacity loss costs through a reduced charging power and 
consequently shows a profit of 1.20 EURct/kWh, which is an 
increase of 357% from the FPBP operation at 0.26 EURct/kWh. 

 
Fig. 7. Profit evaluation for a) profit based on electricity costs incl. var. prices 
& energy loss costs and b) total profit incl. var. prices, energy loss costs & 
cycle-induced capacity loss costs. 

V. DISCUSSION 

The results of the cost model (see Section III) showed that 
the total marginal costs exceed the average price difference in 
the German Day-Ahead market – indicating that arbitrage based 
on average price signals is not economically viable. However, 
successfully trading price differences on an e.g. hourly base can 
indeed result in profitable operation (see Section IV). The price 
scenario as well as the ability to forecast prices thus clearly 
define the economic potential of energy arbitrage. 

The concept of calculating marginal costs based on the sum 
of energy losses and capacity losses should be critically 



 

evaluated. Energy losses directly influence the profit through 
costs for additionally charged energy/reduced discharged 
energy. Capacity loss costs occur based on the more theoretical 
calculation of using and depreciating the asset of the battery 
through cycle-induced capacity losses until End-of-Life. 
However, calendar aging should not be neglected, as although 
marginal cycle-induced capacity loss costs might be high, the 
battery should be used to create revenue - as calendar aging 
renders the battery degraded at some point anyway. 

From a technical point of view, the End-of-Life criterion of 
80% used in this study should also be critically evaluated. It is 
used in reference to the cycle-induced aging, but in reality, the 
mechanisms for calendar and cycle aging are not separated. 
Additionally, if no rapid increase in degradation occurs after the 
somewhat arbitrary 80% point, the battery could operate for a 
longer period until much lower State of Health values – thus 
dramatically decreasing capacity loss costs. 

Another perspective is that the price of the battery as initial 
investment matters less to the system operator, as it can also be 
considered as a ‘sunk cost’. Possibly a replacement cost of the 
battery, which might be theoretical but more up to date with 
market conditions, could also be used for calculating battery 
degradation costs. A revenue-oriented perspective could 
approximate the cycle-induced costs by calculating the cycle-
induced reduction of battery lifetime and the thus reduced time 
available for revenue-generation. 

Finally, the approach to optimize profit considering the 
degradation of the battery is based on the assumption that the 
BESS can create revenue in the future. BESS operators, 
however, might consider that future revenues are not 
guaranteed due to changing conditions in regulation or markets. 
Financing costs for BESS also motivate an operation scheme, 
which creates revenue as early as possible and may neglect 
cycle-induced degradation costs. Inflation further creates an 
incentive to create revenue as early as possible. 

In summary, the decision whether costs for cycle-induced 
capacity losses are included in an optimized BESS control 
depends on the perspective and the timeframe of the evaluation. 
Energy loss costs, however, should be strictly included as they 
influence the profit at present conditions.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

A cost function considering both energy losses and cycle-
induced capacity losses is defined to calculate the marginal costs 
of BESS operation. The electricity price scenario is in 
accordance with the application in the German Day-Ahead 
market. The results reveal high costs due to energy losses at low 
power operation and high costs due to capacity losses at high 
power charge operation. The cost function is evaluated for an 
optimal control in an arbitrage scenario with variable electricity 
prices. For low price variation, the optimized power control aims 
for minimized marginal costs. At high price variation, that 
strongly exceeds marginal costs, the optimum operation 
according to the best prices is the most profitable control. 

The subsequent discussion of the results presents various 
perspectives on which marginal costs should be included in an 
optimization. Costs for energy losses directly influence the 
revenue/cost of arbitrage operation. In contrast, costs for cycle-
induced capacity losses can be evaluated through different 
perspectives – which might complicate including them in an 
operation optimization. The different perspectives on the 
calculation of the cycle-induced capacity loss costs should be 
quantified and compared in future work. Finally, the impact of 
the cost model based on real-world prices should be evaluated in 
an optimization. Here, the quality of the price forecast should be 
included realistically. To correctly assess the economic viability 
of a BESS investment, the total costs including the complete 
BESS, financing, and market participation have to be 
considered. 
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8 Conclusion and outlook

This chapter summarizes the dissertation results, followed by an outlook towards future work. Sec-
tion 8.1 collects the main conclusions of this work and Section 8.2 presents possible future research
tasks.

8.1 Conclusions from the investigations

A holistic system model for the evaluation of the energy efficiency of BESS was presented in Chapter 3.
The energy efficiency of BESS was analyzed in detail for a reference prototype system, the Energy
Neighbor. Results revealed strongly varying energy efficiency values for different system applications,
whereby the PE connecting the battery to the electrical grid were identified as a major source of energy
losses in most cases.

Consequently, grid connection topologies consisting of different PE topologies and grid levels were
compared regarding their energy efficiency in Chapter 4. Here, results showed that the choice of
topology can strongly affect the energy efficiency and has to be considered specifically for each grid
application.

As a second approach to reduce PE losses, a software-based PFDS was proposed in Chapter 5. The
developed PFDS was tested in an industrial utility-scale BESS and shows stable operation as well as
a strong reduction of energy losses.

Regarding battery lifetime, a comprehensive storage and cycle test experiment with a focus on the effect
of battery temperature on the cycle-induced battery degradation was conducted with LFP-C cells and
presented in Chapter 6. Based on experimental data, a semi-empirical model that captures separate
degradation mechanisms was developed and successfully validated against application-oriented exper-
iments. The experiments as well as the model correctly predict the optimum operating temperature
for battery cells regarding degradation.

To evaluate and compare the impact of the energy losses and battery degradation on the economics of
BESS operation, specifically their marginal costs of operation, a combined approach was presented in
Chapter 7. Costs for lost energy and battery capacity losses are calculated and evaluated, revealing
optimum operating points. The results were evaluated in a profit-optimized control strategy for BESS
in energy arbitrage, showing large potential for an increased profit.

In summary, both energy efficiency and battery degradation are key BESS parameters requiring de-
tailed consideration during system design. Operational control strategies offer opportunities for no-
ticeable improvement.
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8 Conclusion and outlook

8.2 Possible future research tasks

Regarding holistic system simulation model and system energy efficiciency, several aspects can be
further investigated. For improved validation of the system thermal management model and its power
consumption, real-world data of the system performance and key system components temperatures
should be measured over a whole year to capture seasonal variations.

As the system thermal management is shown to be a small part of the energy losses, simpler and less
costly configurations could be evaluated as a possible option. However, the aging of the battery cells
needs to be considered in this evaluation as well.

Regarding future PE topologies, the efficiency at partial load can be further improved through incre-
mental operation of parallel-connected semiconductions within single PE units.

Regarding battery degradation, the model could be further validated through additional validation
tests covering more application scenarios or stronger variation of test conditions, such as a dynamic
ambient temperature or a non-repeating battery current profile. Based on the further validated model,
aging-optimized control strategies for battery temperature and battery current can be developed and
again validated experimentally. The battery-model can be further detailed to include changes of the
OCV and the cell impedance.
For the marginal cost calculation method, the evaluation showed different perspectives on the cal-
culation of the cycle-induced capacity loss costs which should be quantified and compared in future
work. The impact of the cost model based on time-resolved real-world prices should be evaluated in
an optimization. Here, a price forecast calculation should be implemented to achieve more realistic
results.

Regarding PFDS, the results for energy-efficiency optimized PFDS showed the stable operation as well
as a strong reduction of energy losses in BESS. However, the PFDS was only considered between two
power strings of identical nominal power/capacity. Utility-scale BESS consist of many more and also
non-identical units. The software implementation of the PFDS can be extended to operate for non-
identical and more than two power strings, as well as to optimize the PFDS between several BESS.
Future simulations could reveal the technical potential of such topologies in detail and enable the
development of the necessary complex SOC-management strategy. The more flexible PFDS could be
applied to utility-scale BESS, distributed BESS, as well as to Vehicle-to-Grid applications.
A second important point for PFDS is that the efficiency-optimized PFDS concentrates the system
power on single battery units and consequently lead to increased battery currents. The efficiency-
optimized PFDS with higher battery currents can consequently lead to reduced battery lifetime and
thus possibly be detrimental to the economics of the system application. A marginal-cost optimized
PFDS, which respects battery degradation as well as energy loss could provide a holistically optimized
PFDS.

Several of these aspects are going to be investigated with a focus on Second-Life batteries in the
upcoming research project EffSkalBatt.
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